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Abstract

Colour of buried archaeological remains tends to be different from the adjacent soils due to anthropogenic activities influencing the chemical properties of the soil. Such distinctive colour difference indicates that buried remain might be easily identified by their colour, but the colour recognised by the human eye (characterised by the contributions of light in the red, green and blue spectral regions) is not always sufficient to clearly distinguish between natural soils and archaeological artefacts. This thesis attempts to use the full information content of reflectance spectra in the visible and near infrared spectral range to identify archaeological remains. Since such reflectance spectra are attenuated in a complex way by scattering and absorption processes, the spectral characteristics of archaeological remains are investigated using a modified principal component analysis (PCA) method. The PCA method is extended in a way which allows to quantify the differences between a spectrum of interest and a group of selected natural soils by a distance value ‘D’. Large D values indicate that the spectrum represents a non-natural soil, e.g. an archaeological material. Archaeological sites investigated in this thesis have provided positive results (large D values) for pits, ditches and archaeological features influenced by fire activity. The developed method works best if reference spectra of local soils are used, but even with a global database of soil spectra, archaeological materials can still be identified. These results indicate that the method can be applied in a universal way to any archaeological sites. However, this hypothesis has to be further proven by additional investigations. It should also be noted that the developed method might not only be used for archaeological applications but also to distinguish in a general sense whether the soil colour difference is due to natural process or anthropogenic influence. Another important result of this study is that spectral features of archaeological remains can still be identified with much lower spectral resolution than provided by the spectrometer used (3 – 10 nm). These findings demonstrate a promising approach to use instruments with coarser spectral resolution, but largely improved temporal resolution, which might even allow continuous 2D imaging applications.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Buried archaeological remains are occasionally visible due to the differences in physical or chemical properties of the remains from surrounding natural soils (Oonk et al., 2009a; Rowlands and Sarris, 2007). Such differences can be identified by non-destructive archaeological prospection methods (Alexakis et al., 2009; Ceraudo, 2013; Cox, 1992; Doneus et al., 2014; Kvamme, 2005; Lasaponara and Masini, 2007; Themistocleous et al., 2015; Wilson, 1975), such as remote sensing techniques (Agapiou et al., 2010, 2013; Aqdus et al., 2008; Lasaponara and Masini, 2008, 2011; Themistocleous et al., 2015; Winterbottom and Dawson, 2005). However, the identification of buried remains utilising changes in soil properties is not common in remote sensing or spectroscopic application due to the complexity of soils and remains beyond the visible range (Cavalli et al., 2009; Themistocleous et al., 2015; Wetterlind et al., 2013).

The difference in soil colour have been traditionally discovered through a simple camera or bare eye approach depending on archaeologists’ personal experience and knowledge based on the shape and location of the feature (Wilson, 1975). However, such bare eye prospection methods are subject to limitations since they are restricted to only three spectral bands (red, green and blue). In addition, these methods are also extremely subjective as well as time consuming (Trier et al., 2009). Therefore, a quantitative and reproducible method using visible to near infrared spectroscopic information is needed to overcome these restrictions. This thesis focuses on the development of a methodology to prospect buried archaeological remains using spectral information of archaeological soils in comparison to those of natural soils.

In order to achieve the aim of this thesis, soil spectra from known archaeological sites were gathered by a portable hand-held spectrometer (visible to near infrared). First, an optimal spectral range is determined to identify archaeological features efficiently. Using this spectral range, this study applies a modified principal component analysis (PCA) to statistically identify archaeological signatures. This method is developed to quantify the dissimilarity between archaeological and natural soil spectra from any unknown archaeological site.
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The thesis describes the individual steps for the development of the new methodology and applies the method to several archaeological sites. The results indicate that the method can well be used to discriminate archaeological material from natural soils. But further investigations are needed to test the method at various archaeological sites and diverse environmental conditions.

1.1 Outline

General background information of archaeological prospection is introduced in Chapter 2 including discussions of problems and limitations of the individual methods. The chapter also includes an explanation of a specific archaeological terminology, soil mark features, and various methods developed to identify such features beyond the eye. The chapter describes soil chemical studies to understand the link between archaeological and natural soils and the results of spectroscopy.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the instrument and measurement settings for data collection and outlines the methodologies used and developed within this thesis. Various pre-treatment methods of the spectra (to improve the quality of the measurements) before the main analysis are explained. The chapter also describes a specific spectral feature in the low wavelength range which may be an instrumental artefact. Different ways to numerically represent spectral features of archaeological remains are introduced together with the general concept of PCA. The main methodology (modified PCA) developed in this thesis is explained step by step.

The new modified PCA method is applied to two case study areas, Italy (Chapter 4) and Hungary (Chapter 5), which have the contrasting environment and are therefore expected to yield different results. All the methods introduced in the methodology chapter (Chapter 3) are applied to spectra recorded in the first case study region, Italy, and the effectiveness of each method is analysed. The methods yielding the best results are also applied to the Hungarian site.

The overall summary is presented in Chapter 6, and also the limitations and problems of the new method are discussed. Based on the results obtained in this thesis recommendations for additional applications further improvements are also provided.
Chapter 2 Background of the study

2.1 Archaeological prospection

Archaeological prospection is a field of archaeology which utilises various scientific instruments to identify buried remains (Batayneh, 2011). The traditional prospection methods, such as field walking surveys, also known as pedestrian survey (Kvamme, 2005; Schiffer et al., 1978), are still prevalent in archaeology (Bevan and Conolly, 2004; Foard, 1977), scientific prospection methods are highly needed not only to identify buried remains, but also to reduce the time of prospection for rescue archaeology.

The scientific prospecting methods include geochemical surveys (Gaffney and Gaffney, 2000; Gerlach et al., 2012; Hollliday and Gartner, 2007; Jones and Sarris, 2000; Kattenberg, 2008; Kvamme, 2003, 2006; Persson, 2005; Schlezinger and Howes, 2000; Shackley, 2011; Simpson et al., 1998; Terry et al., 2004; Theocaris et al., 1996; Wilson et al., 2008; Wynn, 1990) and remote sensing methods (e.g. from airborne or satellite observations, Aqdus et al., 2008; Beck et al., 2007; Lasaponara and Masini, 2005, 2017; Rowlands and Sarris, 2007; Traviglia, 2006; Verhoeven and Sevara, 2016; Winterbottom and Dawson, 2005). Furthermore, scientific prospection methods are less prone to arbitrary and subjective interpretation.

Among many archaeological prospection methods, aerial archaeology is a powerful tool widely used to identify buried remains through aerial images (Alexakis et al., 2009; Ceraudo, 2013; Cox, 1992; Doneus et al., 2014; Kvamme, 2005; Lasaponara and Masini, 2007; Themistocleous et al., 2015; Wilson, 1975). From the 19th century, buried archaeological remains are recognised by trained archaeologists through photographs taken during flights (Batayneh, 2011; Ceraudo, 2013; Wilson, 1975). Figure 2.1.1 locates various archaeological remains identified by aerial archaeology around the Mainz region in Germany. Current studies extend the use of aerial images from multi- to hyperspectral images with a large coverage and higher spatial resolution (ranging from 4 m to 1 m, Doneus et al., 2014) obtained from the visible to near infrared spectral range and sometimes even in the thermal infrared region (Berlin et al., 1977; Rowlands and Sarris, 2007). Also with technological improvements, such
high spatial and spectral resolution are also becoming available on spaceborne platforms (Drzewiecki and Rączkowski, 2008; Kruse et al., 2003; Lasaponara and Masini, 2011, 2014; Lasaponara et al., 2016).

In aerial images, the buried remains are identified by 1) the different colour and/or brightness compared to the surrounding natural soil and 2) the characteristic shape which cannot be formed naturally. Such features are called ‘soil marks’ since they are visible on bare soil surfaces over buried remains (Bowen, 1975; Cantoro et al., 2017; Evans and Jones, 1977; Jones and Evans, 1975). Similarly, ‘crop mark’ features (or sometimes referred to as ‘vegetation mark’) can also be identified by a changed crop growth (height, colour, stress level and other factors) over buried remains (Agapiou and Hadjimitsis, 2011; Agapiou et al., 2011, 2012; Doneus et al., 2014; Evans and Jones, 1977; Lasaponara and Masini, 2007). Figure 2.1.2 shows various soil mark features identified from aerial photographs ranging from the early aerial photographs taken in black and white (visible due to the tonal difference between the soils) to recent images of buried remains identified from the plane and by Google Earth.

Figure 2.1.2 Various soil mark features identified from aerial photographs ranging from the early aerial photographs taken in black and white (visible due to the tonal difference between the soils) to recent images of buried remains identified from the plane and by Google Earth.

2.2 Soil marks

Soil mark features are important signatures of buried remains, mostly recognised from a distance as long, thin, circular and dark soil features (Bowen, 1975; Gerlach et al., 2012; Wilson, 1975). These features are mainly observed on arable land without vegetation cover by the colour, tonal and texture differences compared to the surrounding natural soil (Ceraudo, 2013). Such differences in soils are due to the ancient materials spread on the topsoil which originated from buried remains. In archaeological surveys, soil marks proved to be important indicators of archaeological sites (Taylor, 1979; Verhoeven and Sevara, 2016).
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Figure 2.1.2 Images of soil mark features. 
A: Romano-British agriculture in the Fens (UK). Crop and soil marks visible from east-south-east view (Wilson, 1975). Photo: University of Cambridge, Crown Copyright reserved. 
B: Medieval road near Coughton (UK). Photo: The Oxford Archaeological Unit. 
C: Prehistoric ring ditch near Stadecken Hayer (Germany). Photo taken by Dr. P. H. 

Figure 2.2.1 Schematic description of the soil mark formation. After ploughing, the top part of the buried remains is transported to the surface. This will result in colour and texture difference compared to the surrounding natural soil. Modified from Beck, 2010.
Such soil marks are created when the buried remains are transported to the surface of the ground by human (ploughing etc.) or biochemical (earthworms etc.) activities (Clark, 2003; Taylor, 1979). Among these activities, ploughing has revealed numerous buried remains on the soil surface in Europe. One interesting feature is that soil marks are mainly concentrated in Europe and not much discovered in other regions. These regional differences are not yet well understood but are assumed to be the consequence of different farming traditions (Lee, 2011).

Figure 2.2.1 shows how the soil marks are formed in arable lands after ploughing. The mechanism is simple. When the terrain with archaeological remains buried inside is ploughed, the plough scraps off the top part of the buried remain and transfers this to the surface of the soil. As a result, buried remains such as ceramic pieces, building rock fractures, archaeological pits are scattered on to the ground surface. Such transported remains are sometimes different in their texture, object fragments and colour to the surrounding natural soil (Jones and Evans, 1975). For examples, pit features tend to be highly organic and therefore generate fairly darker patches (Lauer et al., 2014) whereas ditch features tend to hold more moisture than the surrounding natural soils and thus appear as darker lines Taylor (1979). Also, if such transported buried materials are observed from a distance, they might show characteristic shapes (as shown in Figure 2.1.2), that help identifying them as archaeology. In summary, buried remains are observed by the contrast between archaeological features and the natural background soils based on the assumption that the buried structures alter the natural properties (Gallo et al., 2009; Kruse et al., 1993).

Studies have attempted to identify soil mark features in a systematic and reproducible way to reduce time-consuming manual inspections. Such methods are also applied in particular to satellite images to identify archaeological remains on a global scale (Ceraudo, 2013). However, most of these studies using on soil marks are still in an early explorative state (e.g. Crawford, 1939; Donoghue and Shennan, 1988; Evans and Jones, 1977; Taylor, 1979). Recent studies focus on analysing not soil mark features but crop mark features (Agapiou et al., 2013; Bassani et al., 2009; Doneus et al., 2014; Jones et al., 1968) since soil marks are more difficult to detect (Themistocleous et al., 2015).

2.3 Limitations in soil mark prospection

2.3.1 Colour (limited spectral range)

Soil colour is an important indicator not only for soil characteristics (Webster and Butler, 1976; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006c) but also for ancient anthropogenic activities (Aston et al., 1998; Canti and Linford, 2000; James, 1999; Jones and MacGregor, 2002). For example, Eckmeier and Gerlach (2012) used differences in soil colour to estimate the age of the archaeological context. However, identification of soil mark features to prospect buried remains is extremely subjective to the trained archaeologists since the interpretation of the images is mainly based on personal experiences and limited to the visible electromagnetic spectrum between 400 and 700 nm (Doneus et al., 2014). Therefore, soil marks are sometimes difficult
to detect since these marks may not be visible in the images if observed over different periods or at different spatial or spectral resolution (Themistocleous et al., 2015).

Studies have used hyperspectral remote sensing methods (vis-NIR region) to identify soil marks. Such data provide information on moisture content (Liu et al., 2003), texture and chemical minerals of soils (Ben-Dor et al., 2002; Chabrillat et al., 2002; Leone and Escadafal, 2001; Metternicht and Zinck, 2003). These studies attempted to observe soil mark features not only in the visible spectral region but also in the near infrared and short wave infrared spectral regions since identification of soil, vegetation, rock and mineral materials is promising in these spectral ranges (Clark et al., 1990; Gao and Goetz, 1990; Stoner and Baumgardner, 1981). For example, Donoghue and Shennan (1988) used edge enhancement to show highly enhanced soil marks in red wavebands (605 – 690 nm) since soils reflect red light strongly. Infrared images can be effectively used for identifying crop mark features since the near infrared region (760 – 900 nm) is sensitive to vegetation (Fowler, 2002). However, depending on the time of the survey, the presence of vegetation obscures the pure soil signature (Miller, 1977). Even in semi-arid regions, the ability to distinguish soil reflectance features from vegetation features becomes difficult for vegetation cover above 50 to 60 % (Murphy and Wadge, 1994). Cavalli et al. (2009) used hyperspectral images (400 to 1280 nm) to identify the optimal spectral range for archaeological prospection using various analysis methods such as spectral unmixing (Small, 2001). The results showed that hyperspectral sensors covering the 400 – 800 nm spectral range with a spectral resolution of 20 – 50 nm is most effective for identifying archaeological features when the land cover abundances are known.

Different soil colours of soil mark features are often observed by airborne and satellite images with sufficient spatial ranges (Fowler, 1996; Fowler, 2002; Menze and Ur, 2007), but not many studies have been published identifying soil mark features beyond the visible spectral range since archaeological remains do not have unique spectral characteristics (Bassani et al., 2009).

2.3.2 Shape

Archaeological remains typically have unique shapes. Circles, squares, rectangles and straight lines are generally of human origin and occur less frequently as products of nature (Kvamme, 2005). However, such shapes can be similar to traces of geological features or recent human activities and, therefore, may confuse archaeologists. Figure 2.3.1 shows images of features resembling soil marks but are not traces of ancient settlements. When scientists attempted to develop methods to identify soil marks by their characteristic shapes, geological features were often problematic.

Hu and Li (2017) revealed 70 new archaeological ruins in north western China which have geometric features (square or polygon) using GeoEye satellite data. Similarly, Trier et al. (2009) introduced an automatic detection method of soil and crop marks based on pattern recognition of panchromatic bands and high resolution satellite images. These soil marks were determined by their circular shapes through local contrast enhancement and template matching (ring features identified by archaeologists in prior) and were successfully applied to
ring-shaped remains in southeast Norway. However, some false rings (non-archaeological features) were also detected.

Classifying archaeological features among various geologies or landscapes based on their shapes can reveal unidentified remains, but difficulties also occur since it can also extract geological features since the origin of the shapes are not clearly understood.

Figure 2.3.1 Aerial photos showing examples of geological and recent human activities which look similar to soil or crop marks.
A: Aerial photo taken in Southwest of Dagnall (Photo: University of Cambridge, Crown Copyright reserved). The ring-ditch like feature on the top left is actually created where a tractor had turned in a wide circle.
B: Image of traces of meanders and other geological features which look similar to soil mark patterns in Hessen, Germany (Google Earth, 2018).

2.4 Archaeological analysis methods of the soil chemical composition

The above section (Chapter 2.3) showed that the detection of soil mark features is restricted to their colour and shape due to the complexity of soils (Cavalli et al., 2009). Soil marks themselves already consist of complex soil structures as buried remains are transported up to the surface soil. Therefore a more fundamental approach is needed. In order to achieve this, studies on how scientists have analysed buried remain (not soil marks but remains and archaeological soils themselves) are investigated in this chapter.

Anthropogenic activities may affect the chemical composition (Gianfreda et al., 2005; Ulrich, 1986) of the archaeological soils by either enrichment or depletion of specific chemical elements and thus the formation of archaeological soils (Oonk et al., 2009a). Also, buried remains themselves are likely to alter the physical and chemical characteristics of the soil compared with those of the surroundings due to variations in soil depth and drainage (Rowlands and Sarris, 2007). Therefore soil analysis is a useful tool to understand human activity reflected in the development of soils (Pastor et al., 2016). Walkington (2010) described how soil studies can reveal human influence. However, geochemistry as an aid to archaeological prospection is not as popular as the geophysical methods since the understanding of the links between soil chemistry and archaeology is limited (Oonk et al., 2009a).

Element analyses of soils are widely used to characterise archaeological soils (Pastor et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2009) and, thus, Table 2.1 illustrates the chemical elements observed in
specific archaeological sites. Among various chemical analysis methods, X-ray fluorescence is a powerful tool to determine the elemental compositions of soil and thus have frequently been used for archaeological applications (Shackley, 2011). For details see section 3.1.4. XRF is a moderately specific, but fast and relatively cheap device to detect elements for geochemical soil analysis (Bernick et al., 1995; Bousquet et al., 2007; Kalnicky and Singhvi, 2001; Martin et al., 2007).

As shown in Table 2.1, during the past decade, archaeological soils have been characterised by anomalous element levels (P and heavy metals such as Ca, K and Mg). Ca, Cu, Mg, K, Na, P and Zn are commonly found in archaeological soils (Cook and Heizer, 1965; Eidt, 1984; Haslam and Tibbett, 2004; Middleton and Price, 1996; Ottaway and Matthews, 1988) since these elements are often present in occupation waste (Greweling, 1962; Hao and Chang, 2003; Maly et al., 1999). Ca, P and K can be used to understand specific ancient anthropogenic activities, such as metal production and craft work (Oonk et al., 2009a). Copper is one of the most promising anthropogenic indicators because it is relatively stable in soils (Fontes and Gomes, 2003). Among these chemical elements, phosphorous (P) is a powerful element to trace anthropogenic activities (Fernández et al., 2002; Holliday and Gartner, 2007; McCawley and Mckenell, 1971; Sánchez et al., 1996; Terry et al., 2000) due to its abundance in plant/animal tissue, bone and ashes (Bethell and Máte, 1989; Proudfoot, 1976). But it is also a rather unreliable indicator of human occupation in some instances (Entwistle et al., 1998, 2000a,b).

However, the sources of these elements sometimes may be related not only to ancient human activities but also to modern anthropogenic inputs which can have profound chemical effects on soils (Bølviken et al., 2004; Golia et al., 2008; Marcos et al., 1998; Qafoku et al., 1999; Sánchez-Martín et al., 2007). In addition, many of these elements may not be found uniformly in different archaeological soils (Oonk et al., 2009a). Also, the determination of a geochemical baseline comprising the natural soil composition in order to recognise the anthropogenic impact may often be problematic (Matschullat et al., 2000).

Geochemical analyses of the elemental composition of archaeological soils can provide useful information, but often a definitive proof remains unconfirmed (Oonk et al., 2009a).
Table 2.1 Examples of archaeological sites and features and associated element enrichments in their soils (modified from Oonk et al., 2009a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Archaeological site/feature</th>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hearths</td>
<td>P, K, Mg</td>
<td>Barba et al., 1996; Knudson et al., 2004.</td>
<td>Ring chromatography, phosphorvanado-molybdate, plasma-atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middens</td>
<td>P, K</td>
<td>Chaya, 1996; Fernandez et al., 2002; Parnell et al., 2001; Wells et al., 2000.</td>
<td>Molybdovanado-phosphate colorimetric method, Mehlich II solution (Terry et al., 2000), ammonium acetate (Normandin et al., 1998), Mehlich II extraction solution (Mehlich, 1978), Hach reagents (Hach, Co., Loveland, CO).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Farm)houses</td>
<td>P, Ca, Mg, Fe, K, Th, Rb, Cs, Pb, Zn, Sr, Ba</td>
<td>Chaya, 1996; Entwistle et al., 2000a,b; Fernandez et al., 2000; Manzanilla, 1996; Parnell et al., 2001; Wells et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2005, 2006.</td>
<td>Molybdovanado-phosphate colorimetric method, hydrochloric acid, ammonium acetate (Normandin et al., 1998), Mehlich II solution (Terry et al., 2000), Mehlich II extraction solution (Mehlich, 1978), inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining, metals melting and production sites</td>
<td>Cu, Pb, Mn</td>
<td>Hong et al., 1994; Jenkins, 1989; Maskall and Thornton, 1998; Monna et al., 2004; Pyatt et al., 2002.</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction analysis, inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES), graphite furnace atomic absorption spectrometry (GFRAAS), lost on ignition (LOI), inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometer (ICP-MS).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General archaeological sites</td>
<td>B, Cu, Mg, Mn, Ni, P, Se, Zn, K, Ba, Ca, Na</td>
<td>Bethell and Smith, 1989; Cook and Heizer, 1965; Ottawa and Matthews, 1988.</td>
<td>Atomic absorption spectrophotometry, Perkin Elmer 1100 AA spectrophotometer, P analysis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5 Soil spectroscopy analysis methods

Soil minerals absorb light from the ultraviolet to the mid infrared spectral region and, therefore, allow to obtain information about the chemical composition of a mineral (Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006a,c). Thus, the spectral reflectance of soils in the visible to near, infrared (vis–NIR) region can be used to characterise the soil constituents (Ben-Dor and Banin, 1995a,b; Ben-Dor et al., 1997; Brown et al., 2006; Escadafal, 1993; Stenberg, 2010; Stoner et al., 1979; Torrent and Barron, 1993; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006b, 2008b). Soil minerals are determined from their absorption bands (at specific wavelengths range) found in the soil reflectance spectra (Bishop et al., 1994; Clark, 1999; Clark et al., 1990; Hunt, 1977; Hunt and Salisbury, 1970; Morris et al., 1985; Sherman and Waite, 1985; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006a,b). Figure 2.5.1 illustrates absorption features of different soil minerals.

Ben-Dor and Banin (1990) used the NIR region (1750 – 2550 nm) to estimate the carbonate concentration in soils and Ben-Dor and Banin (1994) used the 400 – 1100 nm spectral range to estimate the contents of CaCO$_3$, Fe$_2$O$_3$, Al$_2$O$_3$, SiO$_2$, free Fe oxides, and K$_2$O. Further studies have also used the vis-NIR spectral range to estimate the abundance of chemical constituents such as C, N, CaCO$_3$, Ca, K, Fe and etc. (Ben-Dor et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2001; Terhoeven-Urselmans et al., 2006; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2011), carbonate content (Summers et al., 2011), moisture content (Ben-Dor et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2003), and soil texture (Stenberg et al., 2010; Summers et al., 2011). Wetterlind et al. (2013) also identified clay minerals, organic matter and soil moisture content using continuum removal techniques.

Viscarra Rossel et al. (2006a) investigated the first ten principal components (PCs) of soil spectra. Here, the most characteristic absorption features of the mineral and organic spectra are highlighted by the first derivative spectra, and the first three PCs account for approximately 75% of the variation in the data. Viscarra Rossel et al. (2009) used soil spectroscopy to estimate the soil colour and mineral composition from the spectra and make predictions of the
clay content using PCA. PCA detects common patterns within soil samples as well as putative outliers (Lopo et al., 2017).

Using such soil spectroscopy methods also studies on identifying the mineral content of archaeological soils were made. Matneya et al. (2014) showed in situ subsurface reflectance spectroscopy of archaeological sites as tomographic maps. Here, they plotted tomographic maps of absorbance in the blue spectral range and visually correlated the spectroscopy results to tomographic maps of several chemical constituents (P, organic matter, Ca and Mg).

However, these spectroscopy analysis methods focused on the mineral concentration of the soil spectra. As already discussed in Chapter 2.4, the differences between the mineral composition of archaeological soils and natural soils are not yet well understood (Oonk et al., 2009a). Also, so far not many archaeological soil spectroscopy studies were carried out. In archaeological prospection, field soil spectroscopy is mainly used as ground truth data for satellite and airborne images (Agapiou et al., 2010; Milton et al., 2009). Thus more studies on spectroscopic approaches of archaeological remains are needed. Here it is important to point out that vis-NIR spectroscopy is a fast, non-destructive technique which has the potential to analyse some of the essential constituents of soils (Wetterlind et al., 2013). Therefore, this thesis applies and extends the PCA to archaeological soils since PCA is already a powerful tool in soil spectroscopy for revealing the information in the NIR (Martens and Naes, 1989; Stenberg et al., 1995; Wold et al., 1987).

2.6 Summary

The main aim of this thesis is to find a spectroscopic method which can differentiate ‘archaeological features’ from natural background soils. In the field of archaeological prospection, much research has been performed using airborne remote sensing images to detect buried structures (mainly in the visible range) by their shape, but not many studies have been done to understand the spectral features of the soils which are influenced by buried remains. A better understanding of the spectral features of archaeological remains is needed in order to establish a universal spectral procedure which can be used to identify archaeological features at any site.

Normally, archaeological features on the surface or within a soil profile are identified by archaeologists or soil scientists by bare eye. This is possible because most of the archaeological materials have different soil compositions than the surrounding natural soils and, therefore, show different soil colours. However, this is not always the case, and sometimes it is difficult for geoarchaeologists to distinguish archaeological strata within the soil profile, especially when there is not enough historical information about the site (i.e. when geoarchaeologists do not know what type of archaeological material they are expecting. For example, building materials are brighter in colour, burned materials are reddish in colour and pits are darker in colour, etc.). Therefore, although bare eye observation is useful and can already identify the distinctive features of archaeological material, this observation method can miss some useful archaeological information since the human eye only has receptors for three colours (red,
green and blue), while the measured spectra could much better resolve the spectral information, even outside the visible range. Also, bare eye observation is a very person-dependent analysis method and may differ from one to another. Due to different personal assessments, uncertainties and confusions can arise during soil survey (Penleton and Nickerson, 1951). Therefore, in this thesis, a more quantitative approach in detecting archaeological features among soils is developed.

The method developed in this thesis analyses soil spectroscopy is applied to reflectance spectra from the walls of excavated soil pits, which can also be used for archaeological soil prospection in aerial archaeology. It is known that archaeological remains do not always have unique shapes or spectral characteristics (Cavalli et al., 2009), but some archaeological artefacts may have spectral signatures which are distinguishable from the normal background materials (Buck et al., 2003). So far the use of field spectroscopy for archaeological applications is an open research area (Agapiou et al., 2010). Therefore, the PCA based method developed in this thesis can probably also be applied to the aerial prospection of archaeological materials.
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This chapter explains how the spectral measurements were taken and how they were treated before being used for spectral analysis. Then it is followed by the application and further development of a modified PCA method to the measured spectra. Also, colour index methods and the x-ray fluorescence (XRF) method are described.

3.1 Instrument and measurement procedure

3.1.1 Soil profile

This section illustrates how the soil profiles were chosen and obtained from each site. In addition, a detailed explanation of soil profiles and their horizons are given.

For comparison of the dataset, sites with extreme contrasting environments and soil compositions were chosen from Italy and Hungary. To avoid large variability within the different sites from each country, the study sites were chosen within the same region (two archaeological sites in Calabria for Italy and three sites in Sárvíz Valley for Hungary). Various numbers of pits were excavated for each site, where at least one pit contains buried archaeological remains and several contain natural soils. For the sites in Calabria, Italy, seven natural soil pits were excavated for site 1 and five natural soil pits were excavated for site 2 to cover the large variation in soil properties within the same site (a detailed description of the sites can be found in Chapter 4). For the Hungarian site, the number of pits was limited (refer to the reasoning explained in Chapter 5.1). Therefore, in these sites, pits were made at the boundaries of archaeological features where the profiles of the pits contain a natural soil profile as well as an archaeological profile (with an archaeological stratum). An overview of these sites and pits given in Figure 3.1.1.
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Figure 3.1.1 Chart of the different sites and pits, from which spectra are analysed in this thesis. Each site contains one pit with buried archaeological remains.

Figure 3.1.2 A Schematic image of a soil profile. Naming and division of each horizon are explained in Chapter 3.1.1. Horizon depths vary for different pits, but the Ap horizon is fairly homogeneous for pits from the same sites since the depth of ploughing is similar. The depth of the pits is approximately around 1 m, which is the depth where the parent soil is observed. AS stratum is a layer of archaeological soils (AS) interrupting the soil profile. This stratum also sometimes contains archaeological artefacts such as ceramics and burned materials.

Soil spectra were measured on the side of the pit extending from the surface to the bottom of the pit. Such measurements were made to collect fresh in situ soil and archaeological spectra (Viscarra Rossel et al., 2009). Figure 3.1.2 shows a schematic image of a soil profile with different soil horizons annotated. A soil horizon is a layer of soil which has a distinct characteristic related to the soil forming processes. According to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB), these soil horizons can be divided into O, A, B and C horizons.

The sites chosen for this thesis are located on arable lands and, therefore, do not contain the O horizon, which is the horizon containing organic matter (plants etc.). As shown in Figure 3.1.2, the soil profiles in this thesis typically consist of only the A (Ap), B (Bt) and C horizons.

The A horizon is the surface soil (topsoil) which represents the Ap horizon in this thesis. Ap stands for the topsoil (A) where ploughing is constantly repeated and therefore, the thickness of the Ap horizon depends on the size of the plough (normally it is around 10 to 30 cm thick). This is the soil horizon where visible ‘soil marks’ (refer to Chapter 2.2) are observed since ploughing transports the buried archaeological remains to the surface.
Often a B horizon is formed below the A horizon. This is the subsoil horizon which has undergone a chemical or physical alteration of the parent material. In this thesis, B horizons will be referred to as Bt horizons that only differ from the former in their high content of clay. In the Hungarian site, no Bt horizon is visible.

The C horizon is formed between the B horizon (or the A horizon if the B horizon does not exist) and the bedrock. This horizon contains parent material and is little affected by soil forming processes. Therefore, it is the unconsolidated material which may or may not be the same as the parent material which formed the A or B horizons.

The three horizons explained above (Ap, Bt and C) are the typical soil horizons found in natural soil profiles in this thesis. However, for archaeological profiles, also an archaeological stratum might be present within the soil horizons as shown in Figure 3.1.2 (AS stratum). The abbreviation ‘AS’ is used to represent ‘archaeological soil’ in this thesis. This AS stratum consists of archaeological artefacts or just soils influenced by ancient anthropogenic processes. Buried archaeological artefacts such as pottery (pieces of ceramics) or burned materials will be referred to as ARCH in this thesis. Depending on the buried depth of the archaeological remains, the location of the AS stratum can vary between the Bt and C horizon.

Within these soil horizons, around three to four spectral measurement points were made per horizon. For every measurement point, the spectral measurement was repeated 3 to 4 times.

### 3.1.2 Instrumental setting

For spectral measurement of soils, the ASD (Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc.) FieldSpec Pro FR spectrometer was used. This spectrometer covers a wavelength range 350 – 2500 nm (2201 spectral bands), and it is separated into three spectrometers. The typical scan time is less than three seconds where the integration time of individual scans is 34 ms. The spectral sampling interval (or spectral bandwidth), which is obtained by dividing the spectral range by the number of elements in the detector array, is 1nm. Each spectrum was acquired as an average of 35 measurements. Figure 3.1.3 shows the schematic image of the ASD spectrometer and Table 3.1 provides the technical details and spectral resolution of each individual spectrometer within the ASD. For a more detailed description of the spectrometer, refer to FieldSpec Pro User’s Guide (Malvern Panalytical, 2002).

The ASD spectrometer can either use sunlight or artificial light as its light source. First, the spectra were planned to be measured with sunlight, but during the field measurements, this became problematic because many measurements were affected by shadowing effect (depending on the sun direction and the depth in the pits). To avoid such problems, in this thesis all spectral measurements were made with a halogen light source. The so-called ASD Contact Probe (designed for contact measurements of solid raw materials), which includes a calibrated halogen light source and a fibre connected to the spectrometer, was used. Figure 3.1.4 shows a photo of the Contact Probe and how measurements were taken on the soil profile.

When sunlight is used as a light source, there are specific wave bands which have to be
removed in order to get meaningful reflectance spectra. These wave bands are called ‘atmospheric windows’, where the atmosphere essentially absorbs all solar photons. Figure 3.1.5 shows an example of a soil reflectance spectrum obtained with sunlight where the so-called ‘atmospheric window correction’ is made.

Table 3.1 Instrumental settings of the three spectrometers within the ASD FieldSpec Pro FR spectrometer. More detailed information about the spectrometer can be found at Malvern Panalytical (2002).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectral range</th>
<th>Sampling interval</th>
<th>Spectral resolution (FWHM)</th>
<th>Detector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VNIR spectrometer</td>
<td>350 – 1050 nm</td>
<td>1.4 nm</td>
<td>3 nm@700 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIR spectrometer1</td>
<td>900 – 1850 nm</td>
<td>2 nm</td>
<td>10 nm@1400 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWIR spectrometer2</td>
<td>1700 – 2500 nm</td>
<td>2 nm</td>
<td>12 nm@2100 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1.3 Schematic image of the optical paths of the ASD FieldSpec Pro spectroradiometer (modified from Mac Arthur et al., 2012). The ASD consists of three spectrometers, a VNIR and two SWIR spectrometers.
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Figure 3.1.4 Image of the contact probe (including a halogen light source together with fibre) and its application in the field.

Figure 3.1.5 Spectrum of surface soil from Italy where the atmospheric windows are included (top) and removed (bottom). In the top figure, unrealistic features are obtained in the atmospheric windows due to the low intensity of the sunlight. In the bottom figure, the atmospheric windows are removed at bands around 1355 – 1420 nm, 1810 – 1955 nm and 2400 – 2500 nm. Such a correction does not have to be applied when an artificial light source is used.

To reduce atmospheric variability as much as possible and to obtain a uniform intensity of the light source, a so-called white reference spectrum should be measured. These white reference spectra measurements were repeated approximately every 10 minutes. For this white reference measurement, a white Spectralon reference panel, which has around 99% reflectance (Malvern Panalytical, 2002), from the ASD was used (Figure 3.1.6). Spectralon reflects more than 99% over a range of 400 – 1500 nm and more than 95% in the 250 – 2500 nm range. It has the highest diffuse reflectance of any known material or coating over the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared regions of the spectrum. More details on the use of white reference measurements are given in Chapter 3.2.1.
3.1.3 Soil samples

Figure 3.1.7 Field and laboratory spectral measurements of soil from Italy. The top figure shows the original spectra and the bottom figure shows the continuum removed spectra (refer to Chapter 3.2.2 for a detailed explanation of this correction).

The soil samples were collected from the ground surface to the deeper horizons of the soil pit. This was done to understand and obtain various spectral measurements of natural soils of the site. After spectral measurements were taken (with a halogen lighting ASD contact probe), around 300 g of soil from the measurement point was collected and taken to the laboratory. The collected samples were instantly double packed with plastic zip bags to avoid any loss of moisture and decomposition of organic material.

In the lab, the soil samples were air-dried. Drying the samples in the oven results in loss of some organic material and change in the chemical properties of the soil, this might also affect the spectral properties of the archaeological and natural soils. After the samples were dried, they were sieved below 2mm. By sieving <2mm, organic materials (grass etc.) and rock
fragments were excluded from the sample. Soil samples were gathered for XRF measurements (Chapter 3.4.2) and also reflectance spectra of these soils were measured to obtain laboratory measurements for the same soils as measured in the field.

Figure 3.1.7 illustrates the spectral difference between field and laboratory soil. While similar spectral features are found in both spectra, systematic differences are also observed. These differences are especially evident in the continuum removed spectra (for the details of the continuum removal see Chapter 3.2.2). The depth of the spectral features, particularly at longer wavelengths is systematically larger for the filed spectra compared to the laboratory measurements. The differences are probably related to the change in soil moisture and the different soil structure since the soil particles are finer and closer packed in the soil samples which lead to enhanced scattering and stronger reflection (Johnson et al., 1998; Salisbury and Wald, 1992). However change in soil moisture content does not alter soil composition (Stoner et al., 1980, 1982) and, therefore, field and laboratory measurements are comparable to each other. Since the difference between field and laboratory spectral measurements have minor effect in soil matter, this thesis will focus on mainly using field spectral measurements.

3.2 Pre-treatment of spectra

With the spectra obtained from the soil profiles, some pre-treatment should be performed before using these spectra for any spectral analyses. The methods illustrated in Figure 3.2.1 will be explained in more detail in this section.

![Flow chart of the pre-treatments of spectra](image)

Figure 3.2.1 Flow chart of the pre-treatments of spectra that will be explained in Chapter 3.2.

3.2.1 Reflectance

In the end of Chapter 3.1.2, the white reference measurement was introduced. To correct the varying intensity, the reflectance spectrum measured \( S_m \) should be corrected using this white reference measurement \( S_{wr} \). To obtain the corrected spectrum \( S_r \), \( S_m \) is divided by \( S_{wr} \) as shown in the Equation [1]. Figure 3.2.1 shows how the original spectrum \( S_m \) change after white reference correction is applied.
The main reason for doing such a correction is to have a uniform reflectance of the spectra gathered. The intensity of the halogen light source is not stable and varies according to the condition of the battery status. By diving the $S_{wr}$, one can correct also for these effects and thus calibrate the spectra.

Figure 3.2. Example of a soil spectrum (B) and a white reference spectrum (A) measured with the halogen lamp. The corrected spectrum $S_r$ is also shown (C). At short wavelengths the reflectance spectra are strongly affected by noise due to the low intensity in the 350 – 400 nm regions (D).

Before making the correction, there is one point to be noticed about the $S_m$ spectra. Figure 3.2.2 shows spectra from a top soil measured at site 1 in Italy. The intensity (or in other words, the number of photons collected) in the lower wavelength region around 350 nm is very small. Thus no useful spectral information can be gathered at short wavelengths because the spectra mainly consist of noise (also in the corrected spectra). Figure 3.2.2.C represents the spectrum corrected according to the Equation [1]. Since low intensities are also found in the 2500 nm region, the first 50 nm last 100 nm were removed and only the wavelength 400 – 2400 nm range was used in this thesis.

### 3.2.2 Continuum removal

Following the white reference correction and the selection of a useful wavelength region, the continuum removal (CR) correction can be applied to the spectra, which is an important step of the spectral analysis for soil spectral measurements. This concept was introduced by Clark and Roush (1984) and is used to isolate particular absorption features in reflectance spectra. It
is a mathematical function that can be used to better represent the absorption features of interest. The continuum removal is a widely used in soil spectroscopy to isolate specific absorption features (Clark et al., 1984), for band depth analysis (Mielke et al., 2015; Noomen, et al., 2006; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2009; Zhang, 2010) and for correlating specific spectral absorption features to clay, silt and sand content (Curcio et al., 2013; Lagacherie et al., 2008). A study from Loum et al. (2016) showed how the effect of continuum removal process improves the analysis of soil properties.

The continuum can be calculated using different functions such as straight-line segments, Gaussian functions, polynomials or splines (Clark and Roush, 1984). Among these methods, in this thesis, continuum lines are calculated with straight line segments as shown in Figure 3.2.3 will be used.

![Figure 3.2.3 Spectrum of a burned material from Italy. The original spectrum is shown in blue line and the continuum removed spectrum is represented in red (MATLAB calculation) and black (ENVI calculation) lines. The red circles are the markers found in the original spectrum through the convex hull method and the green line represents the straight-line segments (continuum line) connecting these markers.](image)

To perform the straight-line segment continuum removal, one should first construct a line called 'continuum line' between the peaks (which are referred as the marker points) of spectra as shown in Figure 3.2.3. Then the continuum removed value of a specific wavelength is the division between reflectance values at that wavelength over the value of the continuum line at that wavelength, which is mathematically represented in the Equation [2].

$$\text{continuum removed spectrum}(\lambda) = \frac{\text{reflectance value of the spectrum}(\lambda)}{\text{continuum line}(\lambda)}$$[2]

Studies often calculate the continuum removal function using the ENVI (Environment for Visualizing Images) software (Huang et al., 2004; Loum et al., 2016; Richter et al., 2009; Shepherd and Walsh, 2002). However, the continuum removal through ENVI does not perfectly draw continuum lines (especially at the lower wavelength region) across all absorption features, because they have limited the number of continuum line processes to ensure that the spectrum does not emphasise poorly defined or noisy features (Harris Geospatial Solutions, 2004). The black plot in Figure 3.2.3 shows the limitation of the continuum removal by ENVI. To overcome this problem, the continuum removal using the convex hull (‘convhull’ command) method through MATLAB is used in this thesis.
As shown in Figure 3.2.3, markers (red circle) are plotted for every convex hull creating straight lines (continuum lines, shown in green) between every marker points. Then the continuum removed spectrum is calculated according to Equation [2]. Here, the continuum removed spectra using MATLAB (red line) is compared to the spectrum created by the ENVI software (black line). Notice that the continuum removal using the convex hull method in MATLAB enhances the absorption features more than the ENVI program.

Figure 3.2.4 Spectrum of soil from the Ap horizon in Italy. The figure shows how absorption features of specific minerals in soil (or other absorption features) which were not clearly visible in the original spectrum (top figure) are enhanced by the continuum removal process.

By doing the continuum removal on the soil spectra, absorption features (e.g. from minerals) of the spectra are enhanced. This allows soil scientist to observe soil properties in more detail and use band-depth identification. Figure 3.2.4 shows how the absorption features of the min-
eral in soils (and also other absorption features) are enhanced by the continuum removal process.

Experiments have shown that specific absorption features in the vis-NIR provide information on the chemical, physical and mineralogical composition of the soils (Ben-Dor and Banin, 1995a; Bowers and Hanks, 1965; Viscarra Rossel and McBratney, 1998).

Figure 3.2.4 also explains the main spectral characteristics of soil spectra. The absorption features in the visible range (400 – 780 nm) are associated with iron bearing minerals such as haematite or goethite (Sherman and Waite, 1985; Stenberg et al., 2010) where the second-derivative peaks are observed around 420 and 535 nm (Sellitto et al., 2009). For haematite, absorption features can be observed at 550, 630 and 860 nm and for goethite at 480, 650 and 920 nm (Morris et al., 1985). Iron (Fe) absorption bands are mainly dominant around 500 and 900 nm (Richter et al., 2009). Soil organic matter has a broad absorption throughout the visible and near infrared regions (Matneya et al., 2014) and, therefore, soils with high organic matter content tend to have lower overall reflectance (Bartholomeus et al., 2008; Stenberg et al., 2010). Also, water has a strong influence on the spectra by showing dominant absorption bands at 1400 and 1900 nm (Clark et al., 1990; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2011) and weaker bands in other parts of the spectra (Weidong et al., 2002). Absorption near 2200 to 2250 nm are mainly caused by clay minerals (Viscarra Rossel and Behrens, 2010; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2011) and sheet silicates such as chlorite and biotite (Rodger et al., 2012).

### 3.2.3 Smoothing (convolution)

After the application of continuum removal, a high noise level in the lower wavelength region between 400 – 450 nm is still observed (refer to Figure 3.2.2). Therefore, smoothing (convolution) was applied to reduce this noise.

The smoothing was done using convolution with a Gaussian kernel. In MATLAB, the ‘gaussmf’ function was used to calculate the kernel (bell-shaped Gaussian hump). The Gaussian function depends on two parameters \( \sigma \) and \( c \) as expressed in Equation [3],

\[
G(x; \sigma, c) = e^{\frac{1}{2\sigma^2}(x-c)^2}
\]  

[3]

Here, \( \sigma \) can be calculated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) expressed in Equation [4] where \( c \) is the centre point of the spectrum.

\[
\sigma = \frac{\text{FWHM}}{2\sqrt{2\ln 2}}
\]  

[4]

Various kernel values with different FWHM were applied. Note that the ASD spectrometer has an FWHM of 3 nm in the visible range (refer to Table 3.1).

Before applying the smoothing, one must verify that the spectral features at the low wavelength region are a real noise and not a spectral signature of the soil reflectance. To do this, a high-pass filter is applied to the spectra. A high pass filtering can be applied by the Gaussian...
smoothing method as in Equation [5].

\[
\text{High pass filtered spectrum} = \text{Original spectrum} - \text{Smoothed spectrum} \quad [5]
\]

Since the noise is occurring in the low wavelength region of the visible spectral range and the resolution of the spectrum at this range is 3 nm (refer to Table 3.1), an FWHM of 3 nm is used for the high pass filter.

Figure 3.2.5 shows the high pass filtered result for randomly selected spectra from Italy. Notice that the wiggling feature (which is assumed to be derived from the low-intensity part of the spectra at short wavelengths) is very systematic and is shown in all spectral measurements not just in the soil spectra, but also in the white reference spectrum (\(S_{wr}\)). This indicates that it is not a soil signature. It might be a spectral feature caused by the instrument. To investigate this in more detail, only the white reference spectra measured from different countries (Italy and Hungary) are compared in Figure 3.2.6.

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{Figure 3.2.5 High pass filtered spectrum in the 400 – 450 nm range. A noise like- systematic pattern is shown in three different spectra from Italy as well as in the white reference spectrum (\(S_{wr}\)), which is the measurement of the light source (halogen light) against Spectralon.}
\end{array}\]

The top figure of Figure 3.2.6 indicates that when a number of white reference spectra from Italy and Hungary are compared, there are two major ‘wiggling’ patterns. Therefore, only the white reference spectra from Italy were chosen in the bottom figure of Figure 3.2.6. It is obvious that the spectra from Italy are almost exactly identical. Similar conclusions are also drawn for the white reference spectra measured in Hungary.

There was an around six-month interval between the Italy campaign and the Hungary campaign. A detailed field description is explained in Chapter 4 for Italy and Chapter 5 for Hungary, but one important thing to mention is that spectral measurements for the sites in Italy were taken in the year 2012 and for Hungary, the measurements were taken in the year 2013. Each field campaign took around a month. Although the wiggling pattern is a most probably an instrumental artefact (either from the spectrometer itself or the light source), it is not iden-
tical for both campaigns. The results presented in Figure 3.2.6 indicate that the pattern does not change over a short-term (probably within one month) but change over a longer term (more than six months).

![Figure 3.2.6](image)

*Figure 3.2.6* White reference spectral measurements. Top: White reference spectral measurements made from two different countries Italy and Hungary (measurements taken in different years with the same ASD instrument). Bottom: White reference spectral measurement only from Italy (measurements made within a few days).

![Figure 3.2.7](image)

*Figure 3.2.7* Continuum removed spectra convoluted with Gaussian kernels of different FWHM values (6 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm). The convolution with a kernel of 6 nm FWHM already effectively reduces the spectral artefacts in the low wavelength region (400 – 500 nm).

It is not possible to correct this systematic instrumental spectral feature by simply subtracting
it from all the spectra because there its amplitude shows some variation. Therefore, to minimise this spectral feature, smoothing is applied to the wavelength region where this is strongest (in the 400 – 450 nm regions). Figure 3.2.7 shows the continuum removed spectra smoothed by different convolution levels. The convolution for smoothing was applied ± 20 nm around the wavelength range: for the spectral range of interest (400 – 450 nm) the convolution is applied to the spectral range 380 – 470 nm. Convolution with different convolution kernels was applied to test which convolution kernel is best in reducing the instrumental artefacts while keeping the true soil spectral signature.

Figure 3.2.7 shows that in the 400 – 420 nm regions, convolution with a Gaussian kernel of an FWHM of 6 nm still shows slight remaining spectral artefacts. These features vanish for a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 10 nm. When a kernel of an FWHM of 20 nm is used, the spectrum is strongly smoothed and the spectral reflectance features seem to be strongly suppressed. Therefore, in the following a convolution kernel of 10 nm FWHM is used to correct these ‘wiggling’ patterns.

![Figure 3.2.8](image)

**Figure 3.2.8** Comparison of results, for which the order of the continuum removal and smoothing are changed. Blue: Application of the Continuum removal after the spectrum was first convoluted. Orange: Convolution of a spectrum after first the continuum removal was applied.

One important aspect to note it that the spectra should be smoothed before being continuum removed. This is because the continuum removal method is applied to enhance the absorption feature, but it also enhances any other spectral feature (including noise or spectral artefacts), which is not what one would like to use for the further spectral analysis. Figure 3.2.8 shows a comparison of spectra for which the order of smoothing and continuum removal is reversed. Notice that when the smoothing is applied after the continuum removal (orange), the spectral artefacts at the low wavelength region are not corrected at all.
3.3 Principal component analysis (PCA)

3.3.1 Concept of principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate, statistical technique that decreases the data redundancy by transforming a set of correlated variables into a new set of variables called the principal components (PC) that are uncorrelated. The aim is to identify the strongest patterns in a dataset. Researchers generally apply PCA to reduce the data complexity and extract valid information, not only for soil applications (Linker et al., 2005; Reid and Spencer, 2009; Salehi and Zahed Amiri, 2005; Singh et al., 2011; Viscarra Rossel, 2008a) but also for archaeological applications (Aqdus et al., 2008; Doneus et al., 2014; Panishkan et al., 2012; Traviglia, 2006; Wells et al., 2007). Due to the overlap of various spectral dependencies of absorption and scattering processes, spectral features in reflectance spectra can usually not unambiguously be assigned to a set of different laboratory reference spectra. Thus for the interpretation of the measured reflectance spectra PCA is a promising approach. Figure 3.3.1 illustrates the flowchart of how the PCA is developed throughout this thesis.

Figure 3.3.1 Flowchart explaining the detailed steps of a modified PCA analysis performed in this thesis.

Figure 3.3.2 shows how PCA creates a new dimension from the original dataset. The first PC (the variable on the first axis) accounts for the greatest variability in the data set and thus containing most information. Every succeeding principal component contains a decreasing amount of variance in the remaining data. Note that these principal components are uncorrelated and therefore orthogonal to each other. The higher order PCs often represent noise, although they still might represent very rare spectral features (Doneus et al., 2014; Traviglia, 2006). Viscarra Rossel et al. (2006a) showed that in soil spectroscopy, the first three PCs accounts for approximately 75% of the variation in the data.

Figure 3.3.2 Artificially created 2D dataset (pairs of integer values varying between -20 to 20) showing the direction of the PCA dimensions. The first PC (red) represents the direction where the dataset is most elongated. The Second PC (green) represents the second most important direction and it is orthogonal to the first PC.
The number of principal components is less than or equal to the number of original variables.

A set of spectra $A$ has a number $i$ of samples and $j$ variables. Here, the variables are the individual spectral points within the wavelength interval and therefore related to the spectral resolution of the spectrometer. Among a set of spectra $A$, PCA calculates the most common spectral feature (first PC) and second common spectral feature and so on. Figure 3.3.5 illustrates the PCA of a sample spectrum from a set of spectra. As shown in the figure, a spectrum can be explained by the PCA of the most common features of the whole spectral data set and the respective weights of the PC (score values). Figure 3.3.3 shows a simple mathematical expression of the PCA.

$$\text{spectrum} = \text{mean spectrum} = \text{score}_1 \times \text{PC}_1 + \text{score}_2 \times \text{PC}_2 + \text{residuals}$$

**Figure 3.3.3** Example of a PCA of a spectrum within a set of spectra with two PCs. The mean spectrum is the average spectrum of the whole dataset. PC stands for the principal component (also called loading) and the score is the corresponding weight of the PC.

PCA calculation is carried out by calculation the covariance matrix, in a first step, the data are standardised by mean centring (or mean subtraction). This is to ensure that the first PC does not correspond to the mean of the data but describes the direction of the maximum variance. Figure 3.3.4 shows the difference between a mean spectrum and the first principal component of a set of spectra.

**Figure 3.3.4** Comparison between a mean spectrum and the first principal component of a set of spectra. The principal component stands for the direction of the maximum variance but not the mean of the spectra.

From the covariance matrix $S$ of the auto-scaled matrix of $A$, eigenvectors and eigenvalues
can be obtained and the principal components (loadings) are derived as:

\[ PC_i = a_{i1}X_1 + a_{i2}X_2 + \cdots + a_{ij}X_j = \sum a_{ij}X_j \]  \[6\] 

PCA transforms the original spectra to a new coordinate system (Figure 3.3.5) where the results of the spectra can be plotted as a function of their score values of the different PCs (Fig. 3.3.5 middle).

![Figure 3.3.5 Illustration of PCA results of measured reflectance spectra. Left: The group of spectra used in the PCA. Middle: PCA score plot of the first two principal components of all spectra. Spectra with similar properties tend to cluster together. Right: The first three principal components representing the most common features among all spectra.](image)

Figure 3.3.5 shows how the PCA results will be represented in this thesis. Already by looking at the score plot (middle of Fig. 3.3.5), one can quickly observe whether archaeological materials are separated from the natural soils.

### 3.3.2 D value calculation

So far, these PCA results are represented visually. In order to build up an algorithm for the identification of archaeological materials, the distances \((D)\) between the spectra have to be quantified. This method will be called the D value calculation in this thesis.

The basic hypothesis for the D value calculation is that ‘all’ natural soils share similar spectral signatures and these are mostly represented by the first three principal components of the group of natural soil spectra. Another hypothesis is that any soil spectrum measured represents a natural soil spectrum. Therefore, the measured spectrum should contain similar spectral characteristics (the first three principal components) of natural soils. For a spectrum with different spectral characteristics, it is assumed to be an anomaly, e.g. a non-natural material, which in this case can be assumed to be an archaeological material.

The D value calculation can be summarised in four steps;

1) Obtain the first three PC values for a group of natural soils.

2) Calculate the score values for individual spectra using the PCA.
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3) Recalculate the individual spectra using the score values and PCs obtained from the PCA.

4) Calculate the difference between the recalculated spectra and the original spectra through the Euclidean distance method.

The group of natural soil spectra used for calculating the first three principal components are referred as N_{soil} in this thesis (they should not be confused with the original natural soil spectra).

3.3.2.1 Selection of natural soils (N_{soil}) for the D value calculation

Soils have various physical and chemical properties as well as types. Thus the soil spectra differ greatly by region and even vary within the same soil profile. Since the PCs used for the D value calculation depend on the selected group of natural soil spectra, it is essential to know what kinds of natural soils (N_{soil}) should be used. In this thesis, various types of groups of natural soils (N_{soil}) are used, either from the spectral measurements of local soils or global soil spectra databases.

Usually, the local soils (N_{soil}) are gathered around the archaeological site of interest. For example, for investigating site 1 in Italy, N_{soil} contains natural soils from the site in Italy. It is also interesting to use natural soils from a totally different country containing different environmental conditions regarding location, weather and soil type. For the same example (site 1 in Italy), N_{soil} from Hungary is also used.

Figure 3.3.6 shows the variance of each principal component (up to 10^{th} principal component value) and spectra of the first three principal components for natural soils from Italy (A) and Hungary (B). One can observe that the first PC accounts for more than 90% of the variance of the spectral features for the natural soil spectra in both Italy and Hungary. For the natural soils in Italy, from PC4 on, the variance drops below 1% and for Hungary it drops below 1% even from PC3 on. Therefore, the D value calculation only the first three principal components are used, since higher number PCs are mainly representing noise. These first three principal components are shown in the right side of Figure 3.3.6.

The PCA results of natural soil spectra from Italy and Hungary indicate that the first principal component dominates more than 90% of the variance of the spectral features, indicating that natural soils are rather similar for each location. However, it is also found that the first PCs of Italy and Hungary show different spectral patterns (left figures in Figure 3.3.6). For Italy, the first principal component (red) of natural soils shows a strong absorption feature between a 400 – 600 nm range with a peak around 550 nm, which might be related to the characteristic of the red-coloured Mediterranean soils (Costantini and Damiani, 2004). Beyond 600 nm, most of the spectral feature disappears leaving only a slight variation. However, for the natural soils in Hungary, the first principal component is a broadband feature dominating the whole wavelength range (400 – 1000 nm) with a small spectral feature around 500 nm. Interestingly, the strong absorption peak (550 nm) observed in PC1 of the Italian soils is also
found in the second and third PC of the Hungarian soils. However, the overall impression is that the most common spectral features of natural soils differ depending on their type and location. Figure 3.3.7 shows the first three principal components of the natural soils and archaeological materials gathered in Italy. At first sight, these spectra seem to have similar overall spectral patterns. Nevertheless, important differences in the details of the spectral signatures are also observed. These differences are important for the discrimination between natural soils and archaeological materials.

The natural soils shown above are soils from only one specific site and, therefore, represent the spectral features of a specific regional soil type. What if additional various soil types are used as one group of natural soils? Figure 3.3.8 shows PCA results (variance and principal components) for global natural soils: (a) natural soils gathered both from Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) and (b) the ISRIC spectral library (ICRAF and ISRIC, 2010).

![Figure 3.3.6 Variance plot (left) and the first three principal components (right) for natural soils gathered in Italy (A) and Hungary (B). For both countries, the first principal component accounts for more than 90% of the variance and from the third or fourth principal component, the variance drops below 1%. Therefore only the first three principal components are used in the D value calculation. The spectra of the first principal components from Italy and Hungary show different patterns indicating that their physical and chemical characteristics of the natural soils gathered in these sites are different.](image-url)
Figure 3.3.7 Spectra of the first three principal components for natural soils (left) and archaeological material (right) from the sites in Italy. Both figures show similar general spectral patterns, but also important differences in the detailed spectral signatures (marked in red, blue and green circles for PC1, PC2 and PC3).

Figure 3.3.8 Variance (left) and the first three principal components (right) for natural soils from (A) the sites in Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) and (B) the ISRIC spectral library (ICRAF and ISRIC, 2010). The first three principal components account for more than 90% of the total variance for both Nsoil groups.
N\textsubscript{soil} of IT+HUN represents a small scale global natural soil group. It includes natural soils from the original site (from Italy) as well as natural soils from another site (Hungary) with an entirely dissimilar spectral pattern. This N\textsubscript{soil} consists of 171 natural soil spectra in total. In addition, as a global selection of natural soils, N\textsubscript{soil} from the online spectra library (ICRAF and ISRIC, 2010) are used. Here, the natural soils gathered from the two measurement sites are not included. The spectral library contains 785 soil profile (4437 samples) spectra, which are gathered from 58 countries and four continents. They are measured with the ASD FieldSpec FR spectrometer (Garrity and Bindraban, 2004) over a wavelength range from 350 to 2500 nm. This spectrometer is a previous version of the one used in this thesis which has the same spectral resolution and sampling interval. However, the soil spectra from the ISRIC were re-gridded from the original spectra. The given spectra show reflectance values only at ten nanometre steps (in a total of 216 data points for each spectrum), which leads to a slight undersampling of the original spectra. This leads to 61 data points for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm (originally there were 610 data points). Also, the spectra from the ISRIC spectral library are laboratory soil spectra measurements, which were air-dried and sieved under 2 mm (Garrity and Bindraban, 2004). Therefore, in addition to the different spectral sampling, they also represent different properties compared to the spectra gathered in the field for this thesis (for a detailed description of the differences, refer to Chapter 3.1.3).

Figure 3.3.8 shows the PCA results (variance plot and the first three principal components) for the N\textsubscript{soil} from IT+HUN and the ISRIC spectral library. For the N\textsubscript{soil} from IT+HUN the broadband feature of the first PC (red) is similar to the first PC of the Hungarian soils (Figure 3.3.6), while the strong absorption feature at the 400 – 600 nm range of the second PC has a similar pattern as the first PC of the Italian soils. Interestingly, the PC1 from the ISRIC spectral library is similar to the PC1 of the Italian soils.

These results indicate that soils can have a very different “most common” spectral feature, but still share some similarities within the first three principal components. Beyond PC3, the contribution is again lower than 1% and most likely represents noise and features that are not well understood at current stage. Therefore, for the D value calculation, only the first three principal components will be used. Such principal components obtained from groups of natural soils will be named NPC (natural principal components) in this thesis.

### 3.3.2.2 Recalculation of the original spectra based on the PCA results of natural soils (N\textsubscript{soil})

The next step is to calculate the score values according to the selected N\textsubscript{soil} and use these score values to recalculate the spectrum of interest. First, score of a dataset can be calculated as:

$$T = A_1 \cdot NPC_1 + A_2 \cdot NPC_2 + A_3 \cdot NPC_3$$  \[7\]

Where the score is the summation of spectra A and principal component values of the natural soils (N\textsubscript{soil}). For the group of spectra of interest, score values are calculated and will be re-
ferred to as $T$. According to the mathematical basis of the PCA as introduced in Chapter 3.3.1, the score of a spectrum is expressed by Equation [7].

After obtaining the score values, the spectrum can be recalculated using the $T$ and NPC values. A spectrum is composed of the principal components and their weights (score), see also Figure 3.3.3. If only the first three PCs are considered (see above), the recalculated spectrum $S'$ can be expressed by:

$$S' = S_m + T_1 \ast NPC_1 + T_2 \ast NPC_2 + T_3 \ast NPC_3$$

where $S_m$ is the mean of $N_{soil}$. This recalculated spectrum $S'$ contains the spectral characteristics of the natural soils ($N_{soil}$) and thus is similar to the original spectrum $S$ if that spectrum measures natural soil.

### 3.3.2.3 Calculation of the difference (D-value)

Finally, the difference between the original ($S_r$) and the recalculated ($S'_r$) spectrum will be calculated. Here the Euclidean distance (referred to as D value) is calculated as expressed as Equation [9].

$$D = \sqrt{\sum_{\lambda} (S_\lambda - S'_\lambda)^2}$$

Figure 3.3.9 illustrates the comparison of original and recalculated spectra for two examples (a natural soil spectrum and an archaeological soil spectrum).

![Figure 3.3.9 Examples of original spectra and recalculated spectra of natural soil (left) and burned archaeological material (right). Here $N_{soil}$ from Italy was used for the D calculation. The D value for the natural soil is 0.15 and for the archaeological material is 0.32.](image)

The D values for both types of spectra are different with the higher D value for the archaeological material. This confirms the hypothesis, that the difference between the original and
recalculated spectra is small, only if the selected spectrum is a natural soil. If not, it shows that the spectrum is more likely to be a non-natural soil, probably an archaeological material. However, still a threshold for the D values has to be defined, which separates spectra of natural soils from other spectra. Depending on the site condition and soil type, the D values among natural soils will vary and might eventually be similar to the D values of archaeological materials. One possibility to overcome this problem is to calculate the ratio of the D values of selected spectra.

### 3.3.3 Calculation of the D ratio

From Chapter 3.3.2, it became clear that it is, in principle, possible to use the D calculation method for the determination whether a sample is likely to be archaeological material or not. However, this D value is very dependent on the archaeological site and the selection of N

Since the D value is just a distance of a sample a normalisation has to be applied to derive a more universal. One possibility is to calculate the ratio \((D_{\text{ratio}})\) between the D values of a sample and those of natural soils \((D_{\text{nat}})\).

\[
D_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{\text{av.} D_{\text{arch}}}{\text{av.} D_{\text{nat}}} \tag{10}
\]

Equation [10] expresses the \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) calculation using the averaged D values obtained from a site of investigation. If \(D_{\text{arch}}\) represents an archaeological material, then the \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) value should be larger than 1. If not, the method does not work. Also from the obtained \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) values, one can estimate the range of \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) values for specific archaeological types.

In the following chapters (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), the D value and D ratio calculation methods will be applied to five different archaeological sites to 1) show that the methodology works and to 2) obtain \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) values for specific archaeological sites.

The final aim is to obtain a \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) value which can be used universally on different sites. Using such a universal \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) will allow to decide whether a spectrum from an unknown site represents probably an archaeological material or not.

Since in equation [10] the \(D_{\text{ratio}}\) value is calculated using the averaged \(D_{\text{arch}}\) and \(D_{\text{nat}}\) values, the error ranges are calculated by the error propagation method as expressed in Equation [11]. Here, the error range of \(D_{\text{arch}}\) and \(D_{\text{nat}}\) values are the maximum and minimum values.

\[
\frac{\Delta D_{\text{ratio}}}{D_{\text{ratio}}} = \sqrt{\left(\frac{\Delta D_{\text{arch}}}{D_{\text{arch}}}\right)^2 + \left(\frac{\Delta D_{\text{nat}}}{D_{\text{nat}}}\right)^2} \tag{11}
\]
3.3.4 Other methods for the interpretation of the PCA results

In this section other methods, which were not (yet) successful for the application of distinguishing archaeological features from the surrounding soil, are presented. These methods shared the same intention as the D value and D ratio calculation (Chapter 3.4.2) but did not yield as successive results.

3.3.4.1 Base PC

The application of the PCA to discriminate archaeological materials from natural soils is not always successful. For some sites, a clear separation between natural soil clusters and archaeological materials was observed, but for some not (refer to Chapters 4 and 5). Therefore, to improve the PCA application, one can try to use the PC results from a ‘well-separated site’ (a site where archaeological materials were clearly separated from natural soils) for the site of interest.

The well-separated site will be called the base site and the principal components of this site will be the base PCs. Using the base PC, one can recalculate the spectra from the site of interest according to Equation [12] where only the mean spectrum and the PC are changed from the original PCA equation explained in Figure 3.3.3.

\[
\text{spectrum} = \text{mean spectrum}_{\text{base}} + SC_1 \ast PC_{1,\text{base}} + SC_2 \ast PC_{2,\text{base}} + \text{residuals}
\] [12]

With the new recalculated spectra, PCA can be performed providing new score values that can be plotted in the score plot and probably might improve the PCA results. The results of this method are presented in Chapter 4 and 5 for archaeological sites in Italy and Hungary which produced unsatisfying PCA results.

3.3.4.2 Regression line through the cluster of natural soils

![Figure 3.3.10 Left: Score plot of a PCA for a site in Italy. A regression line is fitted with only the results for natural soil spectra. Right: zoom of the figure on the left side. The distances between the individual samples and the regression line are shown.](image)

This method uses a regression line through the natural soil cluster to calculate the minimum
(perpendicular) distance between the samples points (individual spectra) and the regression line. The hypothesis is that, since the regression line is derived from only natural soil spectra, the distance of archaeological samples will be larger than for natural soils. Figure 3.3.10 illustrates this method for a group of soil spectra gathered in Italy.

3.3.4.3 Distances from the centre point

![Figure 3.3.11 Score plots of PC2 versus PC1 and PC3 versus PC1 for a site in Italy. The centre of the natural soil cluster is indicated by the black marker point.](image)

In this method the distance between the individual samples and the centre of the cluster of the PCA score plot is calculated. In theory, soil spectra from the same horizon should be clustered together in the PCA score plot because they share a similar spectral pattern. Based on this assumption, a centre point of the cluster of natural soils is calculated using the k-means clustering method (Macqueen, 1967). The distance between the centre point and every scatter point are calculated assuming archaeological materials have larger distances than natural soils. Figure 3.3.11 shows an example of this method applied to the site 1 in Italy. Here, the average distance of the archaeological materials was larger than for the natural soils (Ap, Bt and C clusters).

3.4 Other Analysis methods

3.4.1 Radiometric index

Radiometric indices are used to provide limited information on the soil properties and help to classify the soil type of unknown soils. Among various radiometric indices, this thesis will only investigate the brightness and the colour of the soil as shown in Table 3.2.

This might also be useful in detecting archaeological features since potteries and ceramic pieces tend to be reddish in colour. Also for archaeological pit formation, it is known that due to organic processes in ancient pits, the soils here tend to be darker. Also building walls of archaeological remains are mainly rocks which are brighter in colour than the surrounding natural soil. All these archaeological features depend greatly on their formation, nature, loca-
tion, usage, etc., and radiometric indices can provide a good first overview in identifying archaeological materials. These radiometric indices can be quickly applied to check whether there is an outstanding value but are limited to the visible range and the information in the near infrared region is neglected.

Table 3.2 Radiometric indices calculated for a soil property study (modified from Ray et al., 2004 adopted from Mathieu et al., 1998). R stands for the colour red (620 – 750 nm), B for colour blue (450 – 495 nm) and G for colour green (495 – 570 nm). $\lambda_a$ and $\lambda_b$ are the two selected wavelengths of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Index Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brightness Index, BI</td>
<td>$\sqrt{\frac{R^2 + G^2 + B^2}{3}}$</td>
<td>Average reflectance magnitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour Index, CI</td>
<td>$\frac{\lambda_a}{\lambda_b}$</td>
<td>Soil colours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redness Index, RI</td>
<td>$\frac{R^2}{B \times G^3}$</td>
<td>Hematite Content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 XRF analysis

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer is an instrument used for relatively non-destructive chemical analysis of rocks, minerals, sediments and fluids. It can analyse major and trace elements in geological materials.

The concept of XRF is simple. It illuminates the sample by an intense X-ray beam and excites the atoms in the sample. Some of the photons are scattered and some are absorbed within the sample in a manner that depends on its composition. XRF is a powerful method which is particularly well-suited for investigations that involve a bulk chemical analysis of major elements (Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca, Na, K, P) and a bulk chemical analysis of trace elements (Ba, Ce, Co, Cr, Cu, Ga, La, Nb, Rb, Sc, Sr, Rh, U, V, Y, Zr, Zn) in rock and sediment.

However, the XRF analysis is limited to the analysis of 1) relatively large samples, typically greater than 1 gram, 2) materials that can be prepared in powder form and can be effectively homogenised, 3) materials containing high abundances of elements for which absorption and fluorescence effects are reasonably well understood. Thus this method is widely used in archaeology (Caneva and Ferretti, 2000; Oonk et al., 2009b; Speakman and Shackley, 2013; Tuniz et al., 2013) and it is particularly attractive for the analysis of archaeological and museum artefacts (Shackley, 2011; Shugar and Mass, 2012).

In this thesis, XRF was applied with the help from Dr. H. H. from the Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz. The XRF instrument used was the Thermo Niton XL3t 900S
GOLDD XRF-analyser provided by the group of Prof. Dr. A. V. from the Institute for Geography, Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz. Samples were measured for 30.5 sec with the calibration mode SOIL. To protect the instrument, all samples were covered by 6 µm thick polypropylene-foil. Some samples were measured with the XRF instrument from the Römisch-Germanische Kommission des Deutschen Archäologischen Institute.
In the following two chapters (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), analysis results are presented according to the methods explained in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the spectral analysis results for the archaeological sites in Calabria, Italy. Chapter 5 presents the results for the site Sárvíz Valley in Hungary. These sites have contrasting soil compositions, rather complex in Calabria and very homogenous in the Sárvíz Valley. The archaeological remains in these sites represent different types of prehistoric remains.

In Chapter 4 (Italy), all analysis methods explained in Chapter 3 are applied indicating their advantages and disadvantages. Then in Chapter 5 (Hungary) only the best suited methods based on the Italian results are applied and presented. After that, there is a short summary of the overall results and their differences due to the environmental conditions. Based on these results, an attempt is made to develop a universal methodology to identify archaeological features from any unknown site.

**Chapter 4 Calabria, Italy**

**4.1 Site information**

**4.1.1 Location and background information of the site**

The study sites were chosen within the Raganello Valley in Calabria (Figure 4.1.1), which is located at the coast of the Southern Italian peninsula. The Raganello Valley is located between the Southern Apennines to the north and the fold-thrust belt of the Calabrian Arc to the south. The catchment area of the valley is characterised by intensive tectonic activity with a great influence of the Mediterranean climate (strong seasonal contrast with a dry, warm summer and a cool, wet winter) which makes the soil and geology very complex with steep mountain slopes and a high proportion of limestone and calcareous rocks as parent material. This high complexity of the topography of the region makes it difficult to take images of the site from low-flying aircrafts (soil marks are mostly noticeable through airborne images, refer to Chapter 2). This site is a good contrast to the Sárvíz valley in Hungary, where the geology is fairly homogenous and flat landscape.

Along the valley, two specific archaeological sites (sites 1 and 2) were chosen for detailed studies of soil properties and related reflectance spectra. The two sites were chosen out of archaeological interest and had clear evidences of buried archaeological remains, which were
confirmed by previous excavations and geophysical analyses, mainly using magnetic methods.

![Map of the study region, Calabria, Italy](image1)

**Figure 4.1.1** Map of the study region, Calabria, Italy (modified from Constantini et al., 2013).

![Images of the ground conditions of the sites in Italy](image2)

**Figure 4.1.2** Images of the ground conditions of the sites in Italy. The soil is subject to agricultural land use but is covered with large stones and dry vegetation making it difficult to observe the bare soil surface.

The field work took place from late summer to autumn 2012 (mid of October to early November), just after the normal ploughing period of the region, in order to get clear soil mark features. Unfortunately, due to the extension of the long hot summer in the year 2012, the ploughing had not started until the research team arrived at the site. This made the ground surface extremely stony and hard. Therefore, the field work took place during the weather changing period between the summer and the winter season. This means that within the field work period there were still warm and sunny days but also dark, cold and rainy days. This influenced both the soil properties and the spectral data. Also, during the field work, there was a short period of heavy rainfall for about a week, which also delayed and influenced the work process. The contrast between the soil spectra taken before the rain (dry and crusted soil surface) is systematically different from the spectra taken after the rain where the soil colour is
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darker due to moisture and transportation of soil materials down the slope during the rain. Therefore, the measurements were retaken for sites measured before the rain.

Overall, the site represents a typical Mediterranean environment with dry plants and dry surface soil. The field was covered with dried vegetation and soil in mixture with small and large stones as shown in Figure 4.1.2. The field work took place together with an archaeological team from Groningen University, a remote sensing team from Leuven University and VITO (Flemish Institute for Technological Research).

4.1.2 Soil profiles

Sites 1 and 2 are located on slopes and are, therefore, subjected to a strong downhill transportation of soil. Soil profile images including markers of the spectral measurements for the two sites are presented in this section.

(1) Site 1

For every pit, the soil spectra were measured at the sides of the vertical soil profiles as illustrated in Figure 4.1.3. In this figure, profiles 1 to 5 are vertical soil profiles of so called ‘natural soil’ pits. These are soil pits which were subjected to little or no ancient anthropogenic processes and for which no archaeological materials were buried beneath the surface. In contrast, an archaeological profile (top left in Figure 4.1.3) is a profile of a pit which contains an archaeological stratum (AS) in the soil horizon.

Different soil horizons (Ap, Bt and C) and spectral measurement points are illustrated in Figure 4.1.3. Ap stand for horizons of ploughed top soil. Bt is a transformation horizon, in other words, subsoil, whereas C is the parent soil. Pits were dug until the parent soil (C) was reached, which is usually around 1 m depth. C1 and C2 indicate the same parent soil but with different textures. AS is not a terminology used in soil science, but an abbreviation used in this thesis denoting archaeological soils. These soils are within the archaeological stratum but do not show clear characteristic archaeological materials (such as potteries or burned materials). Nevertheless, they display different soil colours in comparison to the surrounding natural soils. More detailed descriptions of different soil horizons are explained in the method chapter (Chapter 3.1.1).

The archaeological profile (top left in Figure 4.1.3) is located near a terrace edge. The Ap horizon in this profile is about 30 cm thick with materials transported by slope movement rather than from the parent soil. Therefore, it is unlikely to find any archaeological material or features in this Ap soil. Below the Ap horizon is a thick (around 20 cm thick) red stratum which shows clear evidence of anthropogenic activities with a thin (approximately 1 cm thick) layer of burned materials. In this stratum, no artefacts were found and there were only soils with altered soil colours due to archaeological activities.
Figure 4.1.3 Images of different soil profiles taken in the pits of site 1. The term ‘Archaeological profile’ indicates the pit profile where the archaeological stratum was found. The profiles 1 to 5 represent the natural soil pits surrounding the archaeological profile. The red circles indicate the location where spectral measurements were taken. For every measurement point, the spectral measurements were repeated at least 3-4 times. Soil horizons are separated by the white lines.
Figure 4.1.4 Images of different profiles from the pits of site 2. Profiles 1 to 5 represent natural soils surrounding the archaeological profile. The ‘archaeological’ profile is the profile of a pit where archaeological features were found. Here, archaeological stratum was not clearly observed in the profile. However, the archaeological materials were visible on the floor of the pit. The red circles indicate the locations where spectral measurements were taken. Different soil horizons are separated by the white lines. For every point, the spectral measurements were repeated at least 3-4 times.
Profile 1 does not have a Bt horizon. The Ap horizon is around 10 cm thick and in the C1 horizon, one could observe leaching of clay downwards with organic material and calcium carbonates in situ. The C2 horizon is about 60 cm thick and contains weathered parent material with yellow marl and aggregate state of calcium carbonate under in situ conditions.

Profile 2 is located downhill from the archaeological profile and is therefore subject to colluvium thickening and deposition of marl. This profile is located in a more stable region and one can observe constant input of colluvium due to the unsorted rocks within the profile. Here, below the 60 cm thick Ap horizon, the Bt horizon has a very high clay content with calcium concretions. The C horizon is weathered and, due to bioturbation, is diminishing with depth and therefore the soil colour brightens with depth. In this horizon, extensive clay leaching is observed with shrinking and expanding amounts of marl and smectites.

Profile 3 is located between the transition zones of two different parent materials and therefore one can observe both colluvium and the marine terrace formation. Below the 30 cm thick Ap horizon is the Bt horizon, with concretions formed around the stones. Below the colluvium horizon (Ap and Bt horizon), is the marine terrace where the horizon can be divided into the C1 and C2 horizons as indicated by the different textures. Profile 3 is located on a fairly gentle slope where the erosion decreased and the amount of deposition increased.

Profile 4 is divided into the Ap and C horizons. Here the Bt horizon does not exist and the soil horizons are thinner due to the lack of the colluvium process.

Profile 5 is located near the archaeological pit and, a piece of pottery was observed in the Ap horizon. Since pit 5 is located more uphill than the archaeological pit, the pottery is not naturally transported from the archaeological remain of this site. However, since it is observed in the Ap horizon, it could have been transported during the ploughing activity, but the origin of the pottery is not known.

(2) Site 2

Figure 4.1.4 shows profile images of site 2. Profiles 1 to 5 are obtained from the pits around the buried archaeological remain and assumed to have no archaeological influence (in other words, the pits only contain ‘natural’ soils). Originally, 7 natural soil pits were made at this site. However, due to an instrumental problem, which distorted the spectra taken and could not be corrected, the spectra from only 5 pits will be used for analysis (Chapter 3.1.1).

The image of the archaeological profiles (Figure 4.1.4) is shown with the Ap horizon removed and therefore, the 0 cm depth is not the surface of the ground but rather a starting level (around 20 cm deep from the surface) of another horizon. However, in this AS profile, no change in soil colour indicating the influence of archaeological activities was observed. In this site, archaeological materials showed up around 60 cm depth (floor of the archaeological pit, see Figure 4.1.4), and therefore the AS and ARCH spectral measurements were only taken at the floor of the pit. Instead of digging through these archaeological materials, the archaeologists decided to preserve the remains and only take records on the surface. Large ceramic pieces (around 20 cm in width) and burned materials were found indicating that it was a kitchen formation. The white coloured feature in the top-left side of the figure of the floor of
the pit might be part of the parent geology or a wall structure of this buried remain.

In this site, the Bt horizons were not observed in most of the soil profiles. The soil profiles mostly contain a parent soil and an Ap horizon above the parent soil due to constant ploughing (remember that the site is under agricultural land use). The lack of the Bt horizons may be due to the fact that the site is located on a hill side, and most of the soils are transported downhill. One thing to notice is that the ploughing seemed to be done with the same machine over a long period since the Ap horizon had a constant thickness of around 25 cm.

### 4.1.3 Archaeological material

Archaeological materials buried at sites 1 and 2 are fairly identical in both the time scale of its origin and in the type of material. Both sites contain remains from prehistoric settlements with clear traces of kitchen features (soils subjected to fire activities). As shown in Figure 4.1.3 and Figure 4.1.4, both sites contain archaeological artefacts such as ceramics (parts of pottery, mostly orange in colour) and black burned material. At site 1, the soil profile showed a clear horizon, a strong red coloured stratum of soil highly influenced by the ancient anthropogenic activities. At site 2, a clear AS horizon was not observed in the profile but soils with various colours which were different from the soil colour of natural soils were identified. Therefore, they are assumed to be soils highly influenced by archaeological activities and these were mainly observed at the floor of the pit. In this thesis ‘ARCH’ is used to represent archaeological materials which are assumed to be non-soil materials and ‘AS’ represents soils which are highly influenced by archaeological processes (non-natural process).

### 4.2 Soil analysis

#### 4.2.1 X-ray Fluorescence (XRF)

For the X-ray fluorescence (XRF) measurement, soil samples were taken for every spectral measurement point at the site (refer to Chapter 3.1.1 and Chapter 3.4.2 for more details on how the samples were taken and treated). The results of the XRF measurements of these soils were averaged for each horizon. These measurements provide information on whether the composition of elements changes between the natural soil and the archaeological material. Also, from the comparison of the specific composition of the elements, it might be possible to observe which element is dominant for the archaeological materials in these sites.

The top figure of Figure 4.2.1 shows the dominating major elements, K, Ca, Ti and Fe, of the top soil (Ap horizon) from site 1. The composition of both types of profiles is very similar indicating that there are no specific elements that stand out in the Ap soil from the archaeological pit against the Ap soil from natural soil pits. This is reasonable because site 1 was not ploughed and, therefore, there was no transportation of buried archaeological material to the overlying natural soil. The bottom figure shows the element level for each Ap horizon of the different pits. Notice that there are no large differences observed between Ap above the archaeological remains and natural soil except for copper (Cu) where soils above archaeological remains have relatively low Cu amounts.
Figure 4.2.1 XRF results of the surface soils (Ap horizon) from site 1.
Top: Relative partitioning of the different elements. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 1. Arch stands for the archaeological pit and pit 1 to pit 5 are the natural soil pits. Dominant elements are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe).
Bottom: Bar plots showing each element (Zr, Sr, Rb, Th, As, Zn, Ni, V, Ba, Cs, Fe, Mn, Ti, Ca and K) levels (in parts per million) in soil features from the Ap horizon (red: on-site, above archaeological remain; blue: off-site, surrounding natural soil) for site 1. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 1.
Figure 4.2.2 displays the average element levels for archaeological materials and natural soils found at site 1. Archaeological materials have fairly high calcium (Ca) and low barium (Ba) amounts compared to natural soils.

Figure 4.2.3 shows the XRF results for individual pits from site 1. For the archaeological pit, surprisingly, there are no large differences between the element contents of the archaeological materials (AS and burned material) and the natural soils (C). The only noticeable features are the high Ca and Sr contents for burned materials and the low Ni and Ba contents for other archaeological materials (AS and ceramics). When each of these elements (Ca, Sr, Ni and Ba) is compared with the XRF results of the natural soils from other pits, it becomes obvious that these elements are not useful as unambiguous indicators of archaeological materials. For example, the burned materials have Ca mixing ratios of around 20000 ppm and the parent soil in this pit has a Ca mixing ratio of 7000 ppm where previously, it was noticed to be characteristic of burned materials.

However, in pit 1, the Ap and parent soil (C) have Ca values of 20000 ppm and 10000 ppm, respectively. Therefore, a high Ca value is not a characteristic element of burned materials (although in other pits the Ca value is only around 5000 ppm). Similarly, the Ni content in the burned materials is around 40 ppm, which is lower than in parent soil (96 ppm). However, natural soils from other pits have Ni values around 30 to 40 ppm (Pit 2 and Pit 4) and sometimes even below the level of detection limit (Pit1). Therefore, a low Ni content is also not a characteristic feature of archaeological materials.
Figure 4.2.3 Top: XRF result of relative partitioning of the different elements for the different horizons for site 1. Each horizon value represented is an averaged XRF value of all soil sample measurements within that horizon. Dominant elements are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe). Profiles 1 to 5 are the soil profiles of the natural soil pits.

Bottom: Bar plots showing the average element levels in ppm for individual pits at site 1. The archaeological pit is not included. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 1.
Some elements such as Sr and Ba show outstanding values for the archaeological materials. The Sr values for the burned materials of AS are over 100 ppm, while the natural soils (in all pits) are below 100 ppm. Similarly, the Ba content for archaeological materials is below 300 ppm, while nearly all the natural soils have Ba contents over 300 ppm (except for the Ap soil in pit 4). There are slight exceptions, but one could argue that archaeological materials tend to have Sr values above 100 ppm and Ba values below 300 ppm.

Note that in Figure 4.1.3, different soil horizons that can be clearly distinguished with the naked eyes. However, the XRF results show that there is no large difference in the element concentrations between different horizons. One interesting thing to notice is that the amount of Rb, Cu and Fe increases with depth. For example, the Fe content in Pit 2 increases from 45000 ppm in the Ap horizon to 46000 ppm in the C horizon.

The XRF results for site 1 show that it is difficult to distinguish archaeological materials from natural soils their element contents. Archaeological materials and natural soils contain very similar elemental compositions and the difference of the element contents fall within the error range of each other. Because of the ineffectiveness in using the XRF to distinguish natural and archaeological soils, for site 2, the XRF measurements were only made for a few selected soil samples.

Figure 4.2.4 Bar plots showing the element levels in soil features from the Ap horizon above archaeological remains (magenta), Ap of natural soil (cyan), averaged archaeological remains (red) and average natural soils (blue) for site 2. Notice that V and Co are only observed in archaeological materials. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 1.

For site 2 (Figure 4.2.4), only 8 soils were used for the XRF calculation. These are the Ap soils from the natural soil pit (pit 1) and the archaeological pit, expecting to observe any dif-
ference between them (this site was ploughed). However, no significant difference between the two Ap soils was found. Other samples are one parent soil (C horizon) and various ARCH and AS materials. One interesting thing to notice is that the AS showed some Co content of around 350 ppm. This element was never observed in any other soils measurements (even at site 1) and perhaps can be an indicator to find such similar archaeological strata. Also, at site 1, a difference between the barium (Ba) content was observed for archaeological materials and natural soils. However, at site 2, the amounts of Ba were below the detection limit. Beside these features, no significant difference was observed between the archaeological materials and the natural soils.

In some publications, XRF was shown to be a powerful tool in identifying archaeological materials such as obsidians (Cecil et al., 2007; Frahm, 2013; Moholy-Nagy et al., 2013; Parnell et al., 2002), potteries (Hunt and Speakman, 2015; Neff, 1992), skulls (Carter, 2009) and for detecting pigments in paint layers (Mantler and Schreiner, 2000). However, due to certain fundamental characteristics of the XRF technique, it is not suitable for some projects which would seem at first sight to present no problems (Hall, 1960).

If a certain element is above or below the average background level, it can be an indicator of certain types of human activities. However, in this thesis, the XRF results did not show unique or outstanding elemental amounts in the archaeological materials.

4.2.2 Radiometric indices

Radiometric indices give a first glance of the spectral colour of the soil samples of interest (Ray et al., 2004). There are various radiometric indices, but this thesis focuses on the redness index (RI) and brightness index (BI). The redness index represents the haematite content in the soil. Torrent and Barron (2003) showed a nice linear relationship between the haematite content and the redness index for Mediterranean soils. A large RI value indicates a large haematite content and, therefore, can give a reddish colour to the soil (but not always). BI is sensitive to the brightness of the soils, which is highly correlated with humidity and the presence of salts (Escadafal, 1989). For the definition of the radiometric indices and wavelengths selected for the red, green and blue bands, see Chapter 3.4.1.

Figure 4.2.5 shows the results of the radiometric indices (redness index and brightness index) at site 1. One obvious result for site 1 is the high redness index for the archaeological soils (AS) compared to the natural soils (Ap, Bt and C). Here it is interesting to note that for the archaeological pit, a clear red archaeological stratum was already identified by eye (see Figure 4.1.3). However, the main archaeological artefacts (ARCH) found in this site were burned materials showing dark blackish colour for which no clear correlation with the RI value is found. The high RI values for AS indicate that AS contains a larger haematite content than natural soils or archaeological artefacts. In addition, since the iron oxide content is also linearly related to the RI, the AS might also contain a large Fe content. However, this expectation is not confirmed by the XRF results. The AS has a Fe mixing ratio of 47000 ppm for the burned materials and the parent soil (C) a mixing ratio of 43000 ppm and 45000 ppm are found, respectively.
Figure 4.2.5 Radiometric indices (left: redness index, right: brightness index) for all spectral measurements gathered from site 1. Each bar represents one spectral measurement, and different colours represent soils from different horizons. Blue: Ap, cyan: Bt, green: C, yellow: AS, orange: ARCH.

The brightness index (BI) showed that soil colour brightens with depth (right sides in Figure 4.2.5 and 4.2.6), with especially low BI values for the Ap soil and high BI values for the parent soil (C). This confirms the findings from Chapter 4.1.2 that the C horizon is weathered and due to bioturbation diminishing with depth, which leads to increasing brightness with depth.

Figure 4.2.6 Radiometric indices (left: redness index, right: brightness index) for spectral measurements gathered from site 2 (Italy). Each bar represents one spectral measurement and different colours represent soils from different horizons. Blue: Ap, cyan: Bt, green: C, yellow: AS, orange: ARCH.

For site 2, the redness index of ARCH is extremely high compared to the natural (Ap, Bt and C) and archaeological soils (AS). This is reasonable since most of the measured archaeological materials were orange-coloured ceramics and the AS soils were not as reddish as the AS at site 1 (refer to Figure 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 for comparison of the AS colour in the sites 1 and 2).

The overall RI values at site 2 are much lower than those at site 1, which have a high RI value for the AS horizon ranging from 7000 to 10000, while for site 2 the highest RI value for ARCH is less than 7000. Also the remaining soils (which did not appear to be reddish for the naked eye) at site 1 have RI values around 4000, while at site 2 they vary around 2000. This
indicates that site 1 has a higher haematite content than site 2 and the archaeological stratum (AS) at site 1 has a stronger red colour than potteries.

The brightness index of the soils at site 2 is fairly constant. The parent soils (C horizon) are brighter than the soils from the Ap horizons, which can be again explained by diminishing due to bioturbation. Also this may be related to the increasing humidity of the soil with depth. Compared to site 1, the BI values at site 2 are around two times brighter. One interesting thing to note is that site 1 was excavated before the heavy rain events and site 2 was excavated after these events. High humidity is expected to lower the BI value (because it darkens the soil), but the result showed high BI for site 2 although it was moister.

Overall, the RI and BI give a first impression of the soils and in some cases archaeological materials could be identified by their strong red colour. However, not all archaeological materials are identified (for example, burned materials) and the result can strongly vary even within the same site. Therefore, based on these indices universal application classification of archaeological materials is not possible.

### 4.2.3 Additional colour indices

In addition to the established radiometric indices, colour indices (CI) were calculated to get a quick look whether archaeological materials can be separated from natural soils (see Chapter 3.4.1). According to the colour index formula in Table 3.2, two wavelengths ($\lambda_a$ and $\lambda_b$) can be selected for the CI calculation. Several $\lambda$ values were chosen for sites 1 and 2. Various $\lambda$ combinations were tested, but only selected colour index results will be presented in this chapter because of the vast amount of combinations (note that the ASD spectrometer measures the 400 – 2400 nm range with 1 nm interval). The $\lambda$ values presented in this chapter are the wavelengths which showed ‘fairly’ clear difference between archaeological and natural soils. Especially, the 550 nm region, which represents the redness of soil, is often used since the red colour was the major colour signature of the archaeological materials at the Italian sites (refer to the Appendix 2 for other various $\lambda$ combinations).

First, the $\lambda_a$ and $\lambda_b$ values were chosen from the visible range (400 nm and 700 nm). The corresponding results for site 1 are illustrated in Figure 4.2.7.A. For most of the cases when $\lambda$ values were chosen from the visible region, the CI values of the archaeological materials did not stand out with respect to natural soils. However, in the previous radiometric index section (Chapter 4.2.2), it was shown that a high haematite content in the AS horizon leads to a high RI because haematite has an absorption band around the 550 nm region. Even small amounts of haematite can have a strong colouring effect (Hill and Mégier, 2007). Therefore in the next step, the wavelength range 550 nm was specifically investigated.
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Figure 4.2.7 Colour indices for site 1. Each bar indicates a spectral measurement of the soil and each colour represents different soil horizons. The Ap, Bt and C horizons (blue, cyan and green in colours) are natural soils, AS and ARCH (yellow and orange colours) represent archaeological materials. The wavelengths chosen for the $\lambda$ values are written at the top of each plot.
Figure 4.2.8 Colour indices for site 2. Each bar indicates a spectral measurement of the soil and each colour represents different soil horizons. The Ap, Bt and C horizons (blue, cyan and green) are natural soils, AS and ARCH (yellow and orange colours) represent archaeological materials. The wavelengths chosen for the $\lambda$ values are written at the top of each plot.

Figure 4.2.7.B shows the CI results for $\lambda_a$ at 700 nm and $\lambda_b$ at 550 nm (both still within the visible region). Here the results show that the CI values for AS and ARCH are slightly higher than for natural soils. When $\lambda_a$ is chosen in the NIR region (in this case, 1400 and 1900 nm) and $\lambda_b$ at 550 nm (Figure 2.4.7.C and 2.4.7.D), CI values are always strongly enhanced for AS and ARCH compared to natural soils. This is an interesting finding, because in ARCH no outstanding amount of haematite was observed (refer to Chapter 4.2.2). Another thing to notice is that, in soil spectra, the 1400 nm and 1900 nm wavelength region is influenced by strong water absorption bands (Stoner and Baumgardner, 1981), see also Figure 3.2.4. This may indicate that the high CI values in Figures 4.2.7.C and 4.2.7.D are caused by high water content.

Figure 4.2.7.E, however, shows an example indicating that combinations of wavelengths ($\lambda_a$,
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and \(\lambda_b\) from the NIR (1400 nm) and VIS (400 nm) region do not always produce a satisfactory result. Figure 4.2.7.F shows a CI value for \(\lambda_a\) at 1400 nm and \(\lambda_b\) at 700 nm. Here the ARCH values are outstanding compared to the soils (note that AS is also an archaeological soil and ARCH are archaeological artefacts). This is consistent for any \(\lambda_a\) value in the NIR region with \(\lambda_b\) of 700 nm. However, when \(\lambda_a\) is fixed to 700 nm and \(\lambda_b\) varied within the visible spectral range, these exaggeration patterns in ARCH values are not observed. This suggests that only a combination of \(\lambda_a\) of 700 nm and \(\lambda_b\) from the NIR region will enhance a certain feature in the archaeological artefacts found at site 1. Figure 4.2.7.G shows CI values when \(\lambda\) values were chosen only from the NIR region. Some \(\lambda\) from the NIR give a slightly higher value for ARCH, but this is not always the case.

Figure 4.2.8.A and 4.2.8.B show that unlike site 1, at site 2, the CI values using \(\lambda_a\) and \(\lambda_b\) from the visible range give slightly higher CI values for archaeological artefacts (ARCH). Notice that site 2 did not have a strong reddish archaeological soil (AS) colour as site 1. In addition, the archaeological artefacts found at site 2 contained a large amount of orange coloured potteries whereas at site 1 only a small piece of pottery was observed and most of the ARCH spectra represent burned materials. In Chapter 4.2.2 it was shown that at site 2, ARCH has large RI values indicating a strong reddish soil colour and a large haematite amount. Especially large CI value for ARCH is found when 700 nm and 550 nm are used for the CI calculation (Figure 4.2.8.B).

When \(\lambda_a\) is as 550 nm and \(\lambda_b\) is selected from the NIR region, for site 1 high CI values for ARCH were always observed. This pattern is also seen for site 2 (Figures 4.2.8.C and 4.2.8.D). However, one thing to notice is that at site 1, the haematite content (at 550 nm) in ARCH was low and at site 2, the haematite content in ARCH was high, while for both sites similar CI results were obtained. The same finding is obtained for 700 nm and various combinations of NIR wavelengths (Figure 4.2.8.E). Also, not all combinations of \(\lambda\) from the visible and NIR region result in high ARCH values (Figure 4.2.8.D). For both sites, high CI values for ARCH were obtained when 700 nm (for \(\lambda_a\)) and \(\lambda_b\) from the NIR region were used for CI calculation. This indicates that the archaeological materials in the Calabria region investigated in this thesis have different haematite content, but similar other properties leading to similar CI values when \(\lambda_a\) is either 550 nm or 700 nm and \(\lambda_b\) is a wavelength in the NIR region.

Not all combinations with \(\lambda_a\) from the visible range and \(\lambda_b\) from NIR region lead to different CI for archaeological materials and natural soils (Figure 4.2.8.E). However, certain wavelengths in the visible (VIS) range, especially \(\lambda_a\) at 700 nm, together with \(\lambda_b\) from NIR region, can cause significantly enhanced CI values for ARCH (Figure 4.2.8.F).

Similar to site 1, for site 2, the investigation of the CI using only NIR bands gave a somehow unclear result. Some combinations showed high ARCH values indicating that the visible range is not the only wavelength region in which archaeological material can be separated from natural soils. Also the NIR region contains useful information, which should be investigated in more detail in future studies.

Overall, the colour index results indicate that in principal ARCH can be identified among natural soils by the CI method. However, it should be noted that from measurements at only two wavelengths only very limited information can be derived.
4.2.4 Laboratory and field spectra comparison

Some collected soil samples were air-dried and sieved under 2 mm and then crushed again with the rock crusher to obtain pure soil conditions in order to enable the measurement of the spectral properties of the pure soil material. The spectra of these soils were measured with the same instrument as used in the field, and these spectra will be referred to as the laboratory spectral measurement.

A comparison between both sets of spectral measurements is shown in Figure 4.2.9. Here, soil samples from 3 different soil horizons were compared: burned material (ARCH), top soil (Ap) and parent soil (C) which were all gathered from site 1.

Overall, by looking at the original spectra (plots on the left side of Figure 4.2.9), the laboratory spectral measurements have a higher intensity than the field measurements. This is a reasonable result, since the soils were dried for the laboratory measurements and less moisture content leads to a brighter soil colour. Also just by looking at the original spectra (left side of Figure 4.2.9), it seems like all absorption features are kept and except for the intensity not much has changed compared to the field measurements. However, the continuum removed spectra illustrates that there are, in fact, significant differences between the laboratory and field spectral measurements. In the spectra of the burned material, there is a strong absorption pattern difference in the VIS range (500 – 900 nm). In the Ap spectra, some absorption features around 700 nm and 1000 nm disappear (or decrease in intensity) in the laboratory measurements, which may indicate that some information is lost in this wavelength region.

Figure 4.2.9 Comparison between the spectra measured in the laboratory (red) and in the field (blue). From the top to bottom: archaeological (burned) material, top soil (Ap) and parent soil (C). Right side: original spectra; left side: continuum removed spectra.
For the parent soil (C), the spectrum measured in the laboratory and the field are very similar but the depths of the absorption peaks decrease (this was also mostly found for the other materials). Since the soils prepared for the laboratory measurements were dried, they contain less water content and, therefore, the water absorption peaks at 1450 nm and 1950 nm are relatively small.

Overall, the laboratory measurements occasionally show the same absorption patterns as the field measurement, but also a loss of information (especially in the lower wavelength region) is observed. Reduced water absorption features in the laboratory measurement may allow to extract any archaeological spectral information in this range. However, there are also disadvantages in using laboratory spectral measurements. As shown in the results above, some spectral information is lost although at the moment it is not clear which spectral range contains most archaeological information. In addition, if data collected directly from the field are used, they will probably better fit to airborne or satellite data. Therefore, in this thesis, all spectral analysis will use spectra measured directly at the field.

4.2.5 Mixing of soil and archaeology for investigation

![Figure 4.2.10 Original spectra (top) and continuum removed spectra (bottom) for different mixtures of natural soil and archaeological material (ceramic). The legend shows the percentage of the archaeological material mixed into the natural soil. 100% natural soil is represented in blue and 100% archaeological material (pottery) in cyan.](image)
In this thesis, samples and spectra of soils and material of archaeological remains and natural soils were gathered from the pits which were least influenced by recent human activities. With these soils, one can mix the soils and observe how the spectra change for different fractions of archaeological materials and natural soils. From such spectral data, one can get an idea of how much archaeological soil is needed to be distributed on the surface to be detectable as soil mark.

A controlled amount of natural soil and archaeological material was mixed together to see how the spectra change as the two different soils are mixed together. According to Buck et al., 2003 who observed the spectra of a specific area with a different amount of obsidian, around 80% of obsidian coverage is needed in order to identify spectra with obsidian features.

Figure 4.2.10 shows how the spectrum of a natural soil changes as more and more archaeological material (pottery) is mixed into the sample. The archaeological material used for this experiment is a piece of crushed ceramic. Just by looking at the spectra it is difficult to identify any pattern between the different spectra.

Here, as more archaeological material is mixed into the natural soil, the spectrum gradually becomes more and more identical to the pure ceramic spectrum. In the visible wavelength, until Nat 60% Arch 40%, the absorption band is very similar to the pure natural soil. Only from Nat 10% Arch 90% the absorption feature becomes similar to the spectrum of pure ceramic. Also there is a large change between the 70% archaeology mixture and the 60% archaeology mixture at the wavelength range of 400 to 1300 nm. The former spectrum follows the absorption pattern of the pure archaeological spectrum and the latter follows the pattern of the pure natural soil spectrum. Interestingly, this is not observed in the continuum removed spectra (Figure 4.2.10 bottom) indicating that this difference is only caused by the intensity of the spectra (brightness). The absorption bands at 1400 nm, 1900 nm and 2200 nm are due to water absorption, thus they don’t strongly change for different fractions of archaeological materials and soils.

Figure 4.2.11 shows the score plots of the first and second principal components for the spectra mixed between archaeological and natural soils. The application of the PCA is explained in Chapter 3.3.1 where it clusters spectra of similar behaviour together. PCA results are shown from Chapter 4.3 onwards, but this figure is provided to give an impression of how much archaeological coverage is needed to be detected. This figure illustrates that the 400 to 1000 nm wavelength range is most suitable to distinguish archaeological materials and natural soils (this agrees with the later results in Chapter 4.4). It also indicates that PC1 distinguishes most of the differences between the two different materials. When only the x-axis (PC1 axis) is considered (Figure 4.2.11.A and Figure 4.2.11.B), the marker points follow the degree of archaeological soil mixture.
Figure 4.2.11 PCA score plots of the spectra (from Figure 4.2.10) for different mixtures of natural soil and archaeological material (ceramic). Light green indicates a mixture of exactly 50% to 50%. Notice that the score plots for 400 – 2400 nm, 400 – 700 nm, and 2200 – 2400 nm show a clear steady transformation of natural soil to archaeological material. However, beyond 1000 nm, the markers are randomly scattered, and therefore difficult to distinguish. This indicates that most of the spectral information determining archaeological features is found below 1000 nm.

4.3 PCA

The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to the spectra gathered in Calabria in order to separate archaeological spectral features from those of the spectra of the surrounding natural soils. Classification of the soil horizons followed the rule outlined in Chapter 3.1.1, where the different abbreviations stand for: top soil (Ap), subsoil (Bt), parent material (C), archaeological artefact (ARCH) and archaeological soil (AS). Figure 4.3.1 shows the score plot of the first two principal components for sites 1 and 2. The PCA was applied over the whole wavelength range of the spectrometer (400 – 2400 nm). Clear differences between the archaeological materials (ARCH), marked in the red circle and natural soils are found for both
sites. An interesting point to notice is that, although the archaeological soils (AS) at site 1 have a characteristic red colour (shown in yellow markers in Figure 4.1.3), the corresponding results of the PCA present the AS within the cluster of the natural soils (the cluster on the right side of Figure 4.3.1.A). This finding indicates that in this wavelength range soil colour is not the main factor that determines the principal components.

Another thing to notice in Figure 4.3.1 is that the separation between the archaeological artefacts (ARCH) and the soils (both natural and archaeological soils) is mostly dominated by the PC1 for site 1 and the PC2 for site 2. At site 1, the cluster of the natural soils is centred on 0 for the PC1 and the ARCH values vary from -5 to -10 for the PC1. This indicates that the archaeological spectral features have high contributions to the first PC while the natural soils have much smaller contributions. For site 2, the soils have PC2 values around 0 and ARCH has PC2 values from 0 to 6. This result indicates that the spectral features of the PC2 are more influenced by archaeological artefacts than by the soils and thus it is possible to separate archaeological features from natural soils. To investigate this in more detail, the spectra of the first three principal components are displayed in Figure 4.3.2.

![Figure 4.3.1 Results of the PCA analysis (contributions of the PC1 against those of the PC2) obtained for the wavelength range 400 – 2400 nm.](image)

At site 1, three out of the four archaeological materials (marked in red-lined circle) are well separated from the natural soil cluster. These three spectra represent the spectra of black burned materials which were located beneath the red archaeological stratum. The orange point which is located close to the natural soil cluster represents the spectrum of a ceramic piece (pottery).

At site 2, most of the orange markers (archaeological artefacts) are separated from the natural soil cluster showing higher PC2 values. The one orange point within the natural soil cluster represents the spectrum of a ceramic piece. One assumption for these features is that the point measurement on the pottery was made on its surface where soils were not clearly removed. If the artefact is covered by thick soil, it may not be recognisable.

Figure 4.3.2 shows the spectra for the first three PCs. Here for both sites, in the NIR region, the spectral features are dominated by the water absorption bands (absorption peaks around 1400 nm and 1900 nm, refer to Figure 3.2.5). Thus, it is probably difficult to distinguish other spectral features in that spectral range. In the visible range, for site 1, the PC1 is dominated by
a large broadband absorption feature with a slight peak around 550 nm. The PC1 for site 2 also shows a similar but weaker peak at 550 nm. There is also a broad spectral signature from 600 – 1300 nm in the PC1 for site 2, which might be a characteristic archaeological feature. However, the peak at 550 nm and the broad spectral signature between 400 – 1300 nm are observed in nearly all three PC plots (Figure 4.3.2). Haematite content or iron oxides in soils can be the reason for peaks in the region from 450 – 500 nm (De Oliveira et al., 2015). The 550 nm peak cannot be defined as an archaeological spectral feature since it is observed in all soil spectra measured within this thesis.

![Figure 4.3.2 400 to 2400 nm spectra of the first, second and third principal component (PC1, PC2 and PC3) for sites 1 (A) and 2 (B).]()

The soil spectra are largely dominated by water absorption features in the NIR range. Investigating the PCA results without the NIR region might provide some useful information. Also, in the previous section (Chapter 4.1.2), each soil horizon could be distinguished by eye indicating that the PCA in the visible spectral range might give a similarly good separation. Therefore, the next step is to observe the PCA over different wavelength ranges separately.

### 4.4 PCA results for different wavelength ranges

Figure 4.4.1 and Figure 4.4.2 show the PCA score plots of the first two PCs for various wavelength ranges for sites 1 and 2. The wavelength ranges are first divided by visible range (400 – 700 nm) and near infrared region (700 – 2400 nm). However, the NIR region is also further divided according to the strong water absorption bands (1300 – 1500 nm, 1830 – 2000 nm and 2000 – 2200 nm) and the spectrometer boundaries at 1000 and 1830 nm (the ASD spectrometer is separated in to three spectrometers, refer to Table 3.1). Therefore the wavelengths investigated are 400 – 700 nm, 700 – 1000 nm, 1000 – 1300 nm, 1300 – 1500 nm, 1500 – 1830 nm, 1830 – 2000 nm, 2000 – 2200 nm and 2200 – 2400 nm.
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Figure 4.4.1 PC1-PC2 score plots for site 1 in Calabria for different wavelength ranges.
AP, BT and C represent different soil horizons (natural soils). AS represents spectra of archaeological soils and ARCH spectra of archaeological artefacts.

For site 1 (Figure 4.4.1), all archaeological features (including ARCH and AS) are partly separated from the natural soils (Ap, Bt and C) for wavelength ranges below 1000 nm. However, in the NIR range (beyond 1000 nm), archaeological artefacts (ARCH) are mixed together with natural soils.

Interestingly, in the 2000 – 2200 nm range, most archaeological soils (AS) were isolated from the rest of the spectra (natural soils and archaeological artefacts like pottery and burned material). This finding indicates that there might be a specified material in AS which is not observed in natural soils or archaeological artefacts in this region. However, according to the XRF results in Chapter 4.2.1, there are no outstanding minerals in AS. Thus, the reason for this separation at the 2000 – 2200 nm range is unknown. Overall, the results indicate that the archaeological materials are best separated from natural soils in the wavelength range between 400 – 1000 nm.

Figure 4.4.2 shows the results of the PCA for site 2, which is similar to the result for site 1. In
the 400 – 1000 nm spectral range, archaeological features (ARCH and AS) are well separated from the cluster of natural soils. However, beyond this range (1000 nm) it becomes difficult to observe any clear separation. For example, the 2000 – 2200 nm spectral range showed a clear division between natural soils and AS for site 1, but such a separation is not observed at site 2.

One interesting finding observed at both sites is that in the visible spectral range (400 – 700 nm), the PCA does not clearly separate the different horizons. Note that these horizons were identifiable by bare eye although the human eye can only observe three wavebands (red, green and blue). Compared to the human eye, spectrometers provide a higher spectral resolution and thus more detailed information. This indicates that the PCA is not just controlled by the colour of the soil, but there are also other factors which control the differences between the soil spectra.

Before concluding that spectral ranges beyond 1000 nm range do not provide useful archaeological information, one should note that there are strong water absorption bands which dom-
inate the spectral features in this region (refer to Figure 4.3.2 where the spectra of the first three PCs in the NIR region are dominated by the absorption features of water). Therefore, if the spectral measurement were made in a dry region with less water content in the soil, the results might provide more useful information in this wavelength range. This hypothesis is supported by the dried soil samples in Chapter 4.2.4, where laboratory soil spectra measurements showed small water absorption features in the 1400 and 1900 nm regions. However, for soil spectra gathered from Italy, the spectral range 400 – 1000 nm contains the most useful information and, therefore, from now on the PCA is applied only in the 400 – 1000 nm spectral range.

Figure 4.4.3 Score plot of the first two principal components for sites 1 (A) and 2 (B) over 400 – 1000 nm range. NAT represents the spectra of natural soils (including Ap, Bt and C), AS represents spectra of archaeological soils and ARCH of archaeological artefacts. Notice that the combination of the first and second principal components clearly separates ARCH features and parts of AS features. Most of the natural soils (NAT) are clustered together.

The PCA was repeated for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm in Figure 4.4.3, similarly as Figures 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, but in Figure 4.4.3 the results for the 3 soil horizons are now represented by the same (blue) colour for clear visualisation.

4.5 Results for higher order PCs

The analyses so far focused only on the first two PCs which already accounted for 90% of the total variance. In other words, all soil spectra from sites 1 and 2 can be explained by the first two principal components. Although the first two PCs clearly dominate, higher order PCs (PC3 and PC4), which account for the remaining 10%, might also contain information which could be used to separate archaeological features from natural soils. Figure 4.5.1 shows the contributions of the different PCs for sites 1 and 2. It is found that the contributions of PC3 and PC4 are close to or below 1%. However, to test whether there is still any valuable information in this 2% of variance, higher order PCs up to PC4 are investigated.
Figure 4.5.1 Contributions of the first 10 principal components for the wavelength region 400 – 1000 nm for sites 1 (A) and 2 (B).

Figure 4.5.2 PCA results (score plots of PC1 to PC4) for site 1. NAT represents natural soils (including Ap, Bt and C), AS represents archaeological soils and ARCH archaeological artefacts. The red circles indicate the archaeological spectra which are clearly distinguished from the natural soil cluster.

Figure 4.5.2 illustrates results (score plots of various PC combinations from PC1 to PC4) for site 1. All score plots for PC1 and other PCs (PC2 to PC4) provide clear separations between archaeological materials and natural soils since PC1 already showed large difference between archaeological materials and natural soils (refer to Figure 4.4.3). The combinations of PC2 with the higher order PCs (PC3 or PC4) also present separated ARCH, NAT and AS results (Figures 4.5.2.D and 4.5.2.E). Especially the score plots of PC2 against PC3 or PC4 (Figure 4.5.2.E) show a separation of different types of archaeological materials where burned materials are on the left side of the natural soil cluster (negative PC2 values) and reddish archaeo-
logical soils (AS) are on the right side of the natural soil cluster (positive PC2 values). Here, the natural soils have PC2 values of approximately 0 indicating that natural soil spectra are not represented by the PC2. Finally, the PC3-PC4 score plot does not provide a clear distinction between archaeological materials and natural soils. These results indicate that the score plots of either PC1 or PC2 and higher order PCs can provide useful information for the separation of archaeological materials, archaeological soils and natural soils, which was not provided by the combination of PC1-PC2 alone. However, score plots using only higher order PCS (Figure 4.5.2.F) do not provide any additional information.

Figure 4.5.3 shows the score plot of different PCs (PC1 to PC4) for site 2. Compared to site 1 (Figure 4.5.2), the archaeological materials are less clearly separated from the natural soil cluster. ARCH features are outstanding in some plots whereas AS spectra are often clustered within the natural soil cluster when higher order PCs are used. For site 2, PC2 is representative for large parts of the spectra of archaeological artefacts (ARCH), but much less representative for soils (including both natural and archaeological soils).

Spectra of the first three principal components for sites 1 and 2 for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm are shown in Figure 4.5.4. As mentioned above, for both sites, the second principal component (PC2) largely represents spectral features of archaeological materials. In Figure 4.5.4, PC2 (for both sites) has a broad spectral signature in the 520 – 1000 nm range, which is probably a characteristic spectral feature for archaeological materials.

In summary, the results (score plots of higher order PCs) provided some combinations where archaeological materials are separated from natural soils. However, some archaeological spectra are still mixed with the cluster of natural soils (especially for the archaeological soils), and
this effect is more clearly seen for site 2 than for site 1.

**Figure 4.5.4** Spectra of the first 3 principal components for sites 1 (A) and 2 (B) for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm.

### 4.6 Base PC: Results for using PCs from a known dataset

In the previous section, the PCA of site 1 gave a clear separation between the archaeological materials (both AS and ARCH) and the natural soils at the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm (Figure 4.5.2.A). Also for site 2 most of the archaeological materials were distinguishable, but still a number of spectra of archaeological features remained at the centre of the natural soil cluster (Figure 4.5.3.B).

To improve the separation of the spectra from site 2, a set of principal components (PC) of a dataset where archaeological materials and natural soils were well separated is used. A detailed description of this method can be found in Chapter 3.4.1. To avoid confusion, principal component values from a ‘well-separated’ site will be referred as ‘base PC’.

Here, the PC results from site 1 are used as the base PC since a clear separation between archaeological materials and natural soils was observed for this site. Figure 4.6.1 shows the application of the base PCs to site 2. It is found that the PC1-PC2 score plots (Figure 4.6.1.A and Figure 4.6.1.B) are almost unchanged (besides a slight clockwise rotation). However, for the PC2-PC3 score plot, the application of the base PC improves the result (Figure 4.6.1.C and 4.6.1.D). In the original PC2-PC3 score plot (Figure 4.6.1.C), only the burned archaeological spectra were separated and the remaining archaeological artefacts, such as potteries, were mixed into the natural soil cluster. When the base PCs are used (Figure 4.6.1.D), archaeological soils are also detached from the natural soil cluster. In addition, the application of the base PC allowed a division even within the archaeological artefacts. The burned materials are located in the left side of the natural soil cluster while AS and potteries are located on the right side of the cluster. The natural soils have PC2 values around 0, while the archaeological features have PC2 values of ±2.
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Figure 4.6.1 Score plots for site 2 with either the original PCs (left) or the base PC from site 1 (right). NAT represents the spectra of natural soils (including AP, Bt and C), AS those of archaeological soils and ARCH those of archaeological artefacts. Notice the y-axes are reversed for better comparison.

The base PC application seems to improve the result in some cases, at specific PC combinations, but does not always improve the result. In addition, it is difficult to define a dataset which can be referred to as the ‘best’ separated dataset (base PC). Even site 1, which was used as the base PC, showed some archaeological soils mixed within the natural soil cluster.

4.7 Numerical representation of the PCA score plot result

4.7.1 Distance to the centre of the cluster

The PCA results indicate that archaeological features can be distinguished from natural soils by looking at the score plot of, mainly, the first two PCs in the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm. However, by representing such results as a scatter plot of the first two PCs they may depend on personal interpretation of determining what the boundary of the natural soil cluster is. In the following chapter methods, which aim to analyse the PCA results in a more quantitative way, developed in Chapter 3.3.4, are explained.

The representation of the PCA results in a scatter plot is a visual representation, and personal interpretation of how close a data point (for an individual spectrum) is to a cluster of a certain group decides the result. To obtain a more quantitative result, the so-called distance to the centre of the natural soil cluster is introduced. A centre point of the cluster will be used as a reference point to calculate the distance between each data point and this centre point. The
underlying assumption is that the spectra of natural soils are grouped together and the archaeological materials are not within the group of the natural soils. Therefore the centre of the cluster should be close to the natural soil spectra but far away for spectra of archaeological materials.

Table 4.1 Averaged distance value for each horizon to the centre of the cluster (black marker) for the results in Figure 4.7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizon</th>
<th>Av. Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>0.7654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bt</td>
<td>0.6100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.5372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AS</td>
<td>1.7322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH</td>
<td>5.3728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7.1 Score plot of PC1 against PC2 for site 1 for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm. The centre of the natural soil cluster is marked in black.

Table 4.1 shows the distances between each horizon and the centre point. The results indicate that for natural soils, the average distance to the centre point is around 1 while for archaeological materials the distances vary from 1 (for AS) to 5 (for ARCH). The AS are slightly further away from the centre point than the other natural soils, but it is difficult to clearly identify the AS as non-natural soils if one does not have any information about where the spectra were taken. Although for ARCH an average distance value of 5 is found one can notice that ARCH spectra are widely scattered and some of the spectra are close to the natural soil cluster. Also by looking at Figure 4.7.1, depending on the shape of the cluster, some natural soil spectra are as far away from the centre point as some archaeological spectra. When the nature of the spectra is not known, it is difficult to identify whether such a spectrum is natural soil or not.

Overall, this method assigns a distance value to each spectrum, which in principal allows the separation of archaeological material from natural soils. However, still for some archaeological samples, no clear distinction from natural soils is possible. Also the method does not provide ranges of values indicating natural soils and depending on the shape of the cluster a natural soil sample may have distance as large as an archaeological spectrum.

4.7.2 Improvement of the separation based on a regression line

Based on Chapter 3.3.4.2, a regression line through the scatter points of the natural soils can be plotted. The perpendicular distance between the regression line and each scatter point (spectral measurement) can be calculated. Since the regression line only considers natural soil
spectra as variables, the perpendicular distances of the natural soil (Ap, Bt and C) and the scatter points should be smaller than those of the archaeological materials (AS and ARCH).

Figure 4.7.2 Regression lines plotted to the score plots of PC1 against PC2 (left) and PC2 against PC3 (right) for site 1 for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm. The regression lines only considered natural soils as variables.

Figure 4.7.2 and Table 4.2 show the regression line results as an image and in numerical format respectively, for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm for site 1 for PC1-PC2 and PC2-PC3 combinations. As expected, the orthogonal distances from the regression lines of the natural soil is much smaller than those of the archaeological materials (AS and ARCH). For both, PC1-PC2 and PC2-PC3 combinations the distance of archaeological materials is around five times larger than those of the natural soils.

Table 4.2 Average perpendicular distances between the regression lines and the data points for the different soil horizons for the results shown in Figure 4.7.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ap</th>
<th>Bt</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>AS</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC1-PC2</td>
<td>0.1137</td>
<td>0.1097</td>
<td>0.1615</td>
<td>0.209335</td>
<td>4.1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC2-PC3</td>
<td>0.1345</td>
<td>0.2103</td>
<td>0.3121</td>
<td>0.2281</td>
<td>0.5990</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regression line method gives similar results as the centre point distance method (Chapter 4.7.1), but instead of measuring the distance from just one point, it measures the orthogonal distance from a regression line which goes through the natural soil cluster. Thus for most archaeological samples an improved separation from natural soils is found. However, as one can observe from Figure 4.7.2, some of the natural soil spectra are also as far away as the ARCH and AS spectra and these natural soils will thus not be identified as natural soils by this method. Another problem is that this method can only be applied when natural soils are identified independently, which makes it difficult to use when there is a set of unknown spectra.

4.8 D calculation: Calculation of the Euclidean distance

The methods used in the previous sections are partly successful in separating archaeological features from natural soils but also have their limitations. Therefore, this chapter focuses on identifying archaeological features among ‘common’ soils based on the PCA results. The soils are represented by the first two principal components of a group of natural soil spectra. Here,
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It is assumed that although the spectral features of natural soils vary depending on the soil type and sampling location, they share a similar spectral pattern compared to the spectral features of archaeological remains. Using the method explained in Chapter 3.3.2, a difference (D) between the original spectrum (S) and the modified spectrum (S’), which represents the principal component (PC) values of natural soils, is calculated. If the difference (D value) between the two spectra is small (close to 0), then the spectrum is similar to the spectral features of natural soils (Dnat). If the difference is large, then the spectrum is more likely to belong to a non-natural soil, probably an archaeological material (Darch). To make the results independent from the absolute D values, a Dratio is calculated, which is the ratio between Darch and Dnat (refer to Chapter 3.3.3 for detailed mathematical explanation on the Dratio). Large Dratio values (larger than 1) probably represent archaeological materials. If the Dratio value is less than 1, the measured spectrum is probably a non-archaeological material.

Refer to Chapter 3.3.2 for a detailed explanation of the D calculation method. Also the definition and detailed information on different types of Nsoil used are explained in Chapter 3.3.2.1.

4.8.1 D calculation results for local Nsoil

The Dratio results are calculated for the archaeological sites 1 and 2 from Calabria, Italy using the Nsoil from either the original site (site 1) or from Hungary (Figure 3.3.6). The results for Nsoil from the original site are expected to give low Dnat values (since identical natural soil spectra are) and thus high Dratio results. The results for Nsoil from Hungary should give higher Dnat values because Nsoil contains spectral features different to those in Italy as shown in Figure 3.3.6, and thus also lower Dratio results.

Figure 4.8.1 shows the D values for site 1 when Nsoil is used from the original site (left) and Hungary (right). Figure 4.8.1 shows that the Dnat values are reduced by a factor 5 when Nsoil is used from the original site (site 1) compared to when Nsoil from Hungary is used, but the Darch values (0.6 to 1) are fairly similar for both Nsoil combinations.

When the Nsoil is obtained from the site where the measurements were taken (site 1), the Dnat values vary between 0.07 and 0.10 and the Darch values vary between 0.70 and 1.10, depending on the number of PCs used. The Darch values are around a factor of ten larger than Dnat resulting in Dratio values around 10. In the following the number of considered PCs is indicated by the summation symbol (for example, \( \sum_{i=1}^{2} PC \) indicates that the first two PCs are used (for the S’ calculation, refer to Equation [8]). For \( \sum_{i=1}^{2} PC \) the Dratio is slightly larger than for \( \sum_{i=1}^{3} PC \), but this difference is fairly small. The error ranges in this case are rather large, but depending on the type of archaeological material, the Dratio value may also be large (up to > 40). The average Dratio value for Nsoil from the local site is around 10, which is extremely large and therefore indicates that the spectra of archaeological materials do stand out among the spectra of natural soils.
Figure 4.8.1 $D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$ values for site 1, Italy for different sets of $N_{soil}$ (either from the original site (site 1) or Hungary (HUN)). The error bars are calculated by the maximum and minimum $D$ values using the error propagation method (refer to Chapter 3.3.3). The $x$-axis represents the number of PCs used for the $D$ calculation. Here the results from only $\sum^2 PC$ and $\sum^3 PC$ are shown since for PC4, the contribution drops below 1% (refer to Figure 3.3.6 and Figure 4.5.1). For all cases, $D_{nat}$ values are much smaller than $D_{arch}$ values causing $D_{ratio}$ values larger than 1.

When $N_{soil}$ is calculated from natural soil spectra gathered at a totally different country (HUN), the $D_{arch}$ values are similar to the $D_{arch}$ obtained for the original site (site 1). However, the $D_{nat}$ values are around a factor of 6 larger indicating that natural soil spectra of site 1 and spectra of Hungarian soils are not similar. However, the average $D_{ratio}$ values are still larger than 1, which once more emphasises that the difference between natural soils gathered in various regions is smaller than the difference between spectra of soils and archaeological features. Also these results indicate that even if $N_{soil}$ does not include any natural soils from the original site, the method still works. $N_{soil}$ from HUN gives better result when PCs are added up to the third PC. This suggests that the first two principal components of the Hungarian soils do not contain many spectral features of the natural soils at site 1 and therefore another common feature might be represented by PC3.

Figure 3.3.6 reveals that the natural soil spectral features ($N_{soil}$) are different depending on the site where the samples were gathered. Thus, when $N_{soil}$ is used from a completely different location (country), this will result in a large $D_{nat}$ value indicating systematic spectral differences. However, these spectral differences between natural soils are not larger than the difference to the archaeological material and, therefore, $D_{nat}$ values are still smaller than $D_{arch}$ values.

Figure 4.8.2 illustrates the $D_{ratio}$ values for individual spectra from site 1, with D values larger than 1 are represented by red markers. The first impression is that when $N_{soil}$ is used from the original site, all of the archaeological spectra are identified with large $D_{ratio}$ values. However, some natural soil spectra also show $D_{ratio}$ values slightly higher than 1, indicating that some false detection can occur. This is more extreme when $N_{soil}$ is used from the Hungarian soil. Here even some of the dominant archaeological materials are not identified (burned material,
marked by the red circle) and many natural soils gave large $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values. This result is almost independent from the number of PCs added, although there are slight differences in which archaeological spectrum does not have $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1.

Figure 4.8.2 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1 against PC2 score plot of site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$ (first two principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$, refer to Equation [7] and [8]). C) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Hungary with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. D) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}(\text{first three principal components used from } N_{\text{soil}})$. E) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Hungary with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$.

Figure 4.8.3 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC2 against PC3 score plot of site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1). C) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Hungary. Here, only the first two principal component values ($\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$) for $N_{\text{soil}}$ are presented, refer to Appendix 3.1 for $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$.

Figure 4.8.3 shows the same results as shown in Figure 4.8.2 but now the score plots for PC2.
against PC3 are shown. Similar to the results from Figure 4.8.2, all archaeological spectra are identified when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is from the original site, but several false detections in the natural soils are made (Figure 4.8.3.B). When $N_{\text{soil}}$ from Hungary is used, most of the burned materials are not detected, but many of the reddish archaeological strata are identified.

When $N_{\text{soil}}$ is from Hungary, the $D_{\text{nat}}$ value is around 0.18 to 0.45 depending on the number of PCs added. However, the corresponding $D_{\text{arch}}$ values are still larger than $D_{\text{nat}}$. Similar to the result from site 1 (Figure 4.8.1), the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value increases when $\sum_{i=1}^{3} PC$ is used. Here the $D_{\text{arch}}$ value is around twice as large as $D_{\text{arch}}$ for the original site when $\sum_{i=1}^{3} PC$ is used. This indicates that the archaeological material gathered at site 2 has similar spectral patterns to the natural soils gathered within the site, but different compared to the natural soils gathered in Hungary. Here, the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values are larger than 1 but not as high as for site 1, where the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values exceeded 10. When $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 2), the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value is around

![Figure 4.8.4 $D_{\text{nat}}, D_{\text{arch}}$ and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values for site 2, Italy for different sets of $N_{\text{soil}}$ (the original site (site 2) and Hungary (HUN)). The error bars are calculated by the maximum and minimum D values using the error propagation method (refer to Chapter 3.3.3). The x-axis represents the number of PCs added to the D calculation, here only the results from $\sum_{i=1}^{2} PC$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{3} PC$ are shown, since for PC4 the contribution drops below 1% (refer to Figure 3.3.6 and Figure 4.5.1). For all cases, $D_{\text{nat}}$ values are much smaller than $D_{\text{arch}}$ values resulting in $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values larger than 1.](image-url)
3, and when $N_{soil}$ is used from Hungarian soils, the $D_{ratio}$ value varies between 1.6 and 2. The latter result is similar to the $D_{ratio}$ value for site 1 when $N_{soil}$ from Hungary was used.

Figure 4.8.5 $D_{ratio}$ values represented as colour on the PC1 against PC2 score plot of site 2. Dratio values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and Dratio higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from the original site (site 2) with $\sum^2_{PC}$ (first two principal components used from $N_{soil}$, refer to Equation [7] and [8]). C) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from Hungary with $\sum^3_{PC}$. D) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from the original site (site 2) with $\sum^3_{PC}$ (first three principal components used from $N_{soil}$). E) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from Hungary with $\sum^3_{PC}$.

Figure 4.8.5 shows the score plot of site 2 with D values coloured. Unlike site 1 where all the archaeological features showed $D_{ratio}$ values higher than 1, at site 2, many of the ‘archaeological soils’ (which were not reddish in colour like at site 1, but rather showed bright grey and yellowish colours) are not identified when $N_{soil}$ is used from the original site (site 2). Among 26 archaeological spectra, 20 of them resulted in a $D_{ratio}$ larger than 1. The archaeological materials, marked by the red circle (Figure 4.8.5.C), are not detected at all and many of the natural soil spectra showed a large $D_{ratio}$ value. However, when $N_{soil}$ from Hungary is used, some of the archaeological spectra, those which were not identified when $N_{soil}$ from original site was used, showed large $D_{ratio}$ values eventually resulting also in higher average $D_{ratio}$ values. When up to the third principal component is used ($\sum^3_{PC}$), some archaeological spectra which were not identified previously give a $D_{ratio}$ larger than 1 (marked by the blue arrows) indicating that the results improved.

The overall results show that when the $N_{soil}$ is collected from the original site, it is more likely to obtain high $D_{ratio}$ values regardless how many PCs are used ($\sum^2_{PC}$ or $\sum^3_{PC}$ does not make large difference). However, when the $N_{soil}$ is used from a completely different site, then using up to $\sum^3_{PC}$ is more likely to produce better results.
4.8.2 D calculation results for global N\textsubscript{soil}

The previous section showed D results when N\textsubscript{soil} were collected from either the local original site or another site with a limited number of natural soil spectra used as N\textsubscript{soil}. In this chapter, the calculations are repeated for a ‘universal’ N\textsubscript{soil} dataset. Two types of global datasets are used: 1) all natural soil spectra gathered from both Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) and 2) natural soils from the ISRIC spectral library (ICRAF-ISRIC, 2010). As mentioned in Chapter 3.3.2.1, the ISRIC spectra are undersampled by only providing values every tenth nanometre. Therefore, to test the effect of this undersampling, the N\textsubscript{soil} from Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) is used to investigate the differences of the results for the original spectra and the mathematically degraded spectra (resampled spectra at every tenth-nanometre).

Figure 4.8.6 D calculation results for site 1 when a combined N\textsubscript{soil} from Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) is used. The bar chart on the left side shows the D\textsubscript{nat}, D\textsubscript{arch} and D\textsubscript{ratio} values for \(\sum\dot{1}\) PC\textsuperscript{2} and \(\sum\dot{1}\) PC. The PCA score plots on the right sides are D\textsubscript{ratio} values represented as colour, where D\textsubscript{ratio} values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and D\textsubscript{ratio} higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) shows the PC1 against PC2 score plot and B) represents the PC2 against PC3 plot. Top figures (A.1 and B.1) are the reference figures where archaeological materials are indicated by red markers. Here, only the first two principal component values (\(\sum\dot{1}\) PC) for N\textsubscript{soil} are presented.
Figure 4.8.7 D calculation results for site 2 when a combined N$_{soil}$ from Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) is used. The bar chart on the left side shows the $D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$ values for $\sum_1^2 PC$ and $\sum_1^3 PC$.

The PCA score plots on the right sides are $D_{ratio}$ values represented as colour, where $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) shows the PC1 against PC2 score plot and B) represents the PC2 against PC3 plot. Top figures (A.1 and B.1) are the reference figures where archaeological materials are indicated by the red markers. Here, only the first two principal component values ($\sum_1^2 PC$) for N$_{soil}$ are presented.

Figures 4.8.6 and 4.8.7 show the D values for sites 1 and 2 when N$_{soil}$ is used from both Italy and Hungary. The $D_{nat}$ values of both sites vary between 0.13 and 0.17 indicating that the natural soils from these two sites are fairly identical. However, the $D_{arch}$ value from site 1 is around 0.4 to 0.5 which is slightly larger than for site 2 (0.2 to 0.3). This instantly results in a higher $D_{ratio}$ value of 3.4 for site 1. This value is much smaller than that of the N$_{soil}$ used from the original site ($D_{ratio}$ of 10), but still larger than for the case that N$_{soil}$ was gathered only from Hungary ($D_{ratio}$ of 1.7 to 2.2, refer to Figure 4.8.1). For site 2, the $D_{ratio}$ varies around 1.90 which is smaller than for N$_{soil}$ taken only from the original site ($D_{ratio}$ of 3.3 to 3.7) but larger than for the case that when only spectra from Hungary were used ($D_{ratio}$ of 1.6 to 2, refer to Figure 4.8.4).

The PCA score plots with coloured data points ($D_{ratio}$) are shown in the left part of Figure 4.8.6 and 4.8.7. For site 1, both PC1-PC2 and PC2-PC3 plots indicate that all archaeological materials have $D_{ratio}$ values larger than 1, but there are still some natural soils with high $D_{ratio}$ values. One interesting thing to notice is that burned archaeological material tends to reveal
higher $D_{ratio}$ values than the reddish soil stratum and potteries. However, for site 2, not all of the archaeological materials show $D_{ratio}$ values higher than 1. Especially, the spectra which were mixed into the natural soil cluster (marked by the red circle) show $D_{ratio}$ values less than 1. Thus also a low average $D_{ratio}$ value of 1.9 is obtained.

Figure 4.8.8 $D$ value ($D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$) results for site 1 for different ‘universal’ $N_{soil}$ data sets. 
A: $N_{soil}$ from both Italy and Hungary. B: $N_{soil}$ from both Italy and Hungary but for spectra resampled at a ten-nanometre grid. C: $N_{soil}$ from the ISRIC spectral library (spectra are resampled at a ten-nanometre grid).

Results so far have shown that the D calculation method works sufficiently well to identify archaeological spectral features among a group of natural soils, although there are several false detections. The D method works best when the $N_{soil}$ is collected from the site where archaeological materials are investigated (local site). However, the HUN and IT+HUN combination for $N_{soil}$ have also shown that the method can work for cases where natural soils are not gathered from the original site. Therefore, although one is unclear whether a measured spectrum represents natural or archaeological soils, the method can still work. To prove this in a more global scale, the D calculation will be applied with $N_{soil}$ gathered from the ISRIC spectral library. Before applying $N_{soil}$ from the ISRIC spectral library, a simple test is performed to check whether resampling at every tenth-nanometre dramatically influence the D values.

The first two rows in Figure 4.8.8 represent D values for the IT+HUN combination, either at the original spectral sampling (left) or at a degraded sampling (10 nm), which is similar to the spectra from the ISRIC spectral library. Since this resampling process to a loss of spectral information, one would expect to obtain low $D_{ratio}$ values. However, the results indicated that
there is not much difference between the two types of spectra. The $D_{\text{nat}}$ and $D_{\text{arch}}$ value for the resampled dataset are around a factor of three smaller than the original D values. However, still the $D_{\text{arch}}$ (0.13 to 0.18) values of the resampled data are about three times larger than the $D_{\text{nat}}$ value (0.04 to 0.05), which is similar to the original data. This leads to a similar $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value of around 3.17 to 3.4.

This result is not completely unexpected, because the original spectral resolution of the measured spectra (FWHM) is of 3 nm and 10 nm depending on the spectral range (see Table 3.1). Moreover, because of the low signal to noise ratio of the spectra at short wavelengths a smoothing with a 10 nm convolution kernel was applied (Chapter 3.2.3). Thus the loss of information by the re-sampling is relatively small. But still the results indicate that those spectral archaeological signatures (and also the signatures of natural soil spectra) are mainly contained in the ‘broad’ spectral features (with bandwidth $\geq$ 10 nm). The dependence of the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values on the spectral resolution of the measurements is further investigated in Chapter 4.9. Overall, it is an important result that the spectral re-sampling has a negligible effect on the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values, because it justifies the use of the ISRIC spectral library.

When $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the ISRIC spectral library, the $D_{\text{nat}}$ value is around 0.08 to 0.11, which is similar to the $D_{\text{nat}}$ value when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the local original site ($D_{\text{nat}}$ value of 0.07 to 0.10, refer to Figure 4.8.1). This is can be understood by the fact that the first principal component of the ISRIC natural soils is similar to the first principal component of the natural soils from Italy, although there are some dissimilarities in the shape of the absorption feature at 400 to 600 nm (refer to Chapter 3.3.2.1). Unlike the $D_{\text{nat}}$ values, the $D_{\text{arch}}$ values from the ISRIC (0.16 to 0.22) are fairly small (although still larger than the $D_{\text{arch}}$ values for $N_{\text{soil}}$ from Italy and Hungary which is around 0.13 to 0.18). It is around five times smaller than the $D_{\text{arch}}$ of the local soil, which was around 0.70 to 1.10 (refer to Figure 4.8.1), indicating that it becomes more difficult to identify archaeological signatures when global natural soils are used. However, the resulting $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values of around 2 are still sufficiently high to identify archaeological. Also $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ gives a slightly higher $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value than $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$, because as shown in Figure 4.8.9, some archaeological materials which had a $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value lower than 1 for the $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$ case provide $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values larger than 1 when $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ is used.

Figure 4.8.9 shows the score plots with $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values coloured. Here, characteristic archaeological materials (such as potteries and burned materials) always provide $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values larger than 1. When for $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the combined IT+HUN is used, 27 natural soil spectra give $D_{\text{ratio}}$ larger than 1. However, when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is taken from ISRIC, there is less false detection of natural soil spectra. Therefore although the $D_{\text{arch}}$ values are smaller (Figure 4.8.8) when the ISRIC spectra are used, the problem of false detection of natural soils as archaeological materials is reduced.

Figure 4.8.10 shows the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values for site 2. Similar to the results from site 1, when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from Italy and Hungary and only the spectral sampling was changed, the overall $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values are identical. Here, the resampled data have $D_{\text{nat}}$ and $D_{\text{arch}}$ values of around a factor three less than the original value (which is exactly the same as the results shown in Figure 4.8.8 for site 1) but the ratio between $D_{\text{nat}}$ and $D_{\text{arch}}$ remains similar leading to a $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value of 1.90.
Figure 4.8.9 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1 against PC2 score plot of site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from both Italy and Hungary with $\Sigma^2_1 \text{PC}$ (first two principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). C) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from ISRIC with $\Sigma^2_1 \text{PC}$. D) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from both Italy and Hungary with $\Sigma^3_1 \text{PC}$ (first three principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). E) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from ISRIC with $\Sigma^3_1 \text{PC}$.

Figure 4.8.10 Global $N_{\text{soil}}$ D value ($D_{\text{nat}}$, $D_{\text{arch}}$ and $D_{\text{ratio}}$) results for site 2. A: $N_{\text{soil}}$ from both Italy and Hungary. B: $N_{\text{soil}}$ from both Italy and Hungary for spectra were resampled on a ten-nanometre grid. C: $N_{\text{soil}}$ from ISRIC spectral library.
When the global natural soil data set from the ISRIC spectral library is used, the overall results are once again similar to those from site 1. The $D_{\text{nat}}$ values are fairly similar to the $D_{\text{nat}}$ values of the local soil but have relatively smaller $D_{\text{arch}}$ values leading to smaller $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values of around 1.55. However, the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ is still larger than 1 illustrating that the method works well for the archaeological sites investigated here (kitchen remains).

Figure 4.8.11 once again shows the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values colour coded on the PCA score plot. Here, among 25 archaeological material spectra, 18 are detected when $N_{\text{soil}}$ from IT+HUN is used and 15 spectra are detected when $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the global ISRIC data set is used. The burned material (marked by blue arrows) is identifiable when natural soils from Italy and Hungary are used but its identification becomes less clear when the ISRIC data set is used. The natural soils from the ISRIC spectral library do provide good $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values, but sometimes might miss important archaeological features.

From the $D$ value results from sites 1 and 2, one can conclude that the $D$ calculation approach works well and allows the determination archaeological features among natural soil spectra. The method performs best when known natural soil spectra are collected from the archaeological site. In this case $N_{\text{soil}}$ is preferred to be calculated with only the first two principal components to produce larger $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values. The results also show that when the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value is larger than 1.5 for an unknown site using $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the ISRIC, then that spectrum is likely to be an archaeological feature. This is an important finding as it indicates that the method can potentially be applied universally.
Additionally, the false detected natural soil spectra at site 1 were investigated carefully to observe whether these spectra were collected from the soil horizon just below or around the archaeological stratum (site 2 had archaeological remains on the floor of the pit, refer to Figure 4.1.4). These false detected natural soil spectra were not collected from the archaeological soil pit, but are actually bare soil spectra (mainly from the C horizons, and only few from Ap or Bt horizons) measured from natural soil pits around the site. This once again indicates that the variety of natural soils in the Calabria region is large and that sometimes natural soil can have a spectral characteristic which are fairly different from other natural soil spectra.

The results also gave some indications that possibly no high resolution spectral measurements are needed to distinguish between archaeological and natural soil spectra. The following Chapter 4.9 will investigate the dependence of the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values on the spectral resolution in more detail.

### 4.9 Dependence of the results on the spectral resolution

In this section, the PCA and D calculation method are applied to ‘degraded’ spectra. The spectrometer used in this thesis has a spectral resolution of about 3 nm in the visible range and 10 nm in the infrared region (Chapter 3.1.2). This section investigates which minimum spectral resolution is needed for detecting archaeological materials using the modified PCA method introduced in this thesis. In the previous section (Chapter 4.8.2), when only every tenth nanometre is selected from the spectrum, the results did not change dramatically compared to the original spectra. Hence, a ‘high resolution’ spectrometer might not be needed for the identification of the archaeological features.

This section investigates the effect of various spectral resolutions by smoothing the spectra and thus tries to identify the minimum resolution level which is necessary to detect archaeological materials.

Figure 4.9.1 represents the original and smoothed spectra (after the continuum was removed) for the spectral range 400 – 1000 nm for different convolution kernels. The method of degrading (or smoothing) is explained in Chapter 3.2.3. Notice that many small features are smoothed away, and the shape of the spectra starts to change as it is smoothed by kernel levels of $\geq$ 50 nm.

Figure 4.9.2 illustrates the PC1-PC2 score plots when different smoothing kernels were applied for site 1 in Italy. Notice that AS and ARCH are always separated from the natural soil cluster and only the orientation of the score plot changes as the spectra are smoothed. When the smoothing kernel is 200 nm (Figure 4.9.2.F), the ARCH samples are still clearly separated. This may suggest that narrow absorption features do not play a great role in separating archaeological material from natural soil. Instead, broadband features of the soils determine the characteristic feature of archaeological materials. However, it should be noted that for a smoothing kernel of 200 nm the AS spectra are mixed into the natural soil cluster. Overall, the results indicate that, for the distinction of archaeological materials from natural soils a rather low spectral resolution ($\leq$ about 50 nm) is probably sufficient. This finding also explains the results in Chapter 4.8.2 where the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ for the degraded spectra (resampled at a ten nanometre resolution) did not change dramatically compared to the original spectra.
nometre grid) are similar to the original dataset.

Figure 4.9.3 shows the D values and $D_{ratio}$ values for site 1 for the different levels of smoothing when global natural soils are used. Notice that the D values ($D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$) do not change until the spectra are smoothed by the 20 nm kernel and from smoothing kernels $\geq$ 50 nm the $D_{ratio}$ values gradually decrease. This can be understood by the spectral features shown in Figure 4.9.1 where the shape of the spectrum starts to smooth out small absorption features for smoothing kernels $\geq$ 50 nm.

![Figure 4.9.1 Original spectrum and smoothed spectra for various convolution kernels.](image1)

![Figure 4.9.2 Score plots for the first two PCs for site 1 when different smoothing kernels were applied. The convolution kernels used for smoothing are; A: original, B: 10 nm, C: 20 nm, D: 50 nm E: 100 nm and F: 200 nm.](image2)
Figure 4.9.3 D values for the site 1 where spectra are smoothed between 400 – 1000 nm at different convolution kernel (10 nm, 20 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm and 200 nm). Here, N_soil is from the natural soils of ISRIC spectral library.

Figure 4.9.4 Score plots for the first two PCs for site 2 when different smoothing kernels were applied. The convolution kernels used for smoothing are; A: original, B: 10 nm, C: 20 nm, D: 50 nm E: 100 nm and F: 200 nm.

When the spectra are smoothed by 200 nm, the $D_{arch}$ value strongly decreases to values of 0.11 or 0.13 (which is around half of that for the original spectra) indicating that the characteristic spectral features of archaeological materials disappear with higher level of smoothing. This can be explained by looking back at Figure 3.3.7 where the first three principal components of natural soils and archaeological materials from Italy are very similar in their shape and differ only in small absorption features within a 100 nm range. For the 200 nm convolution, the $D_{ratio}$ value drops to 1. This is still sufficient enough to detect some archaeological
materials but by far not as good as the $D_{ratio}$ of the original spectra. This indicates that with a low resolution spectrometer, the $D$ calculation becomes less accurate, but still provides useful values to identify archaeological materials.

Figure 4.9.4 shows the PCA results for the different smoothing levels of site 2. Like the result for site 1, the score plots of the first two PCs do not change strongly after broad smoothing kernels are applied. Only the displayed PCA results are orientated in a clockwise direction when higher smoothing kernels are used.

Figure 4.9.5 shows the $D$ values for the PCA performed in Figure 4.9.4 for site 2. Similar to the results from site 1 (Figure 4.9.3), the $D_{nat}$ and $D_{arch}$ values steadily increase as the spectra are smoothed. Unlike site 1, where there were no changes in the $D$ values until the 50 nm convolution kernel, for site 2, one can observe a slight increase of $D_{nat}$ and $D_{arch}$. For 10 nm and 20 nm kernels, the $D_{ratio}$ is around 1.6, which is slightly higher than the original $D_{ratio}$ value (1.59, refer to Figure 4.8.10). For smoothing kernels $\geq$ 50 nm, the $D_{ratio}$ value decreases towards a $D_{ratio}$ value less than 1 for the 200 nm kernel.

The smoothing results in this chapter showed that a degradation of the spectral resolution to values of up to about 50 nm does not lead to worse results compared to the results for the original spectra. This surprising outcome indicates that the spectral features relevant for the separation of archaeological material from natural soils are rather broad.

This is an important result, because it provides the possibility to use spectrometers with much lower spectral resolution than the ASD spectrometer used in this thesis. For such spectrometers either the temporal or spatial resolution (or both) of the measurements can be largely improved. Also, it gives the possibility of applying the method to either airborne or satellite images (if the spatial resolution is sufficient) even if the spectral resolution is not as fine as that of the ground-based spectrometers.
4.10 Summary

In Chapter 4, reflectance spectra of archaeological materials and natural soils were gathered from two archaeological sites in Calabria and analysed using different methods. Both sites contained a buried archaeological remain, which was assumed to be a prehistoric kitchen settlement. The excavated trenches contained kitchen formations of the settlements with soils of reddish colour, assumed to have been influenced by the archaeological materials (various potteries and burned materials). Around the archaeological pit, several natural soil pits were also excavated to obtain spectra of pure natural soils for that site. Spectra of these archaeological materials and natural soils were collected on the site (at the soil profiles) with the ASD FieldSpec Pro spectrometer using an artificial halogen light source.

Such buried archaeological materials or soils influenced by the archaeological activities showed a clear colour difference compared to the natural soils and thus probably represent different chemical compositions. However, the XRF results (Chapter 4.2.1) showed that there were no large differences found between the elemental compositions of natural soils surrounding the archaeological sites and the archaeological remains. The dominating elements (K, Ca, Ti and Fe) are identical for soils and archaeological materials, although there are some elements such as Sr and Ba which showed outstanding values for archaeological materials.

Because the XRF results did not show consistent patterns, the analysis method focused on the spectral analysis methods. Soil spectra contain various kinds of information including mineral content and their characteristic absorption bands. These absorption bands are emphasised by the continuum removal method where the intensity (which is greatly influenced by the moisture level) and small absorption features, which may have little influence on the overall spectra, are removed. Since the archaeological materials or soils were reddish in colour, the redness index (RI) gave high values for archaeological soils and materials (Chapter 4.2.2). The colour index (CI) was also investigated to analyse the wavelength information in a simple and robust way. However, although the CI is limited to only two wavelengths, it showed some interesting results. In particular, the 550 nm range, which is influenced by the haematite content (reddish colour), always showed higher CI values for archaeological materials regardless of what other wavelength range was used together. Also not only the visible range, but also the infrared region contains information where archaeological materials yield a higher CI value (Chapter 4.2.3). Besides of these interesting findings, it was concluded that the calculation of the CI is probably not the best way to quantify the entire spectral information of the recorded reflectance spectra.

Thus, to use the information of the whole wavelength range, the PCA method was applied to the spectra (Chapter 4.3). The results showed a distinct separation between archaeological materials and natural soils. Based on these findings, various wavelength ranges were tested to observe which wavelength range is the most suitable for archaeological feature detection (Chapter 4.4). Especially the infrared region was investigated in detail to determine whether it contains important information. It was, however, found that the 400 – 1000 nm range showed the most useful information, since the higher IR region was mainly dominated by strong water absorption bands. Further studies might investigate whether it is possible to extract useful information in that spectral range in arid regions.

Although the first three PCs contain more than 90% of the variance, score plots of the higher
PCs (up to PC4) were investigated (Chapter 4.5). Based on the score plots of PC2-PC3 or PC2-PC4 for site 1 it was possible to separate spectra of different types of archaeological materials (potteries and burned materials). However, the PC3-PC4 combination did not show any useful information. This indicates that from higher PCs alone a separation between archaeological materials and natural soils is difficult, but together with the first two PCs the use of higher PCs can add useful information.

The investigation of higher order PCs showed a good separation between different types of archaeological materials at site 1 but not at site 2. Therefore, a modified PC algorithm, the so called Base PC, was applied with the idea of using PC spectra from a site where the PCA results showed a good separation between archaeological materials and natural soils, in this case site 1 (Chapter 4.6).

The analysis so far was based on the visual interpretation of the score plots of the PCA, showing a cluster of natural soils and archaeological spectra which were not within this cluster. However, the definition of the boundaries of the cluster of natural soils is based on personal interpretation. Since the aim of the thesis is to develop a quantitative and universal methodology, further investigations were made to numerically express the degree of ‘archaeological features’ of the reflectance spectra. To do this, the D calculation method was developed based on the PCs of natural soils (Chapter 4.8). PCs of natural soils were used to recalculate spectra with characteristic features of natural soils. By doing so, the difference between the original spectrum and the recalculated spectrum shows some difference D if the original spectrum represents an archaeological feature. Using this D calculation method, average D values for archaeological materials (large) and natural soils (near to 0) were calculated and the ratios between them were investigated. It was expected that spectra of archaeological soils should give D values larger than 1. The analysis tried to define a universal D value which can be applied to any site by changing the two variables which influence the D value, the numbers of PCs added and the Nsoil spectra used for the NPC calculation (∑PC PC and ∑PC PC).

It was found that when Nsoil does not include natural soils measured at the archaeological site, using up to the third PC for the D calculation produces higher D values (allowing a better separation of archaeological materials and natural soils). However, if natural soils from the archaeological sites are included, already ∑PC PC is sufficient to achieve a good separation. Various Nsoil groups were tested, where the main results focused on the local (from the site) and the global (ISRIC spectral library) natural soils. Figure 4.10.1 shows the resulting D values for local (Nsoil from original site) and global (Nsoil from ISRIC spectral library) natural soils used for the D calculation for sites 1 and 2, Italy. For both sites, Nsoil from local soils always produced high D values (around 3 to 10, depending on the site). When Nsoil is from global soils, lower D values (1.5 to 2) were obtained. Surprisingly, when global Nsoil is used, the problem of false detection (natural soils having D values larger than 1) is reduced (refer to Appendix 3.2 and 3.3). These results indicate that the D value method using global Nsoil has the potential to be used universally for any archaeological sites. Here it is interesting to note that the Nsoil did not contain any natural soil spectra from the site investigated but still gave reasonably high D values of about 1.5 for archaeological materials. However, these results are only found for the sites in Calabria, Italy and more investigations are needed to confirm the applicability of the D value method to other sites.
Figure 4.10.1 Final D value results for sites 1 and 2, Italy. Figures A and B show results for site 1, and figures C and D for site 2. Spectra are resampled to a ten-nanometre grid.

This D calculation was repeated with smoothed spectra to test the level of minimum spectral resolution for identifying large enough D values for archaeological remains. Using the Gaussian smoothing kernel, the results showed that the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ is higher than the original spectra until the Gaussian kernel of 50 nm. Even beyond this limit, buried remains can still be identified. This indicates that the spectral resolution is not very important in identifying the D values for buried remains since most of the dominating features are broadband features.
This chapter presents the analysis results from the archaeological sites in the Sárvíz valley, Hungary. The geological and topological environment of this site is extremely different from Calabria, Italy. While the data from Italy represents archaeological remains in a complex environment, the data from Hungary represents archaeological remains in a homogenous environment.

In the previous chapter, various methods to separate archaeological features from natural soil were investigated for spectra gathered from Italy. Among these methods, the PCA result gave the most promising results, and a further development of the PCA method provided a quantitative way (D value calculation) of identifying archaeological materials when a set of known natural soil spectra data from the same site exists. In this chapter, the PCA and D-calculation method are applied to spectra recorded in Hungary. The main aim is to verify whether this method also works for buried remains in a totally different environment.

Chapter 5 Sárvíz Valley, Hungary

5.1 Site information

5.1.1 Location and basic properties

The Sárvíz valley is located in the Northern part of the Mezőföld region in the flat Great Hungarian Plain (southwest from Budapest). The valley extends over nearly 100 km from the valley of the Danube with a total area of about 60000 ha (Evelpidou et al., 2010). The valley is located on lowland with small hills formed by loess and wetland environment. The word Sárvíz means “muddy water”, which well describes many parts of the area. Unlike the sites in Calabria, Italy, which had complex soil distributions due to the mountainous landscape and the Mediterranean climate, the sites in the Sárvíz valley are thickly covered by loess (up to several meters in some regions), which is homogenously spread throughout the flat landscape. The valley is predominantly used for agriculture and intensive ploughing occurs throughout the year. This results in large amounts of potteries and archaeological artefacts being transported to the soil surface. Also, due to various water levels, the area has shown diverse settlement remains since the Neolithic, which revealed characteristic spatial patterns of the archaeological sites. The locations of the sites are shown in Figure 5.1.1.
The field work took place in April 2013, just after the snow melt and first ploughing period of the region. This resulted in visible soil mark features and archaeological materials on the ground surface, but also an extremely muddy environment. Some parts of the field were still covered by snow due to the cold extensive winter. Such conditions were similar to the site condition of Italy (refer to Chapter 4.1.1) where the field measurements were made after the rain. Within the valley, three specific sites were chosen for soil analyses and spectral measurements. The field work took place together with a soil science team and an archaeological team from the Hungarian National Museum.

![Map of the study region, Sárvíz valley, Hungary (modified from Várallya, 1989).](image)

![Images of the ground conditions of the sites in Hungary. The ground is extremely muddy due to recent snow melt. The sites are subject to extensive ploughing and therefore large pieces of potteries are scattered on the top soil as shown in the left figure.](image)
5.1.2 Soil profiles

According to Figure 3.1.1, three archaeological sites were excavated in Hungary. Initially, excavations at four archaeological sites were planned, but one site turned out to be a natural soil feature which was misinterpreted as an archaeological feature. Sites 1 and 2 are located on a flat homogeneous farm land and site 3 is located on a dune crest and, therefore, subjected to strong erosion.

Unfortunately, unlike in Italy (Chapter 4.1.2), no additional pits were made for natural soil measurements. Since the measurements were made on agricultural land, only a limited number of soil pits was allowed by the farmers. To obtain as much spectral information of the soils as possible, these pits were dug at the boundaries of the buried archaeological features where part of the soil profile contains the archaeological stratum, and the other part contains the natural soil profile (refer to Figure 5.1.4 to Figure 5.1.6). Luckily, the field had been nicely ploughed before the research team arrived to the site, therefore, clear soil marks were visible on the ground surface (Figure 5.1.3), which made it possible to identify the ‘boundaries’ of buried archaeological features. For each pit (site), two soil profiles were obtained, one containing the archaeological profile and the other containing the natural soil profile.

![Figure 5.1.3 Soil mark of an archaeological pit feature visible on the ground surface due to the colour difference between the archaeological pit and the surrounding natural soil from site 2.](image)

At the Alap region, two archaeological sites (site 1 and 2) were excavated. This region is located in a fairly flat landscape where the soil formation is uniform and homogeneous. Within the same farm yard (Alap region), two archaeological pits were made. Each pit contained one natural soil profile and one archaeological soil profile. These soil profiles are measured from the same pit, but depending on whether the profile contains an archaeological feature or not, the profile was assigned as an archaeological profile or a natural soil profile (refer to Figures 5.1.4 and 5.1.4 for visual explanation of the soil profiles). There is the danger that such measurement might not represent a pure archaeological or natural soil profile, but it was the best way to make optimum use of the measurements with limited number of soil pits.
(1) Site 1

Site 1 contains a ditch feature which is assumed to be filled with fallen wall structures (Figure 5.1.4). This pit contains two profiles, one archaeological profile containing the ditch formation and one natural soil profile located on the other side of the pit (Figure 5.1.4). On the floor of the pit, a clear ditch feature (Figure 5.1.4.B.2) is indicated by the bright coloured patches, which are assumed to be part of the fallen wall structures within the ditch formation. Also, on the side of the soil profile (Figure 5.1.4.B.1), some pieces of pottery were found. The background soil of the ditch formation (floor of the pit) looked similar in colour to the surrounding natural soils, but these background soils are also treated as archaeological soils (AS) since they are part of the ditch formation. A detailed explanation of these ‘background soils’ within the ditch formation is given in Chapter 5.1.3. Next to the archaeological profile is the natural soil profile without any archaeological remains buried beneath. This natural soil profile showed a similar Ap horizon thickness of around 30 cm depth, and the colour of the soil got darker with depth (Figure 5.1.4.C).

Figure 5.1.4 A: Schematic illustration of the pit at site 1, Hungary and location of the soil profiles. B.1: Archaeological soil profile (ditch formation). B.2: Floor of pit showing the ditch formation. C: Natural soil profile of the pit.
(2) Site 2

Site 2 was excavated at the border of a soil mark shown in Figure 5.1.3, where a clear colour difference between the archaeological feature and the surrounding natural soils can be observed. This site is located around 50 m away from site 1, in the same field. The vertical soil profile in this pit contains both archaeological features and natural soil features (Figure 5.1.5). This pit feature is assumed to be an ancient rubbish dump, which contained a high fraction of organic matters and some wooden materials. The right side of the profile is the archaeological pit feature (with its boundary clearly seen by the darker soil colour) and the left side of the feature is the natural soil part.

Figure 5.1.5 A: Schematic illustration of the pit at site 2, Hungary and location of the soil profiles. B: Soil profile, where the left side of the image shows the natural soil profile and the right side the ancient pit formation and the archaeological soil profile.

(3) Site 3

In the Cece region, also two ‘archaeological sites’ were excavated. However, only one site contained an archaeological remain (site 3) and the other site was a natural soil pit. The natural soil pit was intended to be located on an archaeological feature indicated by the soil mark feature on the surface. However, this soil mark was just a geological pattern shown at the ground surface but not a real soil mark (unfortunately, no photo image of this site was taken before the excavation). This is one of the problems discussed in Chapter 2 where trained archaeologists may misinterpret soil marks. Until the soil mark is really excavated to reveal the buried remain, it is difficult to justify whether it is a ‘real’ soil mark (unless it has a shape of an obvious man made feature, e.g. an exact rectangle). Soil marks can be identified by archaeologist, but this strongly depends on the archaeologist’s personal experience as well as the shape. The misinterpretation of the soil mark again emphasises the importance of developing a method using spectroscopy to separate archaeological remains from natural soils in a quantitative way.

Site 3 is located on a hilly site created by ancient sand dunes, where the archaeological site is
located on the crest of the dune and a natural soil pit is located at the trough. Figure 5.1.6 shows the soil profiles of these pits and also the floor of the archaeological pit. Since the site is located on the crest, it is highly eroded due to transportation of material. The archaeological remain contained a ditch formation which was filled with bright coloured soil (beige colour) and, thus, showed a clear boundary between the ditch formation and the surrounding natural soil. However, in this ditch, no archaeological artefacts were found. The background soil of the ditch was beige to brown in colour with some patches of yellow and grey soil within. Here, the top soil (Ap) did not show a clear soil colour difference between the archaeological part and the natural soil part. The natural soil pit (Figure 5.1.6.B) is located on the trough where transported materials accumulate. Similar to the archaeological pit, the Ap horizon extended to 25 cm in depth. Below this horizon was a transition zone until a depth of 70 cm and below the parent soil (C horizon).

![Figure 5.1.6 Profile images of site 3, Hungary. Figure A shows the archaeological soil profile and figure B the natural soil profile. A.1: Soil profile of site which contains an archaeological ditch formation (looking at the uphill direction). A.2: Floor of the pit showing the ditch formation (looking at the downhill direction).](image)

5.1.3 Archaeological materials

The archaeological materials investigated in the Sárvíz valley, Hungary, are different from those at the sites in Calabria, Italy. The remains found at the Calabrian sites are mainly potteries and kitchen formation where the archaeological soils tend to be more reddish in colour and contained some burned materials within. On the other hand, the archaeological formations found in the Sárvíz valley are pit and ditch formations which showed clear boundaries of the formations indicated by soil mark features on the ground surface.

Ancient pit features are areas of land dug by humans in the past for food storage, waste disposal and etc. They tend to have a circular shape, and due to their usage, they contain highly organic material and generally have a dark soil colour. When the pit is undisturbed by humans, the surrounding soils erode and fall into the pit filling it with natural soils, which are gradually influenced by the high organic matters within the pit.
Similarly, ditches were mainly dug outside the walls of fortresses or building structures for defensive usage. Therefore they have an elongated shape and were often filled with water. When a ditch feature is left undisturbed by human activities, the walls break and fall down into the ditch together with the surrounding soils. Therefore, ditch features are filled with the natural soils from the surrounding together with parts of wall structures or pieces of broken potteries. These ditch formations in Hungary normally contain background soils, which are the natural soils transported into the ditch but are assumed to be archaeological soils, filled with pieces of wall structures which are indicated by bright colour patches (also regarded as archaeological soils). Figure 5.1.7 illustrates the formation of a pit or ditch feature. Both features are created in a similar process, but due to their different usage, pit features tend to contain more organic matters.

5.2 Soil analysis

5.2.1 X-ray Fluorescence (XRF)

Similar to the measurements in Italy, the XRF measurements of the soil samples gathered from the sites in Hungary are investigated (refer to Chapter 3.1.1 for details on the sample and
Chapter 3.4.2 for details on the XRF measurements). The results of the XRF measurements of these soils were averaged for each horizon. These measurements provide information on whether the compositions of the elements change between the natural soils and the archaeological material. Also, from the comparison of the specific composition of the elements, it might be possible to observe which element is dominant for the archaeological materials at these sites. However, since the soils in this region are known to be fairly homogenous, the XRF values for the natural soils might be similar to the archaeological materials.

Similar to the soils in Italy, the dominant elements in Hungary are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe), refer to Appendix 4 and 5 for figures illustrating the dominant elements and the exact XRF values.

**Figure 5.2.1** XRF results for (A) site 1, (B) site 2 and (C) site 3. Bar plots show the mixing ratios of the different elements (Zr, Sr, Rb, Th, As, Zn, Cu, Ni, Fe, Mn, Ti, Ca, K and Ba in parts per million) in soil features from the Ap horizon above the archaeological remains (red), averaged archaeological soils (yellow), archaeological remains (magenta), Ap of natural soils (blue) and averages of natural soils (cyan). For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 5.
Figure 5.2.1 show the XRF results for sites 1, 2 and 3. Note that at these sites, clear colour differences between the Ap soils, the buried archaeological remains and natural soils were observed by bare-eye (Figures 5.1.4 to 5.1.6). However, these differences are not clearly observed in the XRF results. The dominant calcium (Ca) amount found in the archaeological soils in Italy (Figure 4.2.2) is not even detectable in the Hungarian soils.

Figure 5.2.1.A shows the XRF results for site 1 where each bar plot represents different soil horizons including natural and archaeological soils. These results clearly indicate that there are no significant differences between the elemental compositions of archaeological and natural soils.

Figure 5.2.1.B shows the XRF results for site 2. Here the natural soils seem to have dominant thorium (Th) and nickel (Ni) amounts. However, this value is similar to the Th and Ni content for the archaeological materials at site 1 and, therefore, does not represent a characteristic element of natural soils in Hungary. Figure 5.2.1.C represents the XRF results for site 3. Similarly, at this site, no significant difference was observed between archaeological and natural soils.

The overall XRF results for the archaeological sites in Hungary show that the soils are extremely homogenous, even with the archaeological soils.

5.3 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

The principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to the spectra gathered in Hungary in order to separate archaeological features from those the surrounding natural soils. The archaeological features found at these sites are mainly pit or ditch formations which show characteristic soil colours with only few artefacts (ARCH). Since archaeological soils (AS) are the main archaeological materials at the sites in Hungary, the PCA is focused on separating archaeological ‘soils’ from a homogeneous background natural soil.

Figure 5.3.1 shows the score plots of the first two PCs for the sites in Hungary. The PCA was applied over the whole spectrometer range (400 – 2400 nm). Different soil horizons are represented in different colours (refer to Chapter 3.1.1). Note that there are no archaeological artefacts (burned materials or potteries) found at site 3 (Chapter 5.1.2). All three sites contain archaeological features, and, depending on what had fallen into these formations, the type of ‘archaeological soil’ varies. All three sites show that the first two PCs already account for more than 90% of the variation of the reflectance spectra, indicating that the soil spectra gathered are rather homogeneous.

The score plot of site 1 (Figure 5.3.1.A) shows that the archaeological soils are clustered according to the soil colours. Site 1 is a ditch formation filled with fallen wall pieces and therefore has a darker (brownish) background archaeological soil and patches of beige coloured soils. These beige coloured archaeological soil spectra are grouped in the right corner of the plot (the yellow marker points within the red circle), which have the highest contribution of the first PC (PC1 value of 5). The archaeological artefacts (such as potteries) showed PC1 values around 3 and are separated from the natural soil cluster. However, the burned materials are mixed in the natural soil cluster. This is different from the results at site 1, Calabria, where
the burned materials were strongly isolated from the natural soil cluster (Figure 4.3.1). Most of the natural soils (from both the C and Ap horizons) are located around 0 for PC1 (although their PC2 value varies) and some AS spectra are included within this cluster.

Figure 5.3.1 Results of the PCA analysis (score plot of the PC1 against PC2) obtained for the wavelength range 400 – 2400 nm for site 1 (A), site 2 (B) and site 3 (C). At site 1 (A), points within the red circle represent the archaeological soils (AS) which show a bright beige colour compared to other AS.

At site 2 (B), the results show a clear difference between different soil horizons.

At site 3 (C), the points within the blue circles represent the archaeological soils (AS) which shows yellow to grey colour.

For site 2 (Figure 5.3.1.B), the PCA result shows that the soil spectra are grouped according to their soil horizons. In this site, one could observe the soil mark feature on the ground surface which showed that the Ap soils above the archaeological remain has different colours compared to the surrounding Ap soils. However, in Figure 5.3.1.B, there are no big differences between the Ap soils (they are all gathered together into the natural soil cluster) and thus the soil colour difference is not the main factor determining the PCA result.

Figure 5.3.1.C shows the score plot of the first two PCs for site 3 for a wavelength range 400 – 2400 nm. The spectra gathered from the natural soil pit are within the blue circle, and these spectra have PC1 values of more than 3 while the other natural soils (from the archaeological
profile) have PC1 values around 0. The natural soil profile spectra are centred on PC1 values of 0 and some spectra of the background soil of the ditch (dark soil coloured AS) are within this cluster. Figure 5.1.6 shows the image of the profile from two different viewing directions: one side of the profile shows clear beige coloured archaeological soil and the other side of the profile shows beige archaeological soil mixed together with darker soils. Therefore, the background soil colour of the ditch varies from beige to darker brown. This difference is also represented in the PCA score plot where the bright AS is in the left side of the plot and the dark AS is near the natural soil cluster (in other words, brighter soils have a larger negative PC1 and for darker soil colours the PC1 value decreases towards 0). This can be related to the analysis made in Chapter 4.2.5 where the mixing of natural soil with archaeological material influenced the overall spectra indicating that a high coverage of archaeology is needed to show its spectral characteristic.

Figure 5.3.2 400 to 2400 nm spectra of the first, second and third principal component (PC1, PC2 and PC3) for the sites 1 (A), 2 (B) and 3 (C).

Figure 5.3.2 shows the spectra for the first three PCs. For all three sites, the spectral features in the NIR region are highly dominated by the water absorption bands. In the visible range (for all three sites), the PC1 is dominated by a large broadband feature. This feature is similar to the PC1 feature of site 1, Italy (Figure 4.3.2). Also, the strong absorption peak at 550 nm is observed in the PC2 or PC3 of all three sites. At the Calabrian sites, Italy (sites 1 and 2), no clear difference of the PCA results for the natural soil horizons was found (Figure 4.4.1.A and 4.4.2.A). However, in the Sárvíz valley, Hun-
gary, the soil horizons and pits were all well separated. This is an unexpected result because the Hungarian soils were assumed to be rather uniform compared to the Italian soils.

5.4 PCA results for different wavelength ranges

The results in Chapter 4.4 showed that 400 – 1000 nm is the best suited wavelength range for separating archaeological materials from natural soils for the archaeological sites in Italy. The NIR region (beyond 1000 nm) is dominated by strong water absorption bands making it difficult to observe other spectral features. The Italian results also indicated that the colour of the soil is not the main factor that determines the PCA of soil spectra. Figures 5.4.1 to 5.4.3 show the PCA score plots of the first two PCs for various wavelength ranges for sites 1 to 3. For a better comparison, only results for NAT (including all natural soils), ARCH (archaeological artefacts) and AS (archaeological soils) are shown instead of the individual natural soil horizons. Based on the results from Italy (Chapter 4.4), the PCA is applied for a wavelength range between 400 – 1000 nm and then extended to further wavelength ranges according to the findings in Chapter 4.4.

Figure 5.4.1 shows PCA results for various wavelength ranges for site 1. The first impression of the results is that some AS and ARCH are separated, but most of these archaeological spectra are mixed within the natural soil cluster. The AS spectra which are within the natural soil cluster are mainly background soils of the ditch formation. Data points for potteries (ARCH) are mostly isolated from the other soil spectra for all wavelength ranges (below 2000 nm) indicating that the spectral features of pottery are systematically different from soil spectra gathered in Hungary (note that the pottery spectra in Italy were not always separated, refer to Chapter 4.4). Here, the data points of the light coloured archaeological soils are shifted to the left side with PC1 values between -3 and -4, but the burned materials and AS (background of the ditch formation) are located within the natural soil cluster.

The PCA results for the 400 – 1000 nm wavelength range are similar to the PCA results for 400 – 2400 nm (the whole spectral range). This indicates that, most of the spectral information which separates the archaeology from natural soils is contained within the first 1000 nm. However, to make sure that one does not lose important spectral information, also PCA results for other wavelength ranges are presented (Figure 5.4.1.B to 5.4.1.I). For the 400 – 1300 nm range (Figure 5.4.1.B to 5.4.1.D), only the bright AS and potteries are separated from the natural soil cluster. PCA results for 1300 – 2200 nm (Figure 5.4.1.E to 5.4.1.I) show mixtures between spectra of archaeological soils and natural soils.
Figure 5.4.1 PC1-PC2 score plots for site 1 in Hungary for different wavelength ranges. A: 400 – 1000 nm, B: 400 – 700 nm (visible range), C: 700 – 1000 nm, D: 1000 – 1300 nm, E: 1300 – 1500 nm, F: 1500 – 1830 nm, G: 1830 – 2000 nm, H: 2000 – 2200 nm and I: 2200 – 2400 nm. NAT represents the spectra of natural soils (including Ap, Bt and C), AS the spectra of archaeological soils and ARCH the spectra of archaeological artefacts. Data points within the blue circles represent beige coloured AS (wall materials fallen into the ditch formation).
Figure 5.4.2 PC1–PC2 score plots for site 2 in Hungary for different wavelength ranges. A: 400 – 1000 nm, B: 400 – 700 nm (visible range), C: 700 – 1000 nm, D: 1000 – 1300 nm, E: 1300 – 1500 nm, F: 1500 – 1830 nm, G: 1830 – 2000 nm, H: 2000 – 2200 nm and I: 2200 – 2400 nm. NAT represents the spectra of natural soils (including Ap, Bt and C), AS represents the spectra of archaeological soils and ARCH the spectra of archaeological artefacts. Natural soil spectra within the blue circles are recorded below the archaeological pit.
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Figure 5.4.3 PC1-PC2 score plots for site 3 in Hungary for different wavelength ranges. A: 400 – 1000 nm, B: 400 – 700 nm (visible range), C: 700 – 1000 nm, D: 1000 – 1300 nm, E: 1300 – 1500 nm, F: 1500 – 1830 nm, G: 1830 – 2000 nm, H: 2000 – 2200 nm and I: 2200 – 2400 nm. NAT represents the spectra of natural soils (including Ap, Bt and C), AS represents the spectra of archaeological soils and ARCH the spectra of archaeological artefacts. Data points of AS within the blue circles represent beige coloured AS. Data points of AS, within the black circles, represent dark archaeological soils (see Figure 5.1.6.A.2).

The PCA results for site 2 (Figure 5.4.2) are similar to those for site 1. The archaeological pit (AS) soils are well separated from the natural soil cluster for spectral ranges up to 1300 nm, but beyond this range the archaeological soils are mixed into the natural soil spectra. One interesting finding at this site is that the natural soils, which were measured just below the archaeological pit (Figure 5.1.5), are sometimes mixed within the AS spectra (points inside the blue circle) in high wavelength regions (Figures 5.4.2.F and 5.4.2.I). This indicates that some minerals within the archaeological pits were probably transported down to the natural soil.

Figure 5.4.3 shows the results of the PCA for site 3. Note that no archaeological artefacts were found at this site and, therefore, only AS measurements were made. For The wavelength range of 400 – 1000 nm, the light coloured archaeological soils are located at the left side with PC1 values around -4 to -2. Other archaeological soils are mixed together with the natural soils. PCA results for the visible range (400 – 700 nm) also do not improve the result dra-
matically compared to the 400 – 2400 nm (Figure 5.3.1) or 400 – 1000 nm region (Figure 5.4.3.A). Here, light coloured AS have PC1 values of around 0.5 (right side), but also the natural soils (from C horizon) have PC1 values of 0.5. For wavelength ranges above 700 nm the PCA results indicate that it is difficult to distinguish between archaeological spectra and natural soil spectra for site 3.

Based on the PCA results of the three archaeological sites in Hungary, the wavelength of 400 – 1000 nm is also used for the following analyses. One thing to notice is that the PCA results, regardless of the wavelength range, always showed a rather high PC1 variance. Except for some cases, PC1 had a variance of more than 90% indicating that the soil spectra taken in Hungary are highly homogeneous.

5.5 Results for higher order PCs

The PCA analysis for the selected wavelength ranges did not substantially improve the result compared to the full range analysis (400 – 2400 nm), which is different from the results in Italy where different wavelength ranges provided different possibilities (for example the 2000 – 2200 nm region in Figure 4.4.1.G). The results indicate that the Hungarian soils are fairly uniform despite whether they are influenced by archaeological material or not. Therefore, the next step is to investigate whether higher order PCs provide information which can be used to separate archaeological features from natural soils.

Before investigating the score plots for the higher order PCs, the variance of each PC was calculated (Figure 5.5.1). Here, PC1 represents more than 90% of the total spectral variability indicating that the soil is very homogeneous. The variance drops below 1% from the third principal component for all three sites.

The following figures show results for different combinations of higher order PCs from PC1 to PC4. Results beyond PC4 are not presented because they did not show any useful information.

Figure 5.5.2 illustrates results (score plots of various PC combinations from PC1 to PC4) for site 1, Hungary. Score plots for PC1 and other PCs separate the bright archaeological soils (blue circles). Potteries are always isolated from the other spectra and burned materials are always within the soil cluster. However, for site 1, higher order PC score plots did not improve the results much compared to the use of PC1 and PC2. Beyond the use of PC2-PC3, even the beige archaeological soils are mixed inside the natural soil cluster. This indicates that the combination of higher order PCs for this site does not provide any significant additional information for the identification of archaeological features except for some very characteristic spectra (for example pottery) which were already separated based on the first two PCs.
Figure 5.5.1 Contributions of the first ten principal components for the wavelength region 400 – 1000 nm for sites 1 (A), 2 (B) and 3 (C).

Figure 5.5.2 PCA results (score plots of PC1 to PC4) for site 1(ditch formation). NAT represents natural soils (including Ap, Bt and C), AS represents archaeological soils and ARCH archaeological artefacts. Scatter points within the blue circles represent beige coloured AS (wall materials fallen into the ditch formation).
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Figure 5.5.3 PCA results (score plots of PC1 to PC4) for site 2 (pit formation). No archaeological artefacts were found in this site.

Figure 5.5.4 PCA results (score plots of PC1 to PC4) for site 3 (ditch formation). No archaeological artefacts were found in this site. The marker points within the blue circle indicate the AS spectra and the marker points within the red circle are the AS spectra which showed dark soil colour (the AS in the downhill direction, refer to Figure 5.1.6).
Figure 5.5.3 shows the score plots of different PCs (PC1-PC4) at site 2. Here, except for the combination of PC2-PC3 and PC2-PC4 the score plots of higher order PCs do not provide better results. This shows that at site 2, PC2 is the major principal component which separates archaeological materials from the background natural soils where natural soils have negative PC2 values and archaeological materials have positive PC2 values.

Figure 5.5.4 shows the corresponding results for site 3. Here, the score plot of the first two PCs does not show a clear separation between archaeological materials and natural soils. Some AS spectra are located in the centre of the natural soil cluster (blue circle). Only some of the bright archaeological soils (AS) are shifted to the left side of the plot. On the other hand, the PC1-PC3 score plot provides a comparably better separation between archaeological soils and natural soils. The AS near the soil cluster (indicated by the red circle) represents the spectra of the archaeological soils which showed similar soil colour to the background natural soils (dark archaeological soils in Figure 5.1.6.A.2). Similarly, higher order PC combinations (PC2-PC3, PC2-PC4 and PC3-PC4) do not provide useful additional information to identify archaeological soils among natural soils.

Figure 5.5.5 shows the PCA spectra for the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm. The entire sites share a similar PC1 pattern, a broad band spectral feature in the 400 – 1000 nm, indicating the homogeneity of the Hungarian soils. In addition, as mentioned above, the PC2 at site 2 represents a strong separation between archaeological materials and natural soils. PC2 at sites 2 and 3 are extremely similar, but a clear separation between archaeological and natural soils is
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not observed at site 3.

Overall, the score plots of the higher order PCs provided some cases where archaeological materials can be separated from natural soils. However, typically the score plots of the first two principal components represent best results.

5.6 D calculation: Calculation of the Euclidean distance

So far, compared to the Italian sites, the Hungarian sites did not provide a clear separation between archaeological and natural soils although clear colour differences were observed (Chapter 5.1.2). As a next step the D calculation method (Chapter 3.3.2) is applied to the Hungarian sites. This method assumes that although the spectral features of natural soils vary depending on the soil type and sampling location, they share a similar spectral pattern compared to the spectral features of archaeological remains. Therefore a difference (D) between the original spectrum and modified spectrum, which represents the principal component (PC) values of natural soils, can be determined. If the difference D between the two spectra is small, then the spectrum is similar to the spectral features of natural soils. If not, it indicates that the spectrum is more likely to represent a non-natural soil, probably an archaeological material.

Refer to Chapter 3.3.2 for detailed explanation of the D calculation method. Also the definition and detailed information on different types of N_{soil} are explained in Chapter 3.3.2.1.

5.6.1 D calculation results for local N_{soil}

Using the N_{soil} from the original site (site 1) and Italy (Chapter 3.3.2.1 and Figure 3.3.6), the D calculation is applied to the archaeological sites 1 to 3 from Sárvíz valley, Hungary.

When the N_{soil} is obtained from the site where the measurements were taken (in this case from site 1), the D_{nat} value varies around 0.03 to 0.05 (this is better than the D_{nat} value of site 1, Italy) and the D_{arch} value varies around 0.28 to 0.44, depending on the number of PCs added. Here, when \( \sum_{1}^{3} \) PC is applied, the D_{ratio} is slightly smaller than for \( \sum_{1}^{3} \) PC, but this difference is fairly small. The D_{ratio} value for N_{soil} from the local site is around 9.50, which is rather large (similar to the D_{ratio} value of site 1, Italy which was 10) and therefore indicates that the spectra of archaeological materials clearly stand out among natural soils although the score plots of the PCA results did not indicate a clear separation.

When N_{soil} is obtained from natural soil spectra gathered at a totally different site (IT), the results are reversed. Large D_{nat} values (indicating that the natural soils of Italy and Hungary are extremely different) and comparably small D_{arch} values are found, leading to D_{ratio} values lower than 1. These results indicate that the natural soils from Italy are spectrally more similar to the archaeological soils in site 1.

Figure 5.6.1 shows the D values for site 1 when N_{soil} is used from the original site (left) and from another country, Italy (right).
Figure 5.6.1 $D_{\text{nat}}$, $D_{\text{arch}}$ and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values for site 1, Hungary for different sets of $N_{\text{soil}}$ (either from the original site (site 1) or Italy (IT)). The error bars are calculated by the maximum and minimum $D$ values using the error propagation method. The $x$-axis represents the numbers of PCs used for the $D$ calculation, here the results from only $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$ and $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ are shown. Overall, $D_{\text{nat}}$ values are much smaller than $D_{\text{arch}}$ values causing $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values larger than 1.

Figure 5.6.2 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1 against PC2 score plot of site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$ (first two principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). C) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Italy with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. D) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ (first three principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). E) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Italy with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$. 
Figure 5.6.2 shows score plots for site 1 for which the colours indicate the \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) for the individual spectra. The first impression is that when \( N_{\text{soil}} \) is used from the original site, except for one AS spectrum all archaeological spectra are identified. However, among 28 natural soil spectra, also 12 spectra showed \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values higher than 1, indicating that some false detection has been made. This is more extreme for \( N_{\text{soil}} \) from Italy. Here less than half of the archaeological spectra gave \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) larger than 1. Also the beige archaeological soils, which were always outstanding in the left side of the score plots, gave \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values less than 1 suggesting that the methodology does not work for \( N_{\text{soil}} \) from another country for the sites in Hungary.

**Figure 5.6.3** \( D_{\text{nat}}, D_{\text{arch}} \) and \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values for site 2, Hungary for different sets of \( N_{\text{soil}} \) (either from the original site (site 2) or Italy (IT)). The x-axis represents the numbers of PCs used for the D calculation, here the results from only \( \sum_1^2 \) and \( \sum_1^3 \) are shown. Overall, \( D_{\text{nat}} \) values are much smaller than \( D_{\text{arch}} \) values causing \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values larger than 1.

Figure 5.6.3 shows the D values for site 2 with \( N_{\text{soil}} \) from the original site (site 2) and from Italy. The \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values at site 2 are much lower than those at site 1, but the overall result is much better. When \( N_{\text{soil}} \) is obtained from the original site (site 2), the \( D_{\text{nat}} \) value is around 0.03 to 0.05, which is similar to the \( D_{\text{nat}} \) value for site 1 (see above). However, the \( D_{\text{arch}} \) value is around 0.06 to 0.08, which is much smaller than for site 1, which was around 0.28 to 0.44. This results in \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values around 1.71 to 2.08 which are still large enough to detect archaeological features.

For site 1, when \( N_{\text{soil}} \) obtained from Italy was used for the D calculation the method did not work well and it was even found that the archaeological soils in Hungary are similar to the natural soils in Italy. However, for site 2, although the \( D_{\text{nat}} \) values are rather large (around 1.92 to 2.15) also high \( D_{\text{arch}} \) values of around 2.78 to 2.94 are obtained. This leads to \( D_{\text{ratio}} \) values greater than 1, indicating that the methodology works well for site 2. It is interesting to note that, sites 1 and 2 share similar natural soil spectra (since they are located in the same field, refer to Chapter 5.1.2) but provide totally different results due to different \( D_{\text{arch}} \) values. The buried remain at site 1 is a ditch formation with fallen wall structures whereas at site 2 is an
ancient rubbish pit with a high amount of organic matter. This might indicate that pit formations, especially the ones with high amounts of organic matter, contain more complex mineral compositions than natural soils (Courchesne et al., 2015), and are thus easier to detect than brick fractures.

Figure 5.6.4 $D_{ratio}$ values represented as colour on the PC1 against PC2 score plot of site 2. $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from the original site (site 2) with $\sum_2^1 PC$ (first two principal components used from $N_{soil}$). C) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from Italy with $\sum_2^1 PC$. D) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from the original site (site 2) with $\sum_3^1 PC$ (first three principal components used from $N_{soil}$). E) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from Italy with $\sum_3^1 PC$.

Figure 5.6.4 shows score plots for site 2 for which the colours indicate the $D_{ratio}$ for the individual spectra. Similar to site 1, all archaeological spectra are identified when $N_{soil}$ from the original site is used, but with some false detections for the natural soils (11 natural soil spectra gave $D_{ratio}$ larger than 1). When $N_{soil}$ from Italy is used, all archaeological spectra have $D_{ratio}$ larger than 1. However there are a large numbers of false detections of natural soils (12 natural soils with $D_{ratio}$ values larger than 1).

For site 3 (Figure 5.6.5), the overall result is less good compared to sites 1 and 2. Here, when the $N_{soil}$ is obtained from the site where the measurements were taken (in this case from site 3), the $D_{nat}$ value varies around 0.05 to 0.17 and the $D_{arch}$ value varies around 0.70 to 1.13, depending on the number of PCs added. The difference between the $D_{nat}$ and $D_{arch}$ values is small and, therefore, $D_{ratio}$ values around 0.67 to 1.43 are obtained. When $\sum_2^1 PC$ is applied, the $D_{ratio}$ value is less than 1 ($D_{ratio}$ of 0.67) and when $\sum_3^1 PC$ is applied the $D_{ratio}$ improves slightly. This suggests that the method does not even work when $N_{soil}$ from the original site is applied. The calculation gives better results with summations of higher number of PCs for the $D$ calculation. When $N_{soil}$ is calculated from natural soil spectra gathered at a totally different site (IT), the $D_{ratio}$ values are even smaller than 1. Site 3 is a ditch feature (similar to site 1) but showed clearer colour boundaries between archaeological and natural soils (Figure 5.1.6).
than site 1. This result once again indicates that the colour of the soil is not the main factor the methodology takes into account.

Figure 5.6.5 $D_{\text{nat}}$, $D_{\text{arch}}$ and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values for site 3, Hungary for different sets of $N_{\text{soil}}$ (either from the original site (site 3) or Italy (I1)). The x-axis represents the numbers of PCs used for the D calculation, here the results from only $\sum^1_1 PC$ and $\sum^3_1 PC$ are shown. Overall, $D_{\text{nat}}$ values are much smaller than $D_{\text{arch}}$ values causing $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values larger than 1.

Figure 5.6.6 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1 against PC2 score plot of site 3. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 3) with $\sum^2_1 PC$ (first two principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). C) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Italy with $\sum^2_1 PC$. D) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 3) with $\sum^3_1 PC$ (first three principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). E) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Italy with $\sum^3_1 PC$. 
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Figure 5.6.7 shows score plots for site 3 for which the colours indicate the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ for the individual spectra. The first impression is that when $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the original site is used, only six archaeological spectra among 18 spectra and 15 natural soil spectra showed $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values larger than 1. The results are even worse for $N_{\text{soil}}$ from Italy. Here, only two archaeological spectra show $D_{\text{ratio}}$ larger than 1 and the rest are false detections for the natural soils.

Overall, the D calculation results suggest that site 2 contains the most distinctive archaeological remains, whereas the archaeological remains at site 3 are difficult to identify. One interesting finding is that, although site 1 and site 2 share similar natural soils, since they are located in the same field, the D calculation varied strongly (due to the different types of buried archaeology). This finding indicates that the D calculation for different types of archaeological remains should be investigated in more detail in future studies.

5.6.2 D calculation results for global $N_{\text{soil}}$

The previous section showed D results when $N_{\text{soil}}$ were either collected from the local site or a completely different site using a limited number of natural soil spectra. In this chapter, the calculations are repeated for a ‘universal’ $N_{\text{soil}}$ dataset. Two types of global datasets are used: 1) natural soils gathered from both Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) and 2) natural soils from the ISRIC spectral library. As mentioned in Chapter 3.3.2.1, the ISRIC spectra are sampled at low resolution (every tenth nanometre). Therefore, first the natural soils from Italy and Hungary are used to investigate the effect of different spectral resolutions on the D results.

Figure 5.6.7 shows the D values for sites 1, 2 and 3 when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from both Italy and Hungary. The overall results look much better than the result from Chapter 5.6.1 when the local $N_{\text{soil}}$ was used. The $D_{\text{nat}}$ values, which vary between 0.07 and 0.14, are identical for sites 1 and 2, confirming that they share the same natural soil spectra. Sites 1 and 3 show similar $D_{\text{arch}}$ values of 0.10 to 0.22 while for site 2 a comparably higher value of around 0.11 to 0.46 is found. The $D_{\text{ratio}}$ of site 3 is still below 1 when $\sum_{1}^{2} \text{PC}$ is applied ($D_{\text{ratio}}$ of 0.79) but improves when PC3 is added ($\sum_{1}^{3} \text{PC}$).

Results from Chapter 4 (Italy) showed that using only the first two principal components for the D calculation provides better result than using up to the third principal component since the contribution of PC3 is fairly low compared to PC1 and PC2 (refer to Figure 3.3.6 and Figure 3.3.8). However, some results of the Hungarian sites suggest that sometimes adding up to the third PC ($\sum_{1}^{3} \text{PC}$) can improve the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value (e.g. sites 1 and 3, Hungary). Therefore it will be useful to consider both $\sum_{1}^{2} \text{PC}$ and $\sum_{1}^{3} \text{PC}$ for investigating $D_{\text{ratio}}$ results.

The D calculation method is will also be applied with $N_{\text{soil}}$ gathered from the ISRIC spectral library. According to Chapter 3.3.2.1, the soil spectra from the ISRIC spectral library are resampled at every tenth-nanometre. Since this resampling process represents an undersampling of the data, one might expect an effect of this undersampling on the D values. Therefore, before the ISRIC library is applied, a comparison is made between the D results for the original spectra (from Italy and Hungary) and the corresponding resampled spectra (Figure 5.6.8).
Figure 5.6.7 D calculation results for site 1 (A), 2 (B) and 3 (C) when $N_{soil}$ from Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN) is used for $\sum^2 PC$ and $\sum^3 PC$.

Figure 5.6.8 $D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$ values for site 1, Hungary when $N_{soil}$ is from both Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN). A: Original spectra. B: Spectra resampled at every tenth-nanometre. Refer to Appendix 6 for the results for sites 2 and 3, Hungary.
Figure 5.6.9 D calculation results for site 1 when a combined N\textsubscript{soil} from ISRIC spectral library is used. The bar chart on the left side shows the D\textsubscript{nat}, D\textsubscript{arch} and D\textsubscript{ratio} values for $\Sigma^2$ PC and $\Sigma^3$ PC. In the PCA score plots on the right sides the D\textsubscript{ratio} values are represented as colour, where D\textsubscript{ratio} values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and D\textsubscript{ratio} higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) is a reference score plot where D\textsubscript{ratio} values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and D\textsubscript{ratio} higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. B) Results for N\textsubscript{soil} used from both Italy and Hungary with $\Sigma^2$ PC (first two principal components used from N\textsubscript{soil}). C) Results for N\textsubscript{soil} used from ISRIC with $\Sigma^2$ PC. Spectra used in these figures are resampled on a ten-nanometre grid.

The D\textsubscript{nat} and D\textsubscript{arch} values for the resampled dataset are around a factor of three smaller than the original D values (Figure 5.6.8). In addition, the D\textsubscript{arch} values (0.05 to 0.07) of the resampled spectra are around three times larger than the D\textsubscript{nat} values (0.15 to 0.22), which is in similar proportion to the D\textsubscript{arch} and D\textsubscript{nat} values of the original data. This leads to similar D\textsubscript{ratio} values of around 1.5 to 2 for the original and resampled spectra. Similar results are also obtained for sites 2 and 3 (refer to Appendix 6).

Figure 5.6.9 shows the D calculation results for site 1 when the N\textsubscript{soil} is used from ISRIC. Here, the D\textsubscript{nat} value is around 0.33 to 0.17 and the D\textsubscript{arch} value is around 0.13 to 0.22. This results in D\textsubscript{ratio} values lower than 1 showing that the method does not work well when N\textsubscript{soil} from ISRIC is used. When the individual D\textsubscript{ratio} values (for N\textsubscript{soil} from ISRIC) are observed (right figures in Figure 5.6.9), all characteristic archaeological soils (the beige colour AS) have D\textsubscript{ratio} values lower than 1. Only 4 archaeological spectra show D\textsubscript{ratio} values larger than 1 and there is a large number false detections of natural soils as archaeological materials. Unlike Italy, where the D calculation method still worked nicely for the ISRIC spectral library, the method does not work well at this site.
Figure 5.6.10 $D$ calculation results for site 2 when a combined $N_{soil}$ from ISRIC spectral library is used. The bar chart on the left side shows the $D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$ values for $\Sigma^2_{PC}$ and $\Sigma^3_{PC}$. In the PCA score plots on the right sides the $D_{ratio}$ values are represented as colour, where $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) is a reference score plot where $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. B) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from both Italy and Hungary with $\Sigma^2_{PC}$ (first two principal components used from $N_{soil}$). C) Results for $N_{soil}$ used from ISRIC with $\Sigma^3_{PC}$. Spectra used in these figures are resampled on a ten-nanometre grid.

Figure 5.6.10 shows the $D$ values for site 2 when $N_{soil}$ is used from the ISRIC spectral library. Here, the $D_{nat}$ values are around 0.17 to 0.33 and $D_{nat}$ value around 0.3 to 0.55, which is around two times larger than the $D_{nat}$ values. Therefore the $D_{ratio}$ values are around 1.67 to 1.78. $\Sigma^3_{PC}$ gives slightly higher $D_{ratio}$ values than $\Sigma^2_{PC}$. Among the Hungarian sites, site 2 always provides positive results which are also indicated by the PCA score plots (Figure 5.6.10). Here, the archaeological soils (pit feature) are identified with data points with high $D_{ratio}$ values (dark red markers). The $D_{arch}$ values of this site are always more than two times larger than those of sites 1 and 3. Depending on the type of $N_{soil}$ used, the number of false detections of natural soils varies, which also changes the overall $D_{ratio}$ values.
Figure 5.6.11 D calculation results for site 3 when a combined N_{soil} from ISRIC spectral library is used. The bar chart on the left side shows the D_{nat}, D_{arch} and D_{ratio} values for $\sum_2^2$ PC and $\sum_3^3$ PC. In the PCA score plots on the right sides the $D_{ratio}$ values are represented as colour, where $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) is a reference score plot where $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. B) Results for N_{soil} used from both Italy and Hungary with $\sum_2^2$ PC (first two principal components used from N_{soil}). C) Results for N_{soil} used from ISRIC with $\sum_2^2$ PC.

Figure 5.6.11 shows the $D_{ratio}$ values for site 3 when the global natural soil (ISRIC) is used. The $D_{ratio}$ values are significantly below 1 indicating that when the ISRIC natural soils are used the method does not work for site 3, Hungary. The problem is that the archaeological soils show similar spectral features as the natural soils of the ISRIC library leading to very small $D_{arch}$ values. The corresponding score plots (Figures 5.6.12.B and 5.6.12.C) also support this finding. When natural soils from Italy and Hungary are used for N_{soil}, 23 spectra showed $D_{ratio}$ values larger than 1 and only five of them were archaeological soils. When N_{soil} from ISRIC is used, among 17 spectra with high $D_{ratio}$ values only one spectrum represents archaeological soil but the others are false detections.

Just by looking at the D calculation results of the Hungarian sites, it seems that the method does not work well for ditch formations. This might vary according to what anthropogenic materials have fallen into the ditch since site 1 gave slightly better result than site 3. Also although archaeological strata always showed clear colour differences between natural and archaeological soils, the colours of the soil are not the dominating factors for the PC values and, thus, does not always present good D results. Therefore the D calculation method should be applied to more various archaeological sites to test its effectiveness.
5.7 Dependence of the results for smoothing levels

Similar to Chapter 4, different levels of smoothing are applied to the spectra to test the minimum resolution of the spectrometer needed to separate archaeological remains from natural soils through the PCA method developed in this thesis. In the previous section, Chapter 5.6.2, D values indicated that when the spectra were resampled at every tenth-nanometre, the results do not substantially change compared to the D values for the original spectra. Hence, a ‘high resolution’ spectrometer might not be needed for the identification of archaeological features.

Figure 5.7.1 Score plots for the first two PCs for site 1 when different smoothing kernels were applied. The convolution kernels used for smoothing are: A: original, B: 10 nm, C: 20 nm, D: 50 nm E: 100 nm and F: 200 nm.

Figure 5.7.1 shows various PCA results when different convolution kernels were applied to spectra. Similar to the results for Italy, the PCA score plot seems to be identical for different smoothing kernels. For higher smoothing kernel, the PC2 values decrease: for example, for potteries (the red markers at the top left corner of the figures) PC2 values around 1.5 are found for smoothing kernels up to 50 nm kernels, but the PC2 values decrease to about 0.4 for a smoothing kernel of about 200 nm. A similar pattern was also found for PC1. Overall, the score plots (PC1 against PC2) did not change strongly by applying the smoothing kernel.
Figure 5.7.2 shows the D values for the corresponding PCA results from Figure 5.7.1. Here, N\text{soil} from the universal dataset is used and only results for $\Sigma^2$ PC and $\Sigma^3$ PC are shown. Notice that, similar to the results shown in Figure 5.7.1, the D values depend on the smoothing kernel. Especially, when a 200 nm kernel is used, the D values of natural soils and archaeological soils become similar and therefore yield to D\text{ratio} values close to 1. The decreased D\text{arch} value indicates that when a 200 nm kernel is applied, the characteristic archaeological features are smoothed out and the archaeological spectra behave more similar to natural soil spectra.

One interesting thing is that, although the D calculation method did not work nicely at this site (site 1), the overall D\text{ratio} increases as more smoothing is applied (D\text{ratio} of 0.88 for 200 nm kernel and D\text{ratio} of 0.67 for 10 nm kernel). This is contradictory to the statement above where archaeological soils lose their characteristics by high levels of smoothing. However, this result (Figure 5.7.2) once again indicates that the global N\text{soil} (ISRIC spectral library) is not very successful at site 1 and smoothing does not improve this.

Figure 5.7.3 shows various PCA results when different convolution kernels were applied for smoothing the spectra of site 2. This figure also shows that the PCA score plot are very similar although different smoothing kernels were applied. But again, with increasing smoothing kernel the PC1 and PC2 values systematically decrease.

Figure 5.7.4 shows the D values for the corresponding PCA results from Figure 5.7.3. Here for increasing smoothing kernels both the D\text{nat} and D\text{arch} values decrease, but the D\text{ratio} values are almost unchanged with highest values for the 100 nm kernel.
Figure 5.7.3 Score plots for the first two PCs for site 2 when different smoothing kernels were applied. The convolution kernels used for smoothing are; A: original, B: 10 nm, C: 20 nm, D: 50 nm E: 100 nm and F: 200 nm

Figure 5.7.4 D values for site 2 where spectra are smoothed by different convolution kernel (10 nm, 20 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm and 200 nm). Here, N_{soil} from the ISRIC spectral library is used.
Figure 5.7.5 Score plots for the first two PCs for site 3 when different smoothing kernels were applied. The convolution kernels used for smoothing are; A: original, B: 10 nm, C: 20 nm, D: 50 nm E: 100 nm and F: 200 nm.

Figure 5.7.6 D values for site 3 where spectra are smoothed between 400 – 1000 nm at different convolution kernel (10 nm, 20 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm and 200 nm). Here, $N_{soil}$ is from the natural soils of ISRIC spectral library.
Figure 5.7.5 shows the PCA score plots for the different smoothing kernels applied to the spectra from site 3. Similar to the result for sites 1 and 2, as the smoothing kernel gets higher, the PC values decrease. However, as shown in Figure 5.7.6 for this site the D values even increase with increasing smoothing kernels. But similar to site 1, the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values stay below 1.

This chapter indicated that spectrometers with a high spectral resolution may be nice, but it is probably not essential to have such high spectral resolution. However, since the D calculation method did not work well for most of the sites in Hungary and, therefore, it is difficult to define an exact spectral resolution value.

Site 2 was the only “well-defined” site in Hungary and based on the smoothing results of site 2 (Figure 5.7.3 and Figure 5.7.4), perhaps a spectral resolution of about 100 nm might be sufficient to identify archaeological features.

### 5.8 D values of soil mark features and geological feature

So far, the D calculation method was applied to *in situ* spectral measurements of archaeological remains and natural soils directly from the soil profile. This chapter applies the method to a soil mark features (from site 2) and a geological feature which was misinterpreted as a soil mark feature (from site 3). To do this, soil surface spectra (gathered from top 10 cm within the Ap horizons) and natural soils from the C horizons of each pit are selected from the original dataset. For soil mark features, three spectral measurements from the Ap horizon are selected for each site (site 2 and site 3). Note that all measurements are made using an artificial light source with the ASD spectrometer (refer to Chapter 3.1). The obtained results might provide a guideline of which $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values might be expected when the method is applied to airborne or satellite images. Also it shows whether geological features, which look similar to soil mark features, can be identified as non-archaeological features using the D calculation method. In the following, for soil mark calculation, the $D_{\text{arch}}$ stands for the D value of the soil mark features and for geological feature calculation, the $D_{\text{arch}}$ stands for the D value of the geological features.

#### 5.8.1 Soil mark

Figure 5.1.3 showed a clear soil mark feature visible at site 2, which is an ancient rubbish pit feature with a high amount of organic matter and thus a darker soil colour compared to the surrounding natural soils.

Figure 5.8.1 shows the D calculation results for the soil mark feature when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is from (1) the original site (site 2), (2) the natural soils gathered from Italy and Hungary and (3) the ISRIC spectral library. Overall, the $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the original site and from IT+HUN gives $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values slightly higher than 1 indicating that the soil mark feature is detectable. However, when $N_{\text{soil}}$ from ISRIC soils is used, the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values drop slightly below 1. The low $D_{\text{arch}}$ values may also be related to the weathering of the surface soils and transportation of soils due to physical or chemical environmental changes. Note that soil mark features are most distinctive just after ploughing (Taylor, 1979) and the distinctive soil mark colours fade away with time.
These factors might at least partly be responsible for the low $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value of the soil mark feature at site 2.

Figure 5.8.1 $D$ value ($D_{\text{nat}}$, $D_{\text{arch}}$, and $D_{\text{ratio}}$) results for the soil mark feature at site 2, Hungary, for various $N_{\text{soil}}$ combinations. The spectra are resampled at every tenth-nanometre. Here $D_{\text{arch}}$ represents the $D$ values of the archaeological soil mark feature.

5.8.2 Geological surface feature

At site 3, a geological soil colour difference was misinterpreted as a soil mark feature (Chapter 5.1.2). This feature had a comparably brighter soil colour than the surrounding natural soils and had a circular shape. However, when the site was excavated, no traces of archaeological activities were observed. Therefore, for this feature a low $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value (smaller than 1) is expected.

Figure 5.8.2 shows the $D$ values for this geological feature when various $N_{\text{soil}}$ groups were applied. The $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value is less than 1 when $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the original site is used, indicating that this is not an archaeological feature. However, when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from either IT+HUN or ISRIC, the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value exceeds 1 indicating that the feature is showing a non-natural spectral signature. Compared to the soil mark result (Chapter 5.8.1), the $D_{\text{ratio}}$ value of the geological feature looks more like an archaeological feature.

This shows that for surface soil spectra, using $N_{\text{soil}}$ from the original site provides more realistic results.
Figure 5.8.2 D value (\(D_{\text{soil}}\), \(D_{\text{arch}}\) and \(D_{\text{ratio}}\)) results for the geological feature at site 3, Hungary with various \(N_{\text{soil}}\) combinations. The spectra are resampled at every tenth-nanometre. Here \(D_{\text{arch}}\) represents the D values of the geological feature which was misinterpreted as a soil mark feature.

5.9 Summary

To identify spectral features of buried archaeological remains, a modified quantitative PCA method (so called D values) was developed in this thesis. The application of the D calculation method showed that it is possible to identify buried archaeological materials at the sites in Italy (Chapter 4). Therefore, in Chapter 5, the PCA and D calculation methods were also applied to the archaeological sites in Hungary with great expectation due to simple background natural soil. The sites in Hungary are ditch and pit formations where a clear boundary between the archaeological formations and surrounding natural soils was observed by eye.

Similar to the results in Italy, the XRF analysis showed that the soil samples gathered in Hungary were mainly K, Ca, Ti and Fe. The element Ba, which showed outstanding values for archaeological materials at the sites in Italy, was also high in the Ap soils above archaeological remains in Hungary. This indicates that barium (Ba) may give a first glance of whether the soil investigated is influenced by archaeological or human activities. However, overall, no outstanding or dominant elements were observed for archaeological materials.
The PCA results for the sites in Hungary were not as successful as the results in Italy. Only very bright and light coloured archaeological soils were separated from the natural soil cluster. Burned materials, which were nicely separated in the spectra from Italy, were mixed within the natural soil cluster (Chapter 5.3). Applying the PCA to various wavelength regions showed that in the infrared region, the archaeological materials are mixed within the natural soil clusters and no significant patterns are observed (Chapter 5.4). Therefore, as suggested in Chapter 4.4, the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm was also used for the Hungarian sites. In the Hungarian sites the first two PCs account for more than 90% of the total variance indicating that the soil spectra are extremely homogenous. The score plots of higher order PCs showed that they usually do not provide additional information to separate archaeological materials from natural soils.

Since the aim of the thesis is to develop a quantitative methodology, further investigations were made to numerically express the degree of ‘archaeological features’ of the reflectance spectra. To do this, the D calculation method was developed based on the PC of natural soils (Chapter 4.8). PC of a group of natural soils was used to recalculate a spectrum with characteristic features of natural soil. By doing so, the difference between the original spectrum and the recalculated spectrum showed different D values. Using this D calculation, average D values for archaeological materials (D\text{arch}) and natural soils (D\text{nat}) were calculated and the ratio (D\text{ratio}) between them was investigated. It was expected that spectra of archaeological soils should give D\text{ratio} values larger than 1. The analysis tried to define a universal D\text{ratio} value which can be applied to any site, but did not work as well as the Italian sites.

Similar to the results in Italy, for the sites in Hungary, the D\text{ratio} values are the largest when N\text{soil} is used from only the original site (Figure 5.9.1). Site 1 shows highest D\text{ratio} value (around 9) when N\text{soil} is used from the original site. However, when N\text{soil} is used from the spectra collected from the global natural soils (ISRIC spectral library), the D\text{ratio} drops below 1 indicating that the archaeological soils in this site is spectrally more similar to the global natural soils. Site 2 provides a constant D\text{ratio} value of around 1.6 to 2 regardless what N\text{soil} group is used.
Sites 1 and 2 share the same natural soils (notice that the $D_{nat}$ values of the two sites are identical), but the types of archaeological remains make a great difference for the D calculation. $D_{ratio}$ for site 3 is only larger than 1 when $\sum_3^3 PC$ is used for local $N_{soil}$. The overall results suggest that for the Hungarian sites, adding up to the third PC provides better $D_{ratio}$ results although PC3 accounts for less than 1% of the total spectral variability (Chapter 5.5). However, the Hungarian sites showed promising results for applying the D-calculation method to distinguish the origin of soil colour changes (whether it is naturally occurring soil colour difference or not). Here, real soil mark feature gave a $D_{ratio}$ value larger than 1 when local $N_{soil}$ was used. The naturally occurred soil colour change, which the archaeologists thought it was a soil mark feature, showed $D_{ratio}$ values smaller than 1 indicating that there are no anthropogenic activities involved in this soil colour difference.

Overall, results indicate that the D calculation method may not work in some buried archaeological remains (especially ditch formations). This suggests that further investigation of the D calculation is needed, applying the method to various archaeological structures at diverse environmental conditions.
Chapter 6 Conclusions and outlook

6.1 Overall summary and conclusion

This thesis aims to build up a methodology which can identify spectral signatures of archaeological remains among natural soils. The method should also identify archaeological soil horizons or soil marks which may not be visible in colour.

Among various archaeological prospection methods, soil colour is one of the most important and effective aspects that indicate traces of anthropogenic activities (Aston et al., 1998; Canti and Linford, 2000; James, 1999; Jones and MacGregor, 2002) without applying complicated analysis. Soil colour is influenced not only by the mineral content but also by chemical processes (Clark, 1999; Donoghue and Shennan, 1988; Viscarra Rossel et al., 2006a,b,c), such as the chemical state of iron, and therefore can become more distinct in archaeological features. However, sometimes such colour difference is either not distinctive or it is unclear whether it is due to anthropogenic activities. It is known that archaeological remains have different, but not unique, spectral features to the natural soils (Cavalli et al., 2009) which are influenced by the soil minerals. Nevertheless, there is only a limited understanding of the links between the chemical composition of soils and archaeological materials (Oonk et al., 2009a). In this thesis, it was difficult to distinguish archaeological remains from natural soils by investigating the elemental composition using XRF (Chapter 4.2.1 and Chapter 5.2.1). Using a CI (colour index) or RI (Redness index) allowed a good identification of archaeological soils in Italy due to their reddish colours, but the methods only consider one or two wavelengths (Chapter 4.2.2 and Chapter 4.2.3). Therefore this thesis tried to analyse the soil spectra statistically using PCA. PCA is known to be a powerful statistical tool in soil science (Linker et al., 2005; Singh et al., 2011; Viscarra Rossel, 2008a), therefore it will be further developed and adapted for the distinction of archaeological material from different soil types.

For this study, five buried archaeological sites were investigated from two environmentally different countries: Italy and Hungary (refer to Figure 3.1.1). The sites in Italy contained complex soil compositions and the sites in Hungary had fairly homogenous soils (Hungarian loess). Thus, it was assumed that the sites in Italy would provide more difficulties in identify-
ing and classifying archaeological features than the Hungarian sites. For these sites, \textit{in situ} soil spectra measurements were recorded with the ASD FieldSpec Pro FR spectrometer (350 – 2500 nm) with artificial halogen lighting (Chapter 3.1.2).

This thesis introduces a modified PCA method which spectroscopically separates archaeological features among natural soils. The initial application of the standard PCA to the collected soil spectra from Italy and Hungary gave promising results. Therefore, several attempts were made to further improve the PCA and to represent and analyse the PCA results in a quantitative way. However, not all attempts worked as well as expected (base PC, regression line, etc., refer to Chapter 3.3.4). In the most promising method, a difference value (D value) between the original spectrum S and a recalculated spectrum S’ using the principal components of natural soils provided very useful results. The principal components of natural soils \(N_{\text{soil}}\) were gathered from a various group of natural soils ranging from local to global soils gathered from the ISRIC online spectral library (ICRAF and ISRIC, 2010). When ISRIC spectra are used for \(N_{\text{soil}}\), all spectra are resampled at every tenth-nanometre (refer to Chapter 3.3.2.1 for the detailed reasoning behind this). This method assumes that although the spectral features of natural soils vary depending on the soil type and location, they are spectrally more similar to each other than to the spectra of archaeological remains. Therefore, \(D_{\text{nat}}\), the D value for natural soils, should be close to 0, while \(D_{\text{arch}}\), the D value for archaeological remains should be larger than the \(D_{\text{nat}}\) values. Therefore, if the spectrum measured shows a \(D_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{D_{\text{arch}}}{D_{\text{nat}}}\) larger than 1, it probably represents an archaeological material (refer to Chapter 3.3 for detailed calculation).

![Figure 6.1 PCA score plot for the spectra gathered at site 1, Italy (wavelength of 400 – 1000 nm). In the left figure results for PC1 against PC2 are plotted and in the right figure results for PC2 against PC3 are plotted. For most sites, the PC1-PC2 score plots allowed a clearer distinction between archeological materials and soil spectra than score plots of higher order PCs. However, sometimes PC2-PC3 score plots allow a distinction of different archaeological materials as shown in this figure where burned materials are mostly on the left side of the natural soil cluster and the reddish archaeological stratum (including potteries) is on the right side of the cluster.](image)

As shown in Figure 6.1, most of the score plots of the first two principal components (PC1 against PC2) present a clear difference between natural soil spectra and archaeological spectra. However, since water absorption bands dominate the near infrared region (1400, 1900, 2200 nm) of soil spectra, wavelengths beyond 1000 nm are not considered in this analysis. In some cases, spectral characteristics of archaeological remains could be detected in this region (as shown in Figure 4.4.1.G 2000 – 2200 nm, site 1 of Italy) but for now, it remained difficult to
extract useful information in that spectral range. Therefore, the wavelength range of 400 – 1000 nm was considered for the D calculation analysis. One interesting and important finding is that the PCA of the gathered soil spectra does not strongly depend on the soil colour (Chapter 4.4). This indicates that from the PCA additional information, compared to the simple use of ‘colour’, can be obtained.

The D calculation only uses up to the third principal components since the first three principal components contain more than 90% of the variance. Table 6.1 summarises the main $D_{ratio}$ values for the five archaeological sites investigated in this thesis.

Table 6.1 Average $D_{ratio}$ values for all the archaeological sites investigated in this thesis. The table shows results for different $N_{soil}$ (local, another country, both countries and the ISRIC spectral library) and for different numbers of PCs considered ($\Sigma PC$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N_{soil}</th>
<th>Local (original site)</th>
<th>Another Country (IT or HUN)</th>
<th>both countries together</th>
<th>ISRIC spectral library</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Sigma^2 PC$</td>
<td>$\Sigma^3 PC$</td>
<td>$\Sigma^2 PC$</td>
<td>$\Sigma^3 PC$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site1</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site2</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site1</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>9.50</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site2</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simple description of the archaeological sites.
- **Site1 (IT)**: Kitchen formation with red archaeological stratum in the soil profile.
- **Site2 (IT)**: Kitchen formation where potteries and reddish archaeological soils found at the floor of the excavated pit.
- **Site1 (HUN)**: Ditch formation of fallen wall structures.
- **Site2 (HUN)**: Rubbish pit formation with visible soil mark feature.
- **Site3 (HUN)**: Ditch formation (strong yellowish colour) located on top of ancient dune feature.

The average $D_{ratio}$ results suggest that it is better to use both $\Sigma^2 PC$ and $\Sigma^3 PC$ for the D value calculation since they often show different results (sometimes $\Sigma^3 PC$ gives better results and vice versa). In particular, when $N_{soil}$ does not contain any soils from the local site (ex. $N_{soil}$ form another country or ISRIC), $\Sigma^3 PC$ tends to give higher $D_{ratio}$ values than $\Sigma^2 PC$. This suggests that when natural soil spectra were not gathered around the archaeological site, adding up to the third PC is.

Overall, $D_{ratio}$ values are highest when $N_{soil}$ is collected around the archaeological site (local).
Results for N_{soil} from two countries or the global ISRIC data base also provide satisfactory D_{ratio} values in many cases, but the success of the method depends on the type of the archaeological materials. The method works especially well with materials from kitchen formations, probably because of the exposure of the materials to fire (Arcenegui et al., 2008). In particular, the red soil colour of the archaeological stratum in the investigated kitchen formation might be the result of fire (Matneya et al., 2014). Also pit fillings (site 2 of Hungary) produce high D_{ratio} values probably since they contain high amounts of organic carbon, nitrogen, or phosphorus compared to the adjacent natural soils (Lauer et al., 2014; Slager and Van de Wetering, 1977). However, for ditch features, depending on what was fallen inside the ditch (can be infilled with collapsed surrounding soil or walls which are still ‘natural’ soils) the identification might be difficult using the D calculation methods.

The following specific D_{ratio} values are obtained for three different archaeological remains:

- With N_{soil}=original
  - Kitchen formations: \( D_{ratio} \) value larger than 3,
  - Pit features: \( D_{ratio} \) around 1.7
  - Ditch features: \( D_{ratio} \) larger than 1.

- With N_{soil}= ISRIC
  - Kitchen formations: \( D_{ratio} \) value around 2
  - Pit features: \( D_{ratio} \) around 1.7
  - Ditch features: \( D_{ratio} \) varies around 0.4 to 0.7

In the beginning, it was assumed that for the archaeological sites in Italy it would be more difficult to identify archaeological materials due to the complex background natural soil composition. However, the results derived in this thesis suggest that the degree of variability of the natural background soils is not a big problem as long as the collected natural soil spectra cover this variability. If no natural soil spectra from the local site are available, soil spectra N_{soil} from the ISRIC spectral library can be used. However, in this case the D_{ratio} values will be lower than for the local soil samples. Based on the results presented above, the more important factor is what kind of buried remains one prospected.

In this thesis, the method also successfully identified surface features (soil marks) and distinguished soil colour changes due to natural and anthropogenic activities (Chapter 5.8). One limitation of the modified PCA method is that high D_{ratio} can also be obtained for soils, which were influenced by non-archaeological soil activities, e.g. recent anthropogenic activities. But this limitation might also be turned into an advantage: it leads to the possibility to apply the method to identify soil contaminations and other environmental factors influencing the soil.

One important thing to notice is that the PCA score plots and D_{ratio} values did not show a strong difference when the spectra were smoothed by convolution kernels of 10 to 200 nm FWHM, which indicates that broadband features are the main characteristic difference between natural and non-natural (in this case archaeological) soils. This might suggest that ‘high’-resolution spectrometer (finer than 3 nm resolution) might eventually not be needed and, therefore, could lead to simpler instrumentation and shorter measurement times.

Overall, the modified PCA method using the D value calculation worked well for the archaeological sites investigated in this thesis. It is of course unclear how well this method will work
at other archaeological sites. However, according to the results of this thesis, which are based on different natural soil samples, one can expect promising results for other archaeological sites.

6.2 Outlook

6.1.1 Investigate spectra beyond 1000 nm

In the near-infrared region (beyond 1000 nm), soil spectra are dominated by water absorption bands (refer to Chapter 3.2.2). However, this thesis suggested that there might be some features within these bands which can still be used to identify archaeological remains (Figure 4.4.1). To further test this possibility, archaeological sites in arid regions, which contain less soil moisture, should be investigated.

6.1.2 Application to other archaeological sites

The D calculation method worked well when N_{soil} is used from the natural soils gathered around the archaeological site. When N_{soil} is from the ISRIC spectral library, among five archaeological sites investigated, still three sites provided D_{ratio} value larger than 1. This is an interesting finding since it suggests that natural soils from the spectral library have common spectral features to the natural soils from Italy and Hungary (however, they did not show spectral similarities in their first three principal components, refer to Figure 3.3.6). The method should be tested for other archaeological sites to further verify it. Also, it will be useful to apply the method to archaeological strata or soil marks which are not visible by eye. By making such investigations, it will in particular be possible to refine the thresholds of the D_{ratio} values for different archaeological materials and different locations and environmental conditions.

6.1.3 Instrumental improvements

As shown in Chapter 4.9 and Chapter 5.7, the developed method works well even if the original spectral resolution is smoothed by different kernels (FWHM of 10 to 200 nm). This finding has important consequences or the instrumental properties. For the existing instrumental set up the acquisition time for a single spectrum is about 1 to 3 s in order to achieve a sufficient signal to noise ratio. The results of this thesis indicate that for archaeological applications the spectral resolution can be reduced by a factor 10 to 20 without a significant loss of information. Consequently, the integration time can be reduced by the same factor. This can even lead to the possibility of performing continuous 1D or 2D imaging measurements with such reduced acquisition times. Besides the reduction of the measurement time, instruments with reduced spectral resolution will also be smaller and cheaper.
6.1.4 Application to airborne or satellite images

The method was so far applied to ‘in situ’, that means at the sides of excavated pits, measurements but it can also be modified and applied to airborne and satellite images. Such applications would in particular help to locate potential buried archaeological remains without time-consuming manual inspection of entire airborne or satellite images. However, it has to be noted that the application to such airborne or satellite images is restricted to certain periods depending on the vegetation coverage and ploughing season. Also, more investigations are needed to quantify the effect of using sun light instead of an artificial light source.

6.1.5 Investigate D values for soil mark features

Chapter 5.7 provides D values for a soil mark feature observed in the Hungarian site. The results show that the D calculation method can only identify this feature if $N_{soil}$ is gathered from the local site. However, since only one soil mark feature was measured, it is not clear how representative the results are for other soil marks. Soil marks depend in particular on the ploughing conditions which transfers archaeological material to the top surface. In addition, depending on the measurement period, the soil marks might become vague due to weathering effects. Thus, more investigation is needed to check the validity of the method to soil mark features.

6.1.6 Application to other environmental issues

The underlying assumption of the D calculation method is that spectral features different to natural soils can be identified. Thus, this method can also be applied to identify soils which were modified by other environmental processes such as soil contaminations.
Acronyms

Ap – Top soil horizon influenced by constant ploughing.
ARCH – Archaeological materials such as potteries.
AS – Archaeological soils.
Bt – Subsoil horizon with high clay content.
C – Parent material (bed rock).
D – Difference value calculated by the modified PCA method developed in this thesis (Chapter 3.3.2)
D_{arch} – D value of archaeological spectra (both AS and ARCH).
D_{nat} – D value of natural soil spectra.
D_{ratio} – Ratio between D_{arch} and D_{nat}.
HUN – Soil spectra collected from the Hungarian sites.
IT – Soil spectra collected from the Italian sites.
IT+HUN – Soil spectra collected from Italy and Hungary.
NAT – Natural soils.
NIR – Near-infrared.
NPC – Principal components of a group of natural soils (N_{soil}).
N_{soil} – A group of natural soil used for the D-calculation method (Chapter 3.3.2.2).
PC – Principal component.
PCA – Principal component analysis.
VIS – Visible spectra.
XRF – X-ray fluorescence.
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## Appendix 1

### XRF results for sites 1 and 2, Italy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>XRF Results</th>
<th>LOD (mg/kg)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Site 1 | LOD results not available | 159.0 | LOD indicates the elements were very small or does not exist.
| Site 2 | LOD results not available | 136.5 | LOD indicates the elements were very small or does not exist.

### Appendix 1.1 XRF results for site 1, Italy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>LOD (mg/kg)</th>
<th>LOD Error</th>
<th>LOD Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1: XRF results for sites 1 and 2, Italy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>XRF Results</th>
<th>LOD (mg/kg)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Site 1 | LOD results not available | 159.0 | LOD indicates the elements were very small or does not exist.
| Site 2 | LOD results not available | 136.5 | LOD indicates the elements were very small or does not exist.

### Table 2: XRF results for site 1, Italy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>LOD (mg/kg)</th>
<th>LOD Error</th>
<th>LOD Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: XRF results for site 2, Italy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>LOD (mg/kg)</th>
<th>LOD Error</th>
<th>LOD Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 1.2  XRF results for site 2, Italy. LOD stands for limit of detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>ARCH</th>
<th>AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
<td>136.1</td>
<td>122.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr Error</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe Error</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn Error</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu Error</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix
Appendix 2

Colour indices of site 1 and site 2, Italy. Various wavelength combinations ($\lambda_a$ and $\lambda_b$) are presented.
Appendix 3

PCA score plot with marker colours indicating $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values for the sites in Italy.

Appendix 3.1 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC2-PC3 score plot of site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$ (first two principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). C) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Hungary with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. D) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ (first three principal components used from $N_{\text{soil}}$). E) Results for $N_{\text{soil}}$ used from Hungary with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$.

Appendix 3.2 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1-PC2 score plot of the site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. C) is the result when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. D) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ and E) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$. Spectra used for this plot result are resampled by every tenth-nanometre.
Appendix 3.3 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1-PC2 score plot of the site 2. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. As a reference, in Figure A), all data points of archaeological materials are marked as red. B) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 2) with $\Sigma_{1}^{2}\text{PC}$. C) is the result when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\Sigma_{1}^{2}\text{PC}$. D) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 2) with $\Sigma_{1}^{3}\text{PC}$ and E) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\Sigma_{1}^{3}\text{PC}$. Spectra used for this plot result are resampled by every tenth-nanometre.
Appendix 4

XRF results for the sites in Hungary.

Appendix 4.1 Relative partitioning of the different elements for site 1, Hungary. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 5. Dominant elements are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe).

Appendix 4.2 Relative partitioning of the different elements for site 2, Hungary. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 5. Dominant elements are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe).
Appendix 4.3 Relative partitioning of the different elements for the archaeological soil pit in site 3, Hungary. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 5. Dominant elements are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe).

Appendix 4.4 Relative partitioning of the different elements for the natural soil pit in site 3, Hungary. For the exact XRF values refer to Appendix 5. Dominant elements are potassium (K), calcium (Ca), titanium (Ti), manganese (Mn) and iron (Fe).
Appendix 5 XRF results for site 1, 2 and 3 of Hungary. LOD stands for limit of detection.
Appendix 6

D values which present comparison between original spectra and resampled spectra by every tenth-nanometre for the Hungarian sites.

Appendix 6.1 D value ($D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$) results for site 2 Hungary when $N_{soil}$ is from both Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN). A: Original spectra. B: Spectra resampled by a tenth-nanometre.

Appendix 6.2 D value ($D_{nat}$, $D_{arch}$ and $D_{ratio}$) results for site 3 Hungary when $N_{soil}$ is from both Italy and Hungary (IT+HUN). A: Original spectra. B: Spectra resampled by a tenth-nanometre.
Appendix 7

PCA score plot with marker colours indicating $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values for the sites in Hungary.

Appendix 7.1 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1-PC2 score plot of site 1. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) is a reference score plot where $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. B) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. C) is the result when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_1^2 \text{PC}$. D) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 1) with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$ and E) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_1^3 \text{PC}$. Spectra used for this plot result are resampled by every tenth-nanometre.

Appendix 7.2 $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values represented as colour on the PC1-PC2 score plot of site 2. $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) is a reference score plot where $D_{\text{ratio}}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{\text{ratio}}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. B) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 2) with $\sum_2^2 \text{PC}$. C) is the result when $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_2^2 \text{PC}$. D) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from the original site (site 2) with $\sum_2^3 \text{PC}$ and E) $N_{\text{soil}}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_2^3 \text{PC}$. Spectra used for this plot result are resampled by every tenth-nanometre.
Appendix 7.3 $D_{ratio}$ values represented as colour on the PC1-PC2 score plot of site 3. $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. Figure A) is a reference score plot where $D_{ratio}$ values below 1 are represented by white (empty) markers and $D_{ratio}$ higher than 1 by yellow to dark red markers. B) $N_{soil}$ is used from the original site (site 3) with $\sum_2^2 PC$. C) is the result when $N_{soil}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_3^2 PC$. D) $N_{soil}$ is used from the original site (site 3) with $\sum_3^2 PC$ and E) $N_{soil}$ is used from ISRIC with $\sum_3^2 PC$. Spectra used for this plot result are resampled by every tenth-nanometre.
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